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ABSTRACT

In the Hawaiian Islands, a distinct, resident community of micronekton is distributed over

the underwater slopes of the islands. Despite the importance of the mesopelagic boundary

community to both nearshore and oceanic ecosystems, it has not been well studied. This

work investigated the spatial and temporal dynamics of the mesopelagic boundary

community and their impact the foraging behavior of its predators. Several active

acoustic (sonar) techniques were utilized, complimented by trawling and optical

techniques.

Target strength measurements of live animals from the boundary community facilitated

the use of echo-energy integration techniques and allowed conversion of acoustic

backscattering measures to estimates of caloric content. Using these measures, ship-based

echosounder surveys showed that mesopelagic animals are heterogeneously distributed,

in both time and space. The Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary community fits the

hierarchical patch structure model with patches within patches that are part of a larger

scale matrix of patches. Surveys also revealed that the boundary layer undergoes diel

horizontal migrations in addition to its vertical migrations. At night organisms were

found within I km of shore, in waters much shallower than their daytime habitat. Because

of this horizontal movement, the highest densities of mesopelagic animals, reaching up to

1800 animals/m"3, were observed nearshore. A series of bottom-mounted, sonar

moorings measured vertical migration rates of 0-1.7 rnlmin and average horizontal rates

of 1.67 km/hr. High levels of biomass were observed moving rapidly, over a great
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distance, into shallow waters very close to shore, providing insight into the significant

link the boundary community provides between nearshore and oceanic systems.

To understand how temporal and spatial heterogeneity of prey affected a pelagic

predator, an echosounder was used to simultaneously measure the abundance of spinner

dolphins and the boundary community. Spinner dolphins followed the migration patterns

of their prey both horizontally and vertically. Overlap was observed between spinner

dolphins and their prey from several minutes to an entire night, at spatial scales of 20

meters to several kilometers. An understanding of the spatial and temporal dynamics of

the mesopelagic boundary community permitted the accurate prediction of predator

movement patterns and an increased understanding of their behavior.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Many unique physical and biological characteristics are associated with oceanic

waters near islands. Sander (1981) grouped the modifications to the oceanic environment

caused by islands into three major categories. The first category includes all sources of

fresh water from islands, such as land drainage from river outflows, human wastes, or

underground waters. Interactions between the water column and abundant benthic

animals on the slopes of islands make up the second category and the only one directly

including biological processes. The last group of island created modifications

encompasses all physical factors including (I) turbulence generated in currents by

islands, favoring vertical mixing or divergent eddies (Barkley, 1972) and (2) internal

waves that produce vertical mixing, creating input of new nutrients from deeper water

into the mixed layer. These differences between near-island waters and open ocean

waters are especially noticeable in tropical climates where fishes, even pelagic species,

are found in the vicinity of islands more often than in the waters beyond the slopes of the

islands (Dandonneau & Charpy, 1985). Doty and Oguri (1956) introduced the concept of

the "island mass" effect to explain this ubiquitous phenomenon, suggesting that the

increased phytoplankton productivity near islands explained the general shoreward

increase in the concentration of grazers and predators.

In Hawai'i, causes for increases in productivity and standing stock are unclear,

although several causes for the "island mass" effect have been proposed. Gilmartin and

Revelante (1974) found that turbulence and vertical mixing were the most important of

the causes that they investigated. They found significant changes in salinity, indicating
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that deep water was probably being introduced into the nearshore water column. Smith

(1967) implicated the channels between the islands as a cause for this increased

turbulence. The islands block much of the prevailing westward currents, however the

channels between the islands allow large volumes of water to flow through, increasing

the vertical advection rate within the channels. This rapid movement of water may create

jet streams, generating turbulence and eddies on the leeward sides of the islands (Smith,

1967). Because seasonal changes in surface properties of the ocean around the Hawai'ian

Islands are relatively small, and the oceanic regions to the east and west of the Hawai'ian

Islands are biologically barren (Vernick, 1969), the only sources of major change are

from deep water through advection, as suggested by Smith (1967) and Gilmartin and

Revelante (1974), or from land-based inputs. Precipitation over the Hawai'ian Islands is

more than triple the rainfall in the ocean around the islands. As much as 40% of rainfall

may reach the coastal waters of the islands by direct runoff and as much as 50% through

underground flow (Mink, 1962). The second of Sander's categories (1981), benthic

animal-water interactions has not been directly investigated as a cause of ocean

modification in Hawai' i to date.

The strong increase in pnmary productivity as the islands are approached

(Gilmartin & Revelante, 1974), regardless of its causes, has effects on other trophic

levels. Not only do island waters contain more individuals, they have different resident

species than oceanic waters. Worldwide, the physiology, morphology, and behavior of

seamount and island aggregating species are much more similar to species associated

with distant seamounts and islands than to nearby open ocean species (Koslow, 1997).

Like other islands and seamounts, the islands in the Hawai'ian chain harbor unique island
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associated populations and communities. There are at least two species of island

associated copepods (Hassett & Boehlert, 1999). Less than I kin from the shoreline, each

of these copepods was found in very high concentrations, up to 800 individuals/m3
, while

common open ocean species were rare in nearshore waters. Other zooplankton species

(Hassett & Boehlert, 1995) and some larval fish populations show similar patterns (Leis,

1982; Leis & Miller, 1976; Boehlert et aI., 1992). An island associated community of

mesopelagic micronekton in the Hawai'ian Islands, termed the mesopelagic boundary

community, was described by Reid et a1. (1991). This distinct resident community of

micronekton is distributed along a narrow band where the upper slopes of the islands

meet the oceanic mesopelagic environment. This community, composed of various

species of fishes, shrimps, and squids, some of which undergo diel vertical migrations,

has a composition unique to the boundary region (Reid et aI., 1991).

Gut content analyses of tuna (He et aI., 1997), billfish (Skillman, 1998),

bottomfish (Haight et aI., 1993), and spinner dolphins (Norris et aI., 1994) in Hawai'i

have established that much of their prey is taken from the mesopelagic boundary

community. The mesopelagic boundary community is an important component of the

coastal ecosystem in Hawai'i, and probably of other Pacific islands and seamounts.

Patchiness in the mesopelagic community has been shown from the earliest studies in

Hawai'i. Holton (1969) noted that lanternfishes, one of the primary components of the

Hawai'ian mesopelagic community, have an extremely heterogeneous distribution. More

recent studies in Hawai'i have also noted large horizontal differences in abundance and

distribution of mesopelagic biomass (Balino & Aksnes, 1993). However, the inherent

limitations of the trawling techniques used in these studies made it impossible for them to

determine the scale of this heterogeneity.
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Variability in the abundance and distribution of organisms over time and space is

a key feature of many marine ecosystems (Murphy et a!., 1988). Spatial heterogeneity,

the non-random distribution of biomass or density over horizontal space (usually referred

to as patchiness), is a general phenomenon in the ocean (Steele, 1978), and is particularly

intense at continental margins and island slopes (Cushing, 1961; Longhurst, 1981;

Mackas et a!., 1985; Haury et a!., 2000). Vertical heterogeneity of physical, chemical, and

biological properties is also a striking feature of the world's oceans (Hutchinson, 1967;

Sverdrup et al., 1942). Spatial variability in marine systems is affected by the temporal

persistence, or longevity, of horizontal or vertical patches. Temporal changes in spatial

heterogeneity are often faster in the marine environment than benthic terrestrial systems

because of the dynamic nature of fluids (Clark et a!., 1978).

Spatial discontinuities in physical, chemical, and particularly biological variables

have been observed over a range of scales since the earliest studies of the ocean (Hardy &

Gunther, 1935). This range of spatial and temporal scales has been classified by Haury et

a!. (1978) into seven categories ranging from micro-scale (centimeters) to ocean-wide.

Scale in oceanic variability, however, is not a cascade; it is a hierarchical continuum,

with smaller scales occurring within the context of larger scales. The scale at which

investigation occurs is dependent on the scales that dominate locally (Steele, 1978) and

on the questions being asked. To assess the role of patchiness in the ecosystem, it is

necessary to look at patch attributes in relation to the ecology of the patchy population

and in relation to the populations that depend on finding these patches of food. The two

most important scales for predators utilizing a heterogeneous population of

micronektonic animals the size of those in the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary
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community, are fine-scale and coarse-scale (Haury et al., 1978). Fine-scale aggregations

occur at spatial scales of meters to hundreds of meters. This is the scale of behavioral

interactions between individuals in the patchy population and is the scale at which these

organisms find food or meet predators. This scale occurs within a larger structure,

particularly in vertical migrators such as the animals of the boundary community.

Course-scale aggregations occur at spatial scales from 1 to 100 Jan. This is the scale at

which predators exhibit influence on the heterogeneous populations that they prey upon.

While Haury et ai. (1978) did not explicitly include a temporal component in their

definition of scales of patchiness, it is impossible to separate the correlated factors of

time and space. Stommel (1963) presented a conceptual model of the time and space

scales of biomass variability in the ocean. Spatial patches at fine scale have a

corresponding temporal scale in Stommel's hierarchy of minutes to an hour. Coarse-scale

spatial aggregations have a corresponding temporal scale of hours to a day. Spatial and

temporal scales of biomass are correlated and they interact (Haury et aI., 1978). It is these

interactions of spatial and temporal scales by the species in the system that produce the

observed variability in the ecosystem (Steele, 1978).

Physical and biological forces cause spatial and temporal variability, acting both

independently and concurrently to shape the scale and longevity of the patch's dynamics.

At scales corresponding to fine and coarse-scale patches, cyclic temporal patterns are

caused by tidal, lunar, and diel cycles (Harris & Smith, 1977). These relatively short time

scales are particularly important to understanding the role of patchiness in the ecosystem

because habitat interactions in marine systems are not usually at non-zero "equilibria" as

in terrestrial systems (Steele, 1978). This is primarily because the physical mechanisms
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creating patchiness in habitat quality in terrestrial systems, particularly disturbance,

generally occur over longer time scales than the mechanisms in oceanic systems (Clark et

aI., 1978). Many of the primary physical causes of patchiness in the ocean such as

advection, turbulence, and environmental boundaries, while often occurring III

predictable patterns, act on time scales of hours to weeks (Witek et aI., 1988).

There is clearly a significant relationship between the scales of environmental

variability and those of biological processes because resource quality and animal

movement are related (Murphy et aI., 1988). Biological processes can, however, create

spatial structure in the absence of physical forces. Patches can be created by differential

reproductive rates, social behavior, and intraspecific relations (Witek et aI., 1988).

Trophodynamics, the relationship between organisms within the patch and their

biological resources and their predators, account for much of the fine- and coarse-scale

spatial structure observed (Haury et aI., 1978). Conversely, estimating the spatial and

temporal scales of heterogeneity allows investigation of the importance of physical and

biological factors that control the structure of the ecosystem, providing a theoretical

foundation and allowing practical predictions (Steele, 1978).

Until relatively recently, patches in the ocean have been seen more as a problem

in assessing sampling error than a phenomenon (Kalikhman & Ostrovsky, 1997). While

spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the ocean have been shown to be common, the

prediction or explanation of horizontal patchiness of organisms larger than plankton in

the ocean has been difficult for oceanographers based solely on physical descriptions of

the environment (Hutchinson, 1961). However, it is necessary to understand the nature,
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causes, and effects of heterogeneity because it strongly affects efforts to detect significant

spatial and temporal changes in overall abundance.

While studies of plankton patchiness have been maturing over the last several

decades (Steele, 1978), patchiness in mesopelagic micronekton has been ignored in most

research for several reasons. Many mesopelagic animals undergo diel vertical migrations

of a hundred meters or more (Andersen et al., 1997). These large and rapid vertical

movements swamp the smaller scale spatial and temporal patterns in mesopelagic

animals. Unfortunately, it is difficult for one sampling method or observational program

to resolve more than a small fraction of the spatial and temporal scales over which

variability occurs (Kalikhman & Ostrovsky, 1997; Mackas et aI., 1985). Consequently,

most studies on mesopelagic animals have focused on the large-scale issue of vertical

migration, while relegating small-scale pattern to experimental uncertainty. Sampling

problems encountered when studying mesopelagic animals also contribute to the lack of

information on heterogeneity. Mesopelagic animals are much more capable than

planktonic organisms of avoiding nets (Holliday & Pieper, 1995; Medwin & Clay, 1997).

Consequently, trawls large enough to capture mesopelagic animals must be launched

from a large and expensive ship, which limits sampling efforts. Also, because of net

avoidance, trawls must be conducted over relatively large horizontal areas in order to

sample enough water to obtain statistically valid information (Clarke, 1983). This

limitation precludes the assessment of horizontal heterogeneity at a scale smaller than the

distance covered by a trawl.

Other problems with trawling limit the information on vertical heterogeneity that

can be obtained using trawling techniques alone. Trawls can only sample a vertical range
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that is small relative to the depth of the water column, or they must integrate over the

entire depth sampled, ignoring vertical heterogeneity altogether. Thus, it is difficult to

obtain information on vertical structure at more than one or a few depths simultaneously.

This has led many researchers to lump data taken at different times together in order to

assess vertical structure while ignoring temporal structure. A specific problem with using

trawling to assess the vertical structure of the mesopelagic boundary community occurs

because of the relatively shallow waters and high bottom relief that are often found over

the slopes of the Hawai'ian Islands. This creates a risk of bottom collisions, particularly

in the areas closest to shore, limiting the vertical range that can be sampled as well as the

locations that can be studied.

Success in studying patches in the ocean at many spatial scales has been achieved

using acoustic techniques (Swartzman et aI., 1999; Gliwicz & Rykowka, 1992; Gomez et

aI., 1994; Bauss~mt et aI., 1993; Kalikhman & Ostrovsky, 1997). Acoustic techniques are

capable of dealing with patch structure at many spatial scales simultaneously because

they can be conducted rapidly, potentially covering 10 km/hour, and depending on which

equipment is used, can have spatial resolution as fine as tens of centimeters (MacLennan

& Simmonds, 1992). Greenlaw and Pearcy (1985) observed that during the day,

mesopelagic micronekton was found in extensive layers of low to moderate sound

scattering with distinct three-dimensional patches of higher sound scattering on the scale

of tens of meters. Micropatches 1 km and smaller in horizontal extent and 15 meters in

vertical extent existed day and night (Greenlaw & Pearcy, 1985). These scales of spatial

heterogeneity are difficult to assess using trawls, particularly because their location and

size changes within a few hours. Acoustic sampling is limited in that it cannot identifY
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the species present m multispecies aggregations. However, in many situations, the

mixture of micronekton in the acoustic sample may approximate a trophic level available

to a predator. Aggregation of all species that make up a predator's resource base for study

obscures density dependent population regulation of each population. However, study of

density dependent phenomena of each individual species in a diverse community is

impractical (Rothschild, 1992). The result of lumping species is a focus on how the

ecosystem functions rather than a description of the relationship among taxonomic

assemblages.

Distributional heterogeneity, a readily apparent and important feature of virtually

every biological system, has profound implications for the evolution of the species within

the system (Levin, 1978). Ecological processes often depend upon the patterns as well as

absolute density of resources (Mangel & Adler, 1994). For example, patch structure can

substantially modify predator-prey encounter rates even when number of prey is fixed

(Rothschild, 1992). The distribution and abundance of individuals also affects predator

avoidance, competition between prey, and competition between predators. Population

dynamics, dispersal, and foraging strategies depend critically upon the spatio-temporal

characteristics of the environment (Levin, 1978; Leibold, 1989). To account for and

understand the effects of patch structure on the community we must have information on

the physical framework of the patches (Rothschild, 1992). Patch intensity affects the

survival of the patch's predators (Mullin & Brooks, 1976) while interpatch distance

affects the relationship between predator and prey (Fauchald et aI., 2000). The degree and

duration of patchiness determine the effects of patchiness on respiration and ingestion

(Mullin & Brooks, 1976). The scales of patches also determine the size range of predators
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that can effectively use the prey resources, because prey exists at both the scale of the

individual and the scale of the patch (Murphy et aI., 1988). Since the ecological

importance of heterogeneity depends upon the scale of the heterogeneity, the degree of

patchiness, the distance between patches, and the size and structure of the patch,

assessing the patchiness in the mesopelagic boundary fauna is one of the most important

tasks that needs to be undertaken to understand the ecological role of the boundary

community. The goal of this work is to understand how several populations that forage

on the mesopelagic boundary community are impacted by its heterogeneity through

characterization of pattern in time and space (Polis et aI., 1994) using acoustic sampling.

Data collected using acoustic techniques will also be used for development of a data

based foraging model for one of the boundary community's predators (Hunter & Price,

1992).
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CHAPTER 2

TARGET STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS OF HAWAI'IAN MESOPELAGIC
BOUNDARY COMMUNITY ANIMALS

Abstract

A 200 kHz echosounder modified to digitize the envelope of the received echoes

directly into a computer was used to measure the ex situ target strength (TS) of live

animals from the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community as a function of animal

size, tilt and roll angle, and biological classification. Dorsal aspect TS (in dB//lm) at 200

kHz was related to the animal's length: myctophid fish TS=20 log (standard length in

cm)-58.8, r2=0.91, squid TS=18.8 Jog (mantle length in cm)-61.7, r2=0.81, shrimp

TS=19.4 log (total length in cm)-74.l, r 2=0.83. Tilting the fish 5° and 10° changed the

measured TS by up to 3.0 dB, decreasing TS as the fish was tilted forward and increasing

IS as the fish was tilted backwards. In shrimp, forward tilt increased IS while backward

tilt decreased IS by up to 3.3 dB. No consistent trend in squid TS change was observed

with tilt angle. Roll angles of 5° and 10° increased the TS of all groups by up to 3.0 dB.

Myctophid lateral aspect TS was consistently about 6 dB higher than the dorsal TS.

Physiological analysis of the fishes' swimbladders revealed that the swimbladder is not

the dominant scattering mechanism in the myctophid fishes studied.
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Introduction

The mesopelagic boundary community found in the waters over the slopes of the

Hawai'ian Islands is a distinct, land-associated community of micronektonic fish, shrimp,

and squid (Reid et aI., 1991). The species composition of the boundary community is

different from that of the sound-scattering layer found in the open ocean surrounding the

islands (Reid, 1994). Gut-content analyses of a variety of fish including snappers (Etelis

coruscans and Etelis carbunculus) (Haight et aI., 1993), tunas (He et aI., 1997), billfish

(Skillman, 1998) as well as spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) (Norris & Dohl,

1980) in Hawai'i have established that much of their prey is taken from the boundary

community. Clearly, the mesopelagic boundary community is an important component of

the coastal ecosystem in Hawai'i and other Pacific islands. This layer, however, has not

been well studied. Only one study has concentrated specifically on this important zone

(Reid, 1994; Reid et aI., 1991), with two others looking at it incidentally (Amesbury,

1975; Struhsaker, 1973). All of these studies used trawling as their primary method of

sample collection.

Midwater trawling research (Struhsaker, 1973; Reid et aI., 1991; Reid, 1994;

Amesbury, 1975) has been very valuable in identifYing species and obtaining some

general information about the spatial structure of this boundary community of

micronekton. However, trawling techniques alone have severe disadvantages. Trawling

studies are relatively localized. Reid's work, for example, consisted of 3 stations around

Oahu and another 11 stations around the Maui area. Trawls must be launched from a

large ship and are therefore expensive and time consuming. In addition, and probably

most importantly, there is the inherent bias associated with "net avoidance" (Holliday &
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Pieper, 1995; Medwin & Clay, 1997). In one study a comparison of trawl sampling and

acoustic methods found that acoustic sampling estimated biomass seven times greater

than trawl estimates (Koslow, 1997). Sampling with nets yields a highly biased

assessment of overall biomass and relative composition of marine pelagic communities

(Kenchington, 1989). Moreover, trawling cannot assess small-scale spatial and temporal

heterogeneity effectively. The combined difficulties of trawling used alone severely

hinder any attempt to assess the biomass, diversity, community structure, and trophic

organization of marine communities (Koslow, 1997).

The use of acoustic methods to estimate animal abundance in the wild requires

information on the acoustic size, target strength or backscattering cross section, of

individual organisms (MacLennan, 1990; Thiebaux et aI., 1991) as well as knowledge

about other reflective characteristics of individual animals in the community (Love,

1969). Both echo-energy integration and echo-counting techniques require an estimate of

the target strength of individual targets (MacLennan, 1990). No target strength

measurements are available for myctophid fishes, which represent more than 50% of the

species and individuals of the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community (Reid et al.,

1991). To understand the dependence of target strength on length and tilt or roll angle,

live mesopelagic animals were tethered in a shipboard seawater tank and ensonified with

a 200 kHz signal. The validity and field applicability of tethered single fish

measurements have been established (Foote, 1983). The goal of this work was to obtain

reliable estimates of target strength and its variability for use in acoustic surveys of the

Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community.
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Methods

Trawling for micronektonic animals was conducted using a 2-m-opening Isaacs

Kidd Midwater Trawl (IKMT) during two cruises in May and July of 2000 aboard the

NOAA ship Townsend Cromwell. The trawl was towed obliquely for 20 to 30 min, reaching

a maximum depth of 200 m. The ship was traveling between 3 and 4 kt with wire sent out at

25 m per min. The various live animals from the mesopelagic boundary community from

which target strength measurements were obtained are shown in Table 2.1.

Live animals from the mesopelagic boundary community and other animals in the

same size range were transferred into an aerated seawater container on deck to await

study. Within one-half hour of initial retrieval, a single, robust individual was transferred

into a container filled with 1 liter of water. To tranquilize the animal for study, bubbling

CO2 was administered via Alka-Seltzer tablets. Tablets were added one-quarter at a time

until the animal was subdued. The anesthetized individual was then mounted upside

down over an upward-looking transducer on the bottom of the tank. Animals were

mounted with monofilament lines as shown in Figure 2.1, to a wooden frame that kept

the animal motionless. The frame rested on the top of a 2000-L free-standing shipboard

tank filled with seawater. Animals were held 0.3 m from the surface of the water, I m

above the transducer (Figure 2.2). Air bubbles were removed from the surface of the

animal and the monofilament tethers with streaming seawater. To observe the effect of

angle on the measured target strengths, the wooden frame could be rotated 5 and 10

degrees about the dorso-ventral and lateral axes of the animal by raising one side of the

frame with a wooden block and re-centering the target animal.
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Table 2.1. Summary of mesopelagic boundary animals measured.

Family Species Number measured Size range (em) Mean size (em)
Fishes

(Standard length)
Myctophidae

Benthosemafibulatum 29 2.4·7.9 5.2
Diaphus adenomus 8 3.7·6.4 5.3
Diaphus chrysorhynchus 7 3.2-6.4 4.7
Diaphus trachops 3 3.3-3.9 3.7
Idiolychnus urolampus 2 3.6-4.7
Myctophum brachygnathos 5 4.4-8.2 6.1

Astronesfhidae
Astronesthes lucifer 5.9

Bregmacerotidae
Bregmaceros sp. 5.0

Sqnids (Mantle length)
Endoploteuthidae

Abralia trigonura 5 1.2-4.2 2.5
Chiroteuthidae

ehrioteuthis imperator 2 1.8-2.2
Cranchiidae

Liocranchia reinhardti 3.6

Shrimps (Total length)
Gnathophausidae

Gnathophausla longispina 2 4.5-7.4
Pasiphaeidae

Pasiphaea truncala 6.8
Sergestidae

Sergia (ulgens II 2.6-8.3 5.8
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of a
representative fish, shrimp, and
squid showing how they were
mounted with six monofilament
lines.

Figure 2.2. Experimental
setup. A wooden frame
that held the subject
upside down 0.3 m from
the surface of the water
and I m above an upward
looking transducer rested
on a 2000-L seawater tank
aboard the ship. The
frame could be rotated 5
and 10° about the dorso
ventral and lateral axes of
the animal by raising one
side of the frame with a
wooden block and re
centering the target.

0.3 m J

1.0 m
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One hundred echoes were obtained from the dorsal aspect of each animal using a

Computrol, Tournament Master Echosounder NCC 5300 modified to read directly into a

laptop computer. The envelope of the echo was digitized at a sampling rate of 10kHz

with a Rapid System R1200. The echosounder used a 200 kHz outgoing signal with a

pulse length of 130 ~s. The acoustic reflection of 20 individuals was also measured 5 and

10 degrees from dorsal in both the tilt and roll planes, and 8 individuals were measured

from the lateral aspect.

Target strengths of individual animals were calculated usmg an indirect

calibration procedure incorporating reference targets. Calibration of the experimental

setup was accomplished by substituting a 0.79 cm diameter solid steel sphere for the

animal and comparing the echo level of the target animal to that of the reference target. A

0.64 cm and 1.11 cm sphere were also measured to confirm the calibration. The target

strength of each sphere was measured from the levels of the incident and reflected signal

from the sphere measured with a separate, calibrated hydrophone. The target strength of an

individual animal from the mesopelagic layer (TSmbl) was determined from the equation

TSmbl = 20 log (VenvelopJVcalibmted) + TSsphere, (I)

where Venvclope is the voltage received by the echosounder from the animal, Vcalibrated is the

voltage received from a sphere at the same range, and TSspliere is the known target

strength of the sphere.

The standard length of fishes (the distance from the tip of the snout to the rear end

hypural plate of the caudal peduncle), the mantle length of the dorsal side of the squids,

and the total length of the shrimp species was measured with vernier calipers to the

nearest I mm. Boundary community animals were then identified to species and frozen

for later analysis. Dorsal aspect target strengths of individuals as a function of the log of
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their length for practically definable biological classes were analyzed using regressions. F

tests were used to test the significance of each regression's slope.

Frozen fish were thawed and dissected under a dissecting microscope to look at

the characteristics of their swimbladders. An ocular micrometer was used to measure the

maximum length of the major and minor axes of the swimbladder. The state of the

swimbladder, inflated or not, was noted and the swimbladder was completely removed.

Thin sections were made of the extracted swimbladder to analyze its contents.

Results

Echoes from 14 individual gelatinous animals, shown in Table 2.2, from four

major groups were not detectable with the echosounder system. Eleven of the animals

had gas inclusions or shells. The threshold level of the echosounder system was measured

to be -63 dB.

Table 2.2. Gelatinous mesopelagic animals caught in the IKMT along with mesopelagic
boundary animals. Target strengths of these animals were also measured but none
returned an echo above the threshold of the echosounder, -63 dB. Sizes of the entire
animal are shown.

Order Species
Salps

Salpida

Number measured Size range (em) Inclusions

Sa/po spp.

Pyrosomes
Pyresomidae

Pyrosomas spp.

Heteropods
Mesogastropoda

family Heteropoda, !Jp. unknown

Siphonophores
Calyeophora

unknown

4

3

2

5

3.8-6.5

11.0-16.4

3.1-4.2

6.2-17.1

gas

none

shell

gas
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Variation among the 100 echoes measured for each individual fish, shrimp, or

squid at each aspect was limited to ± 2.6 dB and was distributed normally about the

mean. The dorsal aspect target strength at 200 kHz of mesopelagic fish (n=56) was a

function of the log of the fish's standard length (Figure 2.3a). All measurements are

within the range of geometric scattering. This relationship can be expressed as

TS=20 log (standard length in cm)-58.8, (2)

in dB re Im. The r2 of this relationship was 0.83. An F test revealed that the slope of the

regression was significantly different from zero (P<0.05). If only myctophid fish are

considered by removing the bregmaceroid and astronesthid, the relationship remains the

same; however, the? for this relationship was 0.91 and was significant at P<O.OI. One

myctophid fish species was abundant enough to be considered independently. The

regression for Benthosema jibulatum can be represented by the same equation; however,

the ? increased to 0.94. An F test revealed the slope of the regression was significantly

different from zero at P<O.OI. Myctophid fish from the genus Diaphus, represented by

three species, D. adenomus, D chrysorhynchus, and D. trachops, had the same

relationship as well. The r2 for Diaphus was 0.91 and the slope was significant at the

P<0.05 level.

The dorsal aspect target strength of eight individuals from three squid species,

Abralia trigonura, Chrioteuthis imperator, and Liocranchia reinhardti, was correlated

with the log of the squid's mantle length (Figure 2.3b). The best-fit regression for these

measurements, which are within the range of geometric scattering, can be expressed as

TS=18.810g (mantle length in cm)-61.7, (3)
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in dB re 1m. The data had an r2=0.81 and an F test revealed that the slope of the

regression was significant (P<0.05).

The dorsal aspect target strength of 12 individuals of three species of mesopelagic

shrimps, Gnathophausia longispina, Pasiphaea truncata, and Sergia fulgens was

correlated with the log of the shrimp's total length (Figure 2.3c). The best-fit regression

line can be expressed by the equation

TS=19.4log (length in cm)-74.1, (4)

in dB re Im. The data were within the range of geometric scattering and had an r2=0.83

and the slope was significant at the P<0.05 level. The echoes from two shrimps, 2.6 and

3.2 cm long, were not detectable.

The effect of tilt angle and roll angle on the target strength of 13 individual

myctophids is shown in Figure 2.4a. Target strengths of fish tilted 5° head down were, on

average, 1.6 dB lower than the dorsal aspect target strength of the same individual.

Tilting the fish head down by 10° decreased the target strength by an average of 2.3 dB

relative to dorsal aspect target strengths. Tilting the fish's head up 5° increased the target

strength relative to the dorsal target strength by an average of 0.9 dB. Tilting the fish

head up by 10° increased the target strength relative to the dorsal aspect target strength by

an average of I.7 dB. When the fish was angled 5° to one side, the target strength increased

an average of 1.0 dB. A roll angle of 10° caused an increase of an average of 1.8 dB.

The lateral (side aspect) target strengths at 200 kHz of eight indidividual

mesopelagic fish, one astronesthid and seven myctophids, are given in Table 2.3. The

lateral target strength of the astronesthid was 0.8 dB lower than its dorsal target strength.

The lateral target strengths of the myctophids were an average of 6.0 dB higher than their

dorsal target strengths.
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Figure 2.3.
A. Dorsal aspect target strengths at 200 kHz of 56 individuals of various mesopelagic fish
species plotted against the log of the fish's standard length in em. The predictions of
Love (1970) for dorsal aspect target strength values for fish equal in size to the measured
individuals are represented by the dashed line. All mesopelagic fish are represented by
open circles, the best-fit logarithmic curve for all fish, TS=20 log(standard length)-58.8,
had an r 2 of 0.83. Only myctophid species are represented by squares (n=54); including
only this data, the curve had an r

2 of 0.91.

B. Dorsal aspect target strengths at 200 kHz of eight individuals representing three
mesopelagic squid species plotted against the log of the squid's mantle length in cm. The
measured dorsal target strengths are represented by the filled diamonds. The best fit
logarithmic curve, TS=18.8 log(mantle length)-61.7, had an ,.1=0.81 and a significant
slope (P<0.05). The predictions of dorsal aspect target strength at 200 kHz for individuals
of the same size as the measured individuals are represented by the dashed lines: flying
squid, Ommastrephes bartrami, (Kajiwara et al., 1990; Amaya et aI., 1989); Laliga edulis
(Lee et al., 1991), and Tadarades pacificus (Amaya et aI., 1989).

C. Dorsal aspect target strengths at 200 kHz of 12 individuals representing three
mesopelagic shrimp species plotted against the log of the shrimp's total length in em. The
best fit logarithmic curve, TS=19.4 log(total length)-74.1, had an r 2=0.83 and had a
significant slope (P<0.05). The dashed line represents the dorsal target strength at 200
kHz of Sergia lucens (Imazeki et al., 1989), a species closely related to Sergia fulgens,
the most abundant species in this sample.
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Table 2.3. Lateral target strengths at 200 kHz for 8 individual mesopelagic fish, I
astronesthid and 7 myctophids. The lateral target strength of the astronesthid was 0.81 dB
lower than its dorsal target strength. The lateral target strengths of the myctophids were
an average of 6.0 dB higher than their dorsal target strengths.

Species
Astronesthes lucifer
Benthosemafibulatum
Benthosemafibulatum
Benthosemafibulatum
Benthosema fibulatum
Diaphus adenomus
Diaphus chrysorhynchus
Myctophum brachygnathos

Dorsal TS (dB)
-41.6
-51.2
-43.3
-41.8
-41.4

-44.2
-43.2
-42.2

Lateral TS (dB)
-42.4
-44.6
-35.4
-34.9
-35.3
-39.1
-38.6
-37.3

TS diff(dB)
-0.8
6.6
7.9
6.9
6.1
5.2
4.6
4.9

The effect of tilt and roll angle on the target strength of four squids showed that

tilting the squid head down 5° increased the target strength relative to the dorsal aspect

target strength an average of 0.6 dB (Figure 2.4b). Tilting the squid's head down 10°

increased its target strength by an average of 0.7 dB, while tilting the squid head back 5°

increased its target strength relative to its dorsal target strength by an average of 0.6 dB.

Tilting the squid back 10° increased its target strength by 0.9 dB, on average. Changing

the squid's angle by rolling it 5° to one side increased its target strength by an average of

0.7 dB relative to its dorsal aspect target strength while rolling the squid 10° to one side

increased the target strength by 0.6 dB.

The effects of tilt and roll angle on the target strengths of three shrimps are shown

in Figure 2.4c. Tilting the shrimps forward, head down, by 5° increased their target

strength relative to their dorsal target strength by an average of 1.6 dB. Tilting the

shrimps forward by 10° increased their target strength relative to their dorsal target

strength by an average of 2.6 dB. Tilting the shrimps backward by 5° and 10° decreased

their target strengths relative to dorsal by an average of2.0 and 3.3 dB, respectively.
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Figure 2.4.
A. The effect of tilt angle (left) and roll angle (right) on the 200 kHz target strength of 13
myctophid fish. The y-axis shows the difference of the measured target strength from the
dorsal aspect target strength of the same individual.

B. The effect of tilt angle (left) and roll angle (right) on the target strengths of four
squids. The y-axis shows the difference of the measured target strength from the dorsal
aspect target strength of the same individual.

C. The effect of tilt angle (left) and roll angle (right) on the target strengths of three
shrimps. The y-axis shows the difference of the measured target strength from the dorsal
aspect target strength of the same individual.
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Rolling the shrimp 50 to one side increased its target strength relative to dorsal by an

average of 0.7 dB. The target strengths of shrimps rolled 10° to one side also increased

their target strength by an average of 0.7 dB.
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Figure 2.5. The standard length of myctophid fish against the maximum length of the
major and minor axes of their swimbladders. No regressive relationship was found for
either measurement. The / for fish length against the major axis was 0.02 with a
P»0.05. The / for fish length against the minor axis was 0.01 with a P»0.05.

The relationship between the standard length of fish and the maximum length of

the major and minor axes of the fish's swimbladder was not regressive (Figure 2.5). The

r 2 for fish standard length against the length of the swimbladder's major axis was 0.02.

For the swimbladder's minor axis, the / was 0.01. F tests show that neither line has a

significant slope (P»0.05). There is also no relationship between the log length of the
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major or minor axes of the swimbladder and target strength. The r
2 for each comparison

was Jess than 0.1 with P»0.05. Of the 38 swimbladders examined, II were completely

empty, I was filled only with gas, 16 were filled only with a solid wax (identified as in

Neighbors, 1992), and 10 had a solid wax core surrounded by a thin layer (l mm or less)

of gas. The empty swimbladders looked like two thin layers of tissue completely adhered

to each other; there appeared to be no gas content in these swimbladders. Only one

species, Diaphus adenomus, was observed with all swimbladders in the same state

(empty). All other species had at least one individual with an empty swimbladder and at

least one with solid wax in its swimbladder. The lack of relationships between fish length

or target strength and swimbladder length did not change if animals were broken down by

species or by swimbladder content. The lengths of the two axes of the same swimbladder

were significantly correlated with an r 2 of 0.49 and P<O.Ol. It is important to note that,

unlike many other species of fish whose swimbladder's length is often more than 70% of

the length of the fish (Saenger, 1989), the maximum length of the swimbladder in these

myctophid fishes was, on average, 5% ofthe length of the fish. The small sizes ofthese

swimbladders, represented by the filled oval within the fish in Figure 2.1, all less than 12

mm in maximum length, precluded any measures of the position of the swimbladder

relative to the fish.

Discussion

The gelatinous animals captured in the same trawls as the mesopelagic boundary

community animals did not return echoes strong enough to be detected by the

echosounder system. Many of these animals had intact gas inclusions or shells that might

have been predicted to serve as strong targets. However, Stanton and his colleagues
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(1998) found that siphonophores with gas enclosures had a target strength near -70 dB, at

200 kHz. They also found that shelled pelagic gastropods, morphologically similar to the

heteropods examined here, had target strengths less than -70 dB at 200 kHz. The target

strength of a gelatinous animal lacking either a shell or gas inclusion, Aurelius aurelia,

equivalent in size to the animals observed in this study would have a target strength of

about -75 dB (Mutlu, 1996). The lowest target strength the echosounder system can

measure was measured to be -63 dB, well above the various target strength measures for

gelatinous animals. Wiebe et al. (1990) found that it took more than a thousand pelagic

gastropods per cubic meter to create a scattering strength of -43 dB, in the range of the

target strength of one mesopelagic boundary community animal. While high densities of

gelatinous animals with inclusions might occur in Hawai'i, the change in echo-energy

estimates of density in the field would be very smail relative to the high densities of the

boundary community that have been observed (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001).

The dorsal aspect target strength of myctophid fish was strongly dependent on the

log of their standard length. The slope and y intercept of the regression were not affected

by including only the most abundant species or genus. There appears to be little

relationship between taxonomy and target strength within the myctophids represented in

this sample. The y intercept of the regression line for myctophids was 5.2 dB re 1 m

higher than the generalized regression for fish presented by Love (1970) corrected to be

referenced to 1 m. It is unclear why the observed target strengths of the myctophids in

this study were consistently so high. The pulse length used was not short enough to

resolve parts of an individual fish except perhaps of our largest specimens. The use of

only the envelope of the echo limits the possibility that highlights from the echo could be
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resolved even on the largest specimens because of their relatively small size, further

eliminating the possibility that target strength based on a highlight could be obtained. If

target strength based on a highlight were measured, we would expect the largest

individuals to be outliers on the graph, which is not the case. The values measured for

the myctophids in this study are within the range of values presented by Love (1970)

for fish in the same size range. It is probable that morphological differences between

the species used in previous work and the myctophids used here as well as differences

between individual fish, the relatively small sample sizes, and the different

methodologies used could explain the variation.

Other researchers have found that the swimbladders of fish from the myctophid

genera that are represented in this study are often uninflated, wax invested, or apparently

nonfunctional (Neighbors, 1992; Neighbors & Nafpaktitis, 1982; Saenger, 1989; Brooks,

1977). The fish of the species investigated here also were rarely filled with only gas.

Most were empty or wax invested. Depth of capture was apparently not the cause of the

observation of empty swimbladders, because two of the fish with empty swimbladders,

two with a mixture of solid wax and gas in their swimbladders, and one with only solid

wax in its swimbladder were caught at the surface with a dipnet. This reduction or loss ofa

gas-filled bladder, shown to be the largest component of backscattering from swimbladdered

fish (Foote, 1980), raises the question: what is the dominant scattering mechanism of these

fish? Our data show no relationship between a fish's length or target strength and the size of

its swimbladder or its content. Clearly, the swimbladder is not causing the echoes observed

here. Perhaps, as in other fish measured, the head region, primarily the skull, is an important

source of scattering (Reeder et aI., 2000; Sun et aI., 1985).
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The target strength of mesopelagic squids was positively correlated with their

mantle length. The target strengths of the squids in this study were similar to the 200 kHz

target strengths of the flying squid, Ommastrephes bartrami, of the same size. The target

strengths measured in this study were 3.9 dB less than those measured by Kajiwara et al.

(1990) for flying squid and 3.1 dB higher than those of Amaya et al. (1989) for flying

squid. The target strengths for the mesopelagic squids in this study were also only 4 dB

higher than the target strengths measured by Amaya et al. (1989) for equally sized Loligo

edulis. Target strengths have been reported for Todarodes pacificus which were about 30

dB less than those observed for the mesopelagic squids in this study (Lee et al., 1991).

The slope of the regression of length versus target strength for mesopelagic squids was

somewhat less than those of the other squids, suggesting that target strength is less

dependent on mantle length in this sample. This difference might be attributable to

differences in morphology and scattering characteristics between the three species of

squids in this sample, as well as the relatively small sample size.

The dorsal target strength at 200 kHz of the three mesopelagic shrimp species was

significantly corrdated with the total length of the shrimp. Eleven of the 14 shrimp in this

sample were Sergia jUlgens. The target strengths of the shrimps in this sample were 4.1

dB higher than those found for Sergia lucens (Imazeki et aI., 1989), a species closely

related to Sergia jUlgens. The difference in target strength between the two samples is

probably a result of the multispecies composition of this sample, differences between S.

tulgens and S. lucens, and differences in methodology and equipment.

Tilting myctophid fish by 50 and 100changed the measured target strengths by up

to 3 dB. The target strength decreased as the fish was tilted forward, head down. The
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farther the fish was tilted forward, the more the target strength decreased relative to

dorsal target strength. Target strength increased as the fish was tilted backward,

increasing more with increased tilt angle. This agrees with the pattern observed for target

strength changes as a function of tilt angle in many species of fish (Kubecka, 1994;

MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992). The opposite pattern has been observed in other fish

species (Do & Surti, 1990). Maximum target strength is generally observed when the

primary source of scattering is oriented perpendicular to the acoustic beam (Kubecka,

1994). Thus, the orientation of the primary source of scattering relative to the axis of the

fish detennines the tilt angle that will produce the maximum scattering strength. The

source of scattering in myctophid fish appears to be tilted forward (about 10° down)

relative to the axis of the fish.

The pattern of target strength changes observed for myctophids was reversed for

shrimps; forward tilt increased target strength while backward tilt decreased it. The

magnitude of the change could reach 3.3 dB. This fits the direction of change predicted

by the bent cylinder model of Clay (1992) when defining dorsal aspect the way we have

here, as parallel to the carapace.

No consistent pattern in target strength was observed with changing tilt angle for

squids. The greatest change was 2.2 dB. This is consistent with the observations of Lee et

al. (1991) and Amaya and Sano (1990) who found that the species of squids they

measured were omnidirectional with respect to acoustic scattering strength. The

scattering process associated with squid is still poorly understood and, unfortunately,

these data are not helpful at obtaining a deeper understanding of the process.
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Roll angles of 5° and 10° increased the target strength of myctophid fish relative

to their dorsal aspect target strength. The greater angle had a greater effect on the target

strength, causing a maximum change in target strength of 3 dB. Lateral target strength of

myctophids was consistently approximately 6 dB higher than the dorsal target strength

for the same individual. The single astronesthid measured had a lateral target strength

lower than its dorsal target strength, by less than I dB. Rolling shrimps 5- and 10 degrees

showed a similar pattern in target strength change as myctophids, an increase in target

strength with increasing roll angle. The maximum effect of roll angle on shrimp target

strength was 1.7 dB. Again, no pattern was evident for squids where the maximum

change in target strength due to roll angle for an individual was 1.3 dB. There was large

variability in the effect of tilt or roll on target strength changes and not every individual

conformed to these generalities.

Tilt and roll angles have been shown to have a profound impact on acoustic field

measures of animal abundance (Mukai & Iida, 1995; Huse & Gna, 1996). These

observations, however, were made on single species aggregations. The use of information

on the effect of tilt and roll angle on target strength in the field is most effective when

studying not only single species aggregations, but also animals from the same size class.

The mesopelagic boundary community is diverse and is found in assemblages composed

of many size classes and not only a variety of species, but also species from more than

one biological group. The differences in target strength as a function of tilt angle

observed in animals from the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community were

relatively small, less than 3.5 dB. In the field, these differences would be overshadowed

by the differences caused by species and size class variability. Consequently, these
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measurements of tilt angle provide valuable information for error estimation in the field,

particularly on this vertically migrating community. As the community rises early in the

evening, the target strength of fish will be lower than their target strength as they swim

downwards later in the evening. The opposite will be true for the shrimps. These

differences may cause the echo-energy integration estimates of density or biomass to

appear different between two times at the opposite ends of the migration when the real

densities are equivalent. They could also cause field estimates of the size of individuals

creating echoes to be under- or overestimated, depending on the animal group being

measured and the time observed as even at rest, myctophids, for example, are often

observed at a significant tilt (Barham, 1971). However, tilt angle data cannot be directly

applied to abundance estimates or used for identification of animal behavior without

more information on community composition than can be obtained from single frequency

acoustics alone.

The information obtained in this study will support quantitative estimates of

abundance in future acoustic field studies of the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary

community. Th(:se data will also allow estimation of the levels of variation and

uncertainty in field data and may permit major compositional differences in the boundary

community to be observed with acoustics, particularly since the fishes and squids have

such different target strength-length relationship from the shrimps.
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CHAPTER 3

ENERGY: CONVERTING FROM ACOUSTIC
TO BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE UNITS

Abstract

Acoustic backscattering strength is often used as an index of biomass; however,

the relationship between these variables has not been directly validated. Relationships

were investigated between acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz, measured as part of a

previous study, and measured values of length, biovolume, dry weight, ash-free dry

weight, and caloric content of the same individual specimens. Animals were part of the

Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary community and included shrimps, squids, and

myctophid fishes. The strong relationships found between all the variables measured

make it possible to approximate anyone variable from the measured values of others

within a class of animals. The data show that for these midwater animals, acoustic

scattering can be used as an index of biomass. Dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section at 200

kHz predicted dry weight and ash-free dry weight at least as well as did body length, a

standard predictor. Dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz was also a strong

predictor of total caloric content. The relationship between dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-

section and caloric content of Hawaiian mesopelagic animals was linear and additive.

Consequently, it is possible to directly convert acoustic energy from these animals to

organic resource units without having knowledge of the size distribution of the

populations being studied.
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Introduction

The goal of the majority of population and community surveys has been to assess

biomass and its distribution. Biomass is measured in many ways: wet weight, dry weight,

ash-free dry weight, biovolume, chlorophyll a for primary production, protein for

secondary production, carbon, ATP, and energy content (calories). In every case, biomass

is a measure of organic resources or available energy. Acousticians and fisheries

biologists attempt to assess biomass acoustically, sometimes using acoustic volume

backscattering as an index of biomass and sometimes attempting to convert acoustic units

into measures of biomass more palatable to the biologists who use this infonnation.

Converting acoustic measurements into biomass estimates requires samples of the

population being measured (Claytor et a!., 1999). To estimate biomass, standard length

weight relationships (Kemper & Raat, 1997) for the taxa involved are often applied to the

acoustic estimates of abundance obtained. The biological samples taken therefore need to

represent the length distribution and taxonomic composition of the population examined

in the acoustic survey (Bethke et a!., 1994). This requires that the collecting gear be

unbiased in capturing the objects in the volume of water sampled (Bethke et a!., 1994).

Such non-selective collection is difficult, if not impossible (Parkinson et aI., 1994). The

problems associated with converting acoustic energy to abundance estimates have been

amply discussed (seeMacLennan & Simmonds, 1992). These problems can only be

further compounded by using average length-weight relationships that are often plagued

by collection biases, limited data, and spatial and seasonal variations. When biological

samples of the population surveyed hydro-acoustically are not available, volume

backscattering is often used as a direct index of biomass (Liao et a!., 1999). However,
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studies directly validating the assumption that backscatter is an appropriate measure of

biological energy are rare.

Ideally, we would like to assess biomass through a direct conversion of acoustic

energy to units of organic energy without an intermediate step. The goal of this work was

to assess the relationship between acoustic energy, measured as part of a previous study,

and various measures of biomass taken on the same individuals, including biovolume, dry

weight, ash-free dry weight, and caloric energy content. This was an attempt to directly

validate the use of acoustic backscatter as a measure of biomass. We also attempted to

determine if acoustic scattering can be directly converted to biomass without knowledge

of the size distribution of the population being surveyed, at least for animals from the

Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary community -- a nearshore scattering layer community of

fishes, shrimps, ,md squids (Reid et aI., 1991).

Methods

Trawling for micronektonic animals was conducted using a 2 m opening Isaacs

Kidd Midwater Trawl (IKMT) during two cruises in May and July of 2000 aboard the

NOAA ship Townsend Cromwell. The trawl was towed obliquely for 20 to 30 minutes,

reaching a maximum depth of 200 m. The ship was traveling between 3 and 4 knots with

wire sent out at 25 m per minute. The dorsal-aspect target strengths at 200 kHz, shown in

Figure 3.1, of the various live animals from the mesopelagic boundary community were

measured as part of a previous study (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001). The standard length of

fishes (the distance from the tip of the snout to the rear end of the hypural plate in the

caudal peduncle), the mantle length ofthe dorsal side of the squids, and the total length of
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the fishes, squids and shrimp species were measured with vernier calipers to the nearest I

mm. Animals were then identified to species and frozen for later analysis.
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Figure 3.1. The relationship between fish standard length, shrimp total length, squid
mantle length and animal target strength (Redrawn from Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001).

After returning to the laboratory, the displacement volume to the nearest 0.5 ml of

each individual animal was measured in a graduated cylinder of appropriate size for the

individual. Animals were then homogenized in a small blender with distilled water added

to facilitate even mixing. Homogenized samples were freeze-dried to remove all water

without allowing the loss of volatile substances (Paine, 1971). Dry weight of the entire

sample was then measured and the sample was further homogenized using a mortar and

pestle.

Two 10-20 mg subsamples of each fully homogenized animal were compressed

into pellet form with a Parr pellet press. Calorie values of the 2 subsamples were

determined using a Kipp and Zonen BD40 Gentry microbomb oxygen calorimeter

attached to a chart recorder, using standard methods (Paine, 1966). The samples were run
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in random order along with three 10-20 mg benzoic acid standards. If two subsampJes

disagreed by more than 3%, a third sample was run.

The percent of ash of each animal was also determined. Glass filters were heated

to 5000 C for 4 hours to remove any biological residues, cooled in a dessicator, and then

weighed. Two freeze-dried subsamples of each animal were weighed and placed on these

pre-weighed glass filters in aluminum foil dishes. The samples were then heated for 4

hours at 5000 C, cooled in a dessicator, and the sample and filter were weighed. The

weight of the filter was then subtracted from the sample plus filter weight, and the

percent of the sample that remained after ashing was calculated.

To examine at the relationships between the variables measured, each was

standardized into a one-dimensional variable. Acoustic cross-section is closely related to

the square of the mesopelagic animal's length (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001), therefore the

square root of acoustic cross-section was used for comparison between variables.

Because the shapes of animals change roughly the same as length, the cube root of both

volume and weight was taken. Calorie content, generally, has between a square and a

cubic relationship with animal length (Golley, 1961; Slobodkin & Richman, 1961). To

determine which exponent was more appropriate, the relationships of the square root and

cube root of caloric content for each group against length were tested. Length predicted

the square root of calories better than the cube root of calories in all three animal groups

so the square root was used for comparisons.

Results

There was strong colinearity between standardized measures of dorsal-aspect

acoustic cross-section (0"), volume, dry weight, ash-free dry weight, length, and calories
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MYCTOPHIDS

o Other myctophids

• Diaphus spp.

• Benthosemafibulatum

Length

Figure 3.2. Matrix of regressions for standardized measures of biomass, fish standard
length, and the square root of dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section (a) of myctophid
fishes. All possible combinations are shown with each variable as both the x-and y-axis.
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Figure 3.3. Matlix of regressions for standardized measures of biomass, shrimp total
length, and the square root of dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section of mesopelagic
shrimps. All possible combinations are shown with each variable as both the x-and y
axIS.
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• Chrioteuthis imperator

• Abralia trigonura

Figure 3.4. Matrix of regressions for standardized measures of biomass, squid mantle
length, and the square root of dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section of mesopelagic squids.
All possible combinations are shown with each variable as both the x-and y-axis.
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for myctophid fishes (Figure 3.2), mesopelagic shrimps (Figure 3.3), and mesopelagic

squids (Figure 3.4). Plots of linear, pairwise relationships of all these standardized

variables, except ash-free dry weight, are found in the matrices of these three figures. For

example, looking at the box labeled "Volume", the graph above this box shows the cube

root of volume on the x-axis and the square root of a on the y-axis. The graph to the left

of the "Volume" box shows the square root of a on the x-axis and the cube root of

volume on the y-axis. The extreme lower left graph of each matrix shows the square root

of a on the x-axis and length on the y-axis and so on. These figures show the linear

relationship of the paired variables, not their specific values. Acoustic cross-section at

200 kHz was a significant predictor of the measures of biomass taken (standardized

volume, dry weight, ash-fi'ee dry weight, and calories) for all three groups and F-tests

showed that the slopes of all regressions were significant (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. Results of regression analyses between dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section
and various measures of biomass, all standardized to be one-dimensional.

Independent Acoustic Cross-Section (a) AIt,
Dependent VolumeA'/3 Dry weightA'/, Ash-free dry wtA'/, CaloriesAIt,

2 p 2 P 2
P

2
Pr r r r

Myctophids 0.80 <0.0001 0.83 <0.0001 0.83 <0.0001 0.82 <0.0001
Shrimps 0.67 <0.001 0.89 <0.0001 0.85 <0.0001 0.76 <0.001
Squids 0.89 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001

Total caloric content is arguably the most biologically important measure of

biomass used here. The relationships between dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section and

calories are shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. A comparison of standardized dorsal-

aspect acoustic cross-section with length, and standardized biomass measures (volume,

dry weight, and ash-free dry weight) as independent predictors of total calorie content is
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MYCTOPHIDS

Figure 3.5. Regression
between dorsal-aspect
acoustic cross-section and
total caloric content for
myctophid fishes
(includes all specimens).
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Figure 3.6. Regression
between dorsal-aspect
acoustic cross-section and
total caloric content for
mesopelagic shrimps
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shown in Table 3.2. A blocked linear regression shows that for myctophid fishes, dorsal-

aspect acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz is not a significantly different predictor of

calorie content than body length or volume. In shrimps, both length and volume are

significantly better predictors of calorie content than the dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-

section. For squids, dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz is a significantly

better predictor of calorie content than either body length or volume. For all three groups

of organisms, dry weight and ash-free dry weight are nearly perfect predictors of caloric

content (r2=0.98, r2=0.97 overall). Consequently, both are significantly better predictors

of calorie content than dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz in all three groups.

Dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section predicts dry weight and ash-free dry weight

significantly better than it predicts total calories for shrimps, but it is not significantly

different in predicting both weight measures and caloric content in myctophid fishes and

squids.

Table 3.2. Results of regression analyses between one-dimensional biological and
acoustic measures of individual animals and caloric content.

Independent Length Vo]ume-"'d/~ Dry weightl\'/J Ash-ff'ee dry wt A I/3 (cr) A Yt
Dependent CaloriesAl/2,

p " p
,

p
,

p
,

p, , , ,
Myctophids 0.80 <0.0001 0.81 <0.0001 0.97 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001 0.82 <0.0001
Shf'imps 0.88 <0.0001 0.79 <0.0001 0.90 <0.0001 0.87 <0.0001 0.76 <0.001
Squids 0.84 <0.0001 0.79 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001

Energy density (calories per gram of ash-free dry weight), an important measure

of food quality that allows comparison between animal groups, is summarized in Table

3.3 for the midwater animals measured. The distribution of energy density values for

myctophids was skewed towards lower values. The distribution of shrimp energy density
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was bimodal, with modes above and below the mean energy density. The distribution of

squid energy density approximated a normal distribution.

Table 3.3. Summary of energy density, calories per gram of ash-free dry weight, for the
midwater animals measured

Myctophids
Shrimps
Squids

n Minimum
54 3721
12 3823

8 4492

Maximum
9071
5785
4949

Mean
5309
4836
4712

Std Deviation
909
569
153

The corrdation between caloric content and dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section

at 200 kHz, despite large differences caloric density, suggests that energy density and

acoustic scattering may be related. To examine this relationship, the energy density of

animals with target strengths higher than the average for the taxonomic group to which

they belong was compared with the energy density of animals with lower than average

target strengths. Average was defined as the target strength predicted by the regression of

length versus target strength at 200 kHz for an animal belonging to that taxonomic group

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001). The individuals in the two groups were spread randomly

throughout the size-range measured. A two-tailed t-test without assuming equal variances

revealed that animals with lower than average target strength at 200 kHz had significantly

higher energy density than animals with higher than average target strength at 200 kHz

(Table 3.4).

Table 3.4. Two-tailed t-test for equality of energy density means for mesopelagic animals
that have lower than average target strength and those that have higher than average
target strength.

T
2.0

df
70.2

P (2-tailed)
<0.05

Mean Difference
373.4

Std. Error Difference
187.0
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Discussion

The strong relationship between acoustic scattering strength and biomass

measures should perhaps not be surprising. Much has been written in the acoustic

literature on the relationship between animal length and scattering strength (see for

example Love, 1970). In the biological literature, animal length is routinely related to

biomass measures (see for example Sarvala et aI., 1999). Both of the relationships are

strong and show the same directional trend. Consequently, the relationship between

acoustic scattering and biomass should also be strong.

Acoustic scattering strength was an equally good predictor of standardized

measures of volume, dry weight, ash-free dry weight, and total caloric value for

myctophid fishes and squids. For shrimps, acoustic scattering predicted standardized dry

weight and ash··free dry weight equally well and standardized volume and calories

equally well, but the weight measures were predicted significantly better than the volume

or caloric content. The small sample size for both the shrimps and squids makes it

difficult to interpret the meaning of this difference. Perhaps the chitinous exoskeleton of

the shrimps, which made the percent of ash higher than in the other two groups, is

responsible for the poorer fit of the caloric data in this group. Also, the low scattering

strength of the shrimps compared with the fishes and squids means that the range of

values of acoustic scattering is small compared with the range of values for fishes and

squids. This would make an existing relationship more difficult to detect, particularly

with a small sample size. For myctophid fishes and squids, however, the predictive

relationships were especially strong for caloric content, the most appropriate measure of

biomass for the purposes of a field study. Predictions based on dorsal-aspect acoustic
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backscattering for myctophid fishes and midwater squids are at least as good as those

based on length or volume, which are standard biological predictors of biomass. These

data suggest that the use of acoustics for studying biomass is warranted, and it merits

further work to validate the generality of the relationship.

Mesopelagic boundary animals from all three taxa with higher than average target

strengths have lower energy densities than those with lower than average target strengths

at 200 kHz. Although proximate analysis was not conducted on the animals in this study,

other studies have shown a positive correlation between lipid content and caloric density

(Ikeda, 1996; Donnelly et aI., 1993; Stickney & Torres, 1989; Donnelly et aI., 1990). This

suggests that an increase in the proportion of lipid may be responsible for reducing the

scattering strength of individuals from the boundary layer with high caloric density. This

is likely because the density of marine lipids, while variable, is closer to the density of

water than other body components (Neighbors & NafjJaktitis, 1982; Stickney & Torres,

1989; Donnelly et aI., 1990; Ohshima et aI., 1987), potentially making the impedance

match closer, reducing the target strength. This relationship probably will not be

extendable to taxa that have gas-filled cavities that could be driven into acoustic

resonance. The myctophid fishes measured often had wax-invested or fully deflated

swimbladders that did not significantly affect their backscattering strength (Benoit-Bird

& Au, 2001). The shrimps and squids also lacked gas-filled cavities.

This study may be the first to compare paired measures of acoustic backscatter

cross-section and measures of biomass. Interestingly, the strong linear relationships

between one-dimensional versions of all the variables measured, - length, volume, dry

weight, ash-free dry weight, calories, and dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section at 200 kHz,
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make it possible to estimate anyone of these variables from the others, within a

taxonomic group. Biologists conducting biomass analyses have long reported data

derived from length-weight curves, weight-calorie curves, and length-calorie curves

(Cummins & Wuycheck, 1977). Acousticians doing fisheries work have applied these

curves, primarily those relating length and weight, to their data to estimate biomass

(Bethke et aI., 1994). However, the results from this study provide additional capabilities.

First, these data show that in these midwater animals, acoustic scattering measurements

can be used as a direct index of biomass in monospecific aggregations or when the

proportion of each group within the survey area is known. Such estimation is commonly

done (Liao et aI., 1999) but the relationship of scattering to biomass has not been directly

validated. Second, the relationship between dorsal-aspect acoustic cross-section and

caloric content of Hawaiian mesopelagic animals is linear and additive (Foote, 1983).

Consequently, in the Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary layer where the size range of

animals present is very narrow, it is possible to directly convert acoustic energy to

organic resource units without having knowledge of the sIze distribution of the

population being studied. However, it is necessary to know the proportion of each

biological group (myctophid fishes, shrimps, and squids) because myctophid fishes have

higher scattering values than equivalently sized squids and shrimps (Benoit-Bird & Au,

2001) while equivalently sized animals have similar caloric values.

Our results suggest that acoustic scattering can provide a useful measure of

biomass for these midwater species and can be converted to biologically relevant units

without intermediate steps. However, we have no evidence that such estimates can be

extrapolated to other species in other areas. The process of directly measuring energy
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density is very time consuming, but the measurement of dry weight is relatively simple.

Individual animals need not he homogenized before drying if calorimetric analysis is not

to be conducted. The only equipment necessary is a freeze-dryer (also known as a

lyophilizer) and an accurate balance appropriate to the size of the sample. Biovolume is

an even simpler measurement to take, requiring only a graduated cylinder and water. We

suggest that measurement of biomass should become a routine part of studies measuring

acoustic scattering under controlled conditions. These types of paired measurements

would prove useful for field studies and models of ecosystems. Such measurement of

biomass has been relegated by most acousticians to biologists. However, measuring

acoustic backscatter may be much more difficult for biologists than measuring biomass is

for acousticians. It is crucial that acousticians participate in obtaining the important

paired measurements of acoustic backscattering and biomass for other species.
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CHAPTER 4

DIEL HORIZONTAL MIGRATION OF THE HAWAI'IAN MESOPELAGIC
BOUNDARY COMMUNITY OBSERVED ACOUSTICALLY

Abstract

The mesopelagic boundary community off the leeward coasts of two Hawai'ian

Islands, O'ahu and Hawai'i, was investigated with an echosounder modified to read

directly into a laptop computer. Acoustic sampling was conducted over a total distance of

12.6 Jan along the Waianae coast ofO'ahu and 46.3 Jan along the Kona coast of Hawai'i.

The density of animals was determined using echo energy integration, and relative

abundance was determined in a way analogous to catch-per-unit-effort (the percent of

outgoing acoustic signals that returned with animals present). The vertical range of

mesopelagic animals expanded as the mesopelagic layer rose and then compressed as it

descended. The vertical range of the layer off the Kona coast was greater than that off the

Waianae coast, possibly because of the greater bottom depth off Kona. Near midnight,

the boundary community 3 Jan from the shoreline was split into two distinct layers, one

beginning approximately 25 m from the surface and one beginning approximately 90 m

from the surface. The density and the relative abundance of mesopelagic animals were

consistently higher off the Waianae coast than the Kona coast. However, the density of

animals observed in both locations was high, reaching a maximum of 1800 animals/m3

off Waianae and 700 animals/m3 off Kona. The maximum relative abundance off

Waianae neared 100%, while off Kona it never exceeded 70%. In both locations, animals

were found within 1 Ian of shore, in waters much shallower than their assumed daytime

habitat. The temporal patterns of relative abundance and density of animals in waters
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closest to the shores of each island resembled a bell curve with a peak in relative

abundance and density around midnight. In waters farther from shore, the temporal

patterns in relative abundance and density had a bimodal distribution with peaks around

both 2100 and 0300. These patterns in relative abundance and density are significantly

affected by the distance of the sampling location from the shoreline, but not by the

bottom depth of the sampling site. The data suggest that the animals of the mesopelagic

boundary community undergo a diel horizontal migration that is reciprocal, about 1.8 km

in two hours toward shore and then the same distance in approximately the same amount

of time away from shore, in addition to their well-established vertical migration. The

temporal patterns of the horizontal component of the migration are predictable and are

conserved across days, phases ofthe moon, seasons, and the two islands.

Introduction

The mesopelagic boundary community in the Hawai'ian Islands was first

described by Reid et al. (1991) as a distinct resident community of micronekton

distributed along a narrow band where the upper slopes of the islands meet the oceanic

mesopelagic environment. This community, composed of various species of fishes,

shrimps, and squids, some of which undergo diel vertical migrations, has a composition

unique to the boundary region (Reid et aI., 1991).

Many hypotheses have been advanced to explain why communities around islands

and seamounts are so different from surrounding oceanic communities. Habitat

complexity, which is greater on the slopes of islands and seamounts than on the

surrounding flat sediment, has long been hypothesized to have an effect on primary

production (Hunter & Price, 1992). More direct inputs from the island's slope through
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benthic communities or from land-based inputs have also been hypothesized to affect

primary production (Rogers, 1994). Oceanographers have suggested that the complex

effects that islands and seamounts have on ocean circulation can affect production and

recruitment (Rogers, 1994) and that the upwelling caused by the islands increases

productivity (Ke1mett, 1982). All of these ideas suggest that there is an increase in

primary production surrounding the Hawai'ian Islands (Hassett & Boehlert, 1999; Karl et

aI., 1998). The suggestion that there is an increased density of consumers of primary

production around islands and seamounts, however, has not been thoroughly tested

(Rogers, 1994).

Gut content analyses of tuna (He et al., 1997), billfish (Skillman, 1998),

bottomfish (Haight et aI., 1993), and spinner dolphins (Norris et al., 1994) in Hawai'i

have established that much of their prey is taken from the mesopelagic boundary

community. The mesopelagic boundary community is an important component of the

coastal ecosystem in Hawai'i, and probably at other Pacific islands and seamounts.

Rogers (1994) noted that biomass of available forage is a key factor in controlling the

abundance and distribution of tropical tunas, because tunas have high energy demands and

live in a food poor environment. He also noted that estimation of the density, abundance,

and distribution of this forage had not been possible with the techniques used to date.

Despite the importance of the mesopelagic boundary community to pelagic and

benthic predators around the Hawai' ian and Pacific islands, this layer has not been well

studied. Our knowledge of the species composition, distribution, and movements of the

pelagic fauna of the boundary region is minimal (Reid et aI., 1991). Only one study has

concentrated on this important zone (Reid, 1994), while two others have sampled it

incidentally (Struhsaker, 1973; Amesbury, 1975). All of these studies used trawling as
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their primary method of study. While these studies have been very valuable in identifYing

species and obtaining some general information about the spatial structure of this

boundary commtmity of micronekton, trawling techniques have severe disadvantages.

Trawling studies are relatively localized (Reid's work consisted of 3 stations around the

island of O'ahu and another 11 stations around the islands of Molokai, Lanai and Maui).

Trawls large enough to capture micronekton must be launched from a large and

expensive ship, and such collections are usually undertaken in relatively deep water due

to the risk of encountering the ocean floor. Trawls cannot track the horizontal movements

of animals effectively. Most importantly, there is an inherent bias associated with 'net

avoidance' (see for example Holliday & Pieper, 1995; Medwin & Clay, 1997). In one

study combining trawl sampling with acoustic methods, acoustic sampling estimates of

biomass were seven times greater than trawl estimates (Koslow et al., 1997). Sampling

with nets yields a highly biased assessment of overall biomass of marine pelagic

communities (Kenchington, 1989). The natural heterogeneity, both in space and time, of

the distribution of a pelagic community also introduces errors into estimates of density

derived from sampling with nets. The combined errors make it impossible for trawling

studies to address the heterogeneous distribution of overall community abundance and

density, as well as its movement (Koslow et aI., 1997). Trawling studies are the best way

to address questions related to species composition; however, other techniques are

required to address questions of spatial and temporal patterns of the community. Because

of problems with net avoidance and bottom collisions associated with trawling, Reid et

al. (1991) suggested that "(f)uture sampling of this community will have to be adapted to

the unique logistic requirements ofthe boundary zone" (pg 436).
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It has been difficult, until now, to effectively assess the fine-scale movements of

highly mobile prey, such as animals in the mesopelagic boundary community. A

description of prey movement is crucial to understanding the dynamics of a predator

population (Haury et aI., 1978). Diel vertical migrations of mesopelagic animals are well

documented (Roe, 1974). It is hypothesized that animals within the community migrate

vertically to find food and avoid predators (Enright, 1977). Nocturnal horizontal

migration of both plankton and their consumers into shallow waters is common in lake

systems (DeMeester et aI., 1993; White, 1998; Comeau & Boisclair, 1998). It is

hypothesized that these horizontal migrations, like the vertical migrations that they often

accompany, help organisms find food and avoid predators (White, 1998). Diel horizontal

migrations have also been observed in marine copepods (Suh & Yu, 1996) and mysids

(Suh et aI., 1995) in Korean waters, in marine amphipods in waters off Europe

(Lindstrom, 1991) and in mysids off South Africa (Webb & Wooldridge, 1990).

Mesope1agic animals such as the shrimp Sergia lucens (Omori & Ohta, 1981) and the

squid Watasenia scintillans (Sasaki, 1914) demonstrate diel shoreward horizontal

migrations in Japanese waters. In fact, the horizontal migration of w: scintillans is so

predictable that a commercial fishery is based on its landward migration. (The horizontal

migration of Sergia lucens was discovered and has been studied using a complement of

non-traditional t(~chniques including sonar and video sampling (Omori & Ohta, 1981».

The primary goals of this study of the mesopelagic boundary community were to:

(l) develop an acoustic sampling technique to address questions of spatial heterogeneity

of the community as a whole (community scale patchiness) and deal with shallow depths;

(2) assess the relative abundance and density of the community; (3) assess the nighttime
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horizontal and vertical spatial distribution of the density and relative abundance of the

community, both along and across the slope of the Hawai'ian Islands; (4) assess temporal

patterns in relative abundance and density; and (5) determine how oceanographic

variables are related to these spatial and temporal patterns.

Methods

Waianae

The Waianae coast of O'ahu, Hawai'i was acoustically sampled using a lO-m

vessel traveling 2.6 mls (5 knots) over the bottom. Circular transects 100 m in diameter

were surveyed for one hour, at three-hour intervals starting one hour before dusk (1800

hours) and ending one hour after dawn (0600 hours) July 5-30, 1999. On average, 12 sites

could be sampled each hour. Sampling was conducted primarily during dark periods

because the mesopelagic boundary community has a well-documented diel vertical

migration and would be too deep (400-1200 m) to be detected by the system during

daylight hours (Reid, 1994; Reid et a!., 1991; Struhsaker, 1973; Amesbury, 1975).

Sampling was conducted during first and last light to measure the temporal boundaries of

the community ,md to measure background levels of density and relative abundance of

other animals. Sampling occurred during all phases of the moon although samples within

each phase were not equally distributed, eliminating the ability to test for moon phase as

a factor. Twenty sampling locations were selected in shallow, inshore waters, 20-50 meters
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Figure 4.1. Sampling locations off the coast of Waianae, O'ahu, Hawai'i. Sampling was
conducted using a 10 m boat traveling 2.6 mls (5 knots) speed over the bottom. Circular
transects 100 m in diameter were conducted for 1 hour, at 3-hour intervals starting one
hour before dusk, 1800, and ending one hour after dawn, 0600. An average of 12
transects could be sampled each hour. Half of the sampling sites were located in 50
meters of water, I km from shore, The other half were located 3 km from shore in 200 m
of water. Half of each of the shallow and deep sites had three-dimensionally complex
bottoms, represented by the filled symbols, and half had flat bottoms, represented by the
empty symbols. Each site was sampled twice for each sampling interval, resulting in a
total n of 400.
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in depth and 1.0-1.3 kIn from shore. Twenty sites in deeper, offshore waters defined as

175-200 meters in depth and 2.8-3.0 km from shore were also chosen (Figure 4.1).

Within each depth category, sampling sites were divided equally into those that had

relatively flat, homogenous substrates and those that were three dimensionally complex

and heterogeneous as determined by the O'ahu Coastal Zone Atlas (Aecos for the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, 1981). Sampling sites had the same type of bottom topography

for at least 150 meters in any direction and were at least 300 meters from any other site.

Each site was sampled twice during each time period (1800-1900, 2100-2200, 0000

0100,0300-0400,0600-0700) for a total of 10 samples at each site. No site was sampled

more than once on a given night. Relative abnndance and density data were analyzed

using a nested factorial ANOVA with bottom type and distance/depth as fixed factors

nested within time. With this design, the a priori Power (variance= I200, O. I5 effect, total

n=400, u=0.05) was 0.86. Analysis of variance calculations were made using a

customized Excel routine based on the equations of Underwood (1997) for a nested

factorial design with two orthogonal and one nested variable. Differences fonnd in

ANOVAs were also analyzed using two-tailed t-tests corrected for multiple comparisons

using the Bonferroni method. StatView for the Macintosh was used to calculate t

statistics.

Kona

The Kona coast of the Big Island of Hawai'i was surveyed from the 50 m

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ship, Townsend Cromwell, November

10-15, 1999. Sampling occurred during new and first quarter phases of the moon.

Transects offthe Kona coast were 9.3 kIn (5 nm) long and oriented parallel to shore. Two
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Figure 4.2. Sampling locations off the Kona coast of the Big Island of Hawai'i. Five, 9.3
Ian long transects were surveyed from the 50-m NOAA ship, Townsend Cromwell. Two
of the transects were 3 Ian from shore and three were located I Ian from the shoreline.
Because of the difference in bottom topography off this coast, sites could not be
identified by depth. Each inshore transect had the same average depth as the offshore
transect to its north. Each transect was sampled once at 2100-2200,0000-0100, and 0300·
0400. For statistical purposes, each transect was broken up into 30, 300-m long segments
resulting in a total n of 450.
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of the transects were approximately 2.8-3.0 km from shore while three were located 1.0

1.3 km from the shoreline. Because of the difference in bottom topography off the Kona

coast compared with the Waianae, O'ahu coast, distance from shore and depth are not

correlated factors. The average depth for each inshore transect was similar to the average

depth of the offshore transect located north, providing a means of separating the effects

of depth and distance from shore (Figure 4.2). Each transect was surveyed for one hour at

2100, 2400, and 0300 while traveling at 2.6 m/s (5 knots) speed over the bottom. For

statistical purposes, each transect was broken into 30, 300 m long segments, the same

length as the circumference of the circular transects in Waianae. Relative abundance and

density data from each transect was compared using a nested factorial ANOVA for depth

and distance from shore as fixed factors nested in time. A second nested factorial

ANOVA was used to assess the effect of current. Distance was a fixed factor, current a

random factor, both nested in time. Note that this is an unbalanced design as there is no

offshore site with a depth of 100 m. This is dealt with following the method of Shaw and

Mitchell-Olds (1993). The large sample sizes limit the problems associated with the

missing samples. While the 300-m long samples cannot be considered independent, this

method for stratification of long transects has been advocated by some authors (see a

review in Simmonds et aI., 1992). To test the impact of this assumption on these data, ten

300 m long transects were randomly selected from each transect and compared by the

same techniques. This was repeated 5 times. In addition, to assess the consistency of the

patterns observed in Waianae, the predictions of five models (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1) for

the effect of time on relative abundance and density were compared to the data obtained

in Kona using two-tailed t-tests corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni

method.
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Figure 4.3. Models for abundance and density patterns of mesopelagic animals at a
single point as a function of time. A) No input of animals at this location. No migration.
This would be expected if animals are deeper than the depth the echosounder can
measure or if animals were not present. B) Input of animals increases until they reach a
maximum abundance or density at approximately 9 PM. The abundance or density of
animals stays relatively constant until the animals migrate out of the location again. This
could be an indication of horizontal or vertical migration into the area with a reciprocal
migration out of the area. C) Input of animals increases until they reach a maximum
abundance and animals do not migrate out of the location again. Losses are accounted for
by consumption of animals. This could indicate that animals are vertically migrating but
are not returning to deep water, or that animals are migrating inshore but are unable to
migrate offshore again. D) The abundance of animals constantly increases until it reaches
a maximum and then decreases as the animals migrate out of the area. This model is
derived from the Shallow/Inshore Waianae sites. E) The abundance of animals is
bimodal. Animals migrate in and out of the area twice during a single night. This could
indicate two vertical migrations or a two-way horizontal migration. This model is derived
from the Deep/Offshore Waianae sites.

Table 4.1. Predictions of the five models of relative abundance and density shown in
Figure 4.3. The direction of the predicted relationships between samples taken at
midnight and 9 PM and 3 AM are shown. Note that Model A and B cannot be separated
simply on comparisons between 0900, 0000, and 0300.

Model
Predictions

9PM vs. 12AM 12AM vs 3AM
A

B
C
D
E

<
<
>

>
<
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Data Collection

Acoustic data were collected using a Computrol, Tournament Master Fishfinder

NCC 5300 modified to read directly into a laptop computer. The envelope of the echo

was digitized at a sampling rate of 5 kHz using National Instruments DAQcard AI-16E-4

off Waianae, and a Rapid System R1200 off Kona. Data acquisition was triggered by the

outgoing signal and was collected in blocks of 1024 points, representing 156 m of

vertical space. The echosounder uses a 200 kHz outgoing signal with a pulse length of

130 fls. The transducer's signal is a downward pointing, 10 degree cone. The transducer

was mounted directly to the transom of the vessel during the Waianae data collection.

During the Kona cruise, the transducer was mounted on a towfish that was attached to the

boom of the Townsend Cromwell. The towfish 'flew' 0.3 meters beneath the surface of

the water, regardless of the ship's speed over water. Beaufort Sea State was 0 to 2 during

all sampling.

Ancillary Data

During the three evenings of the Kona cruise MOCNESS (1 m2 opening, 0.333

mm mesh Multiple Opening and Closing Net Environmental Sensing System) trawls

were conducted at 0100-0230, 3.0-3.5 kIn from the shoreline in approximately the same

area as the offshore sites. The MOCNESS trawl collected samples at 25 m depth

intervals, starting at 200 meters and ending at the surface. Acoustic sampling with the

echosounder was conducted simultaneously. CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth)

casts were conducted at the beginning and end of each transect. The CTD also measured

dissolved oxygen and fluorescence. Ocean current velocities in the upper 200-250 m of

the water column were observed using a shipboard RD Instruments Acoustic Doppler
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current profiler (ADCP) operating at 150 kHz. The resulting current patterns were placed

in one of six categories for analysis of the effect of current on observed patterns of

relative abundance and density: >75% of water column moving toward shore, >75% of

water column moving away from shore, >50% <75% of water column moving toward

shore, >50% <75% of water column moving away from shore, current nearly equal in

both directions, and less than 10% ofwater column moving onshore-offshore.

A remotely operated drop video camera with a surface-controlled light was

deployed 3 km from the Kona shoreline, on one offshore transect, between 2330 and

0000 one night while acoustic data were collected simultaneously. The camera was

lowered, with the light off, in 5 meter increments to a final depth of 40 meters. At each

incremental depth, the camera was allowed to stand for 5 minutes then the camera was

turned on, followed by the light. Video recording took place for 15 seconds and then the

light was turned off and the camera was lowered 5m. The process was repeated for the

camera's ascent.

Data Analysis

The relative abundance of animals was calculated as the percent of the outgoing

signals that returned with animals present (MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992). This is

analogous to cat(:h-per-unit-effort.

where RA is relative abundance, E+ is the number of returning echoes that contain

animals and, S, is the total number of outgoing signals.

Numerical density (p), in animals/m3 was calculated with an echo energy

integration technique, using the equation (MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992)

p=[Cg/(IjI<cr>)]E,

(I)

(2)
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Where: C is the on axis sensitivity of the echosounder

g is the time varying gain correction

IjI is the equivalent beam angle

<IT> is the average backscatter cross section and

E is the mean energy flux density of the echo.

The values for the product of the on axis sensitivity and time varying gain

correction (Cg) were determined by measuring the response of the echosounder when

receiving echoes from calibrated targets. Two calibrated targets, a 7.62 em solid steel

sphere and a 15.24 em diameter water filled sphere, were used. The target strengths of

both spheres were measured in a tank, resulting in values that were within 2 dB of the

theoretical values expressed in Urick (1983). The response of the echosounder to the

calibrated spheres was then determined by lowering the targets to a depth of 156 m while

the echosounder continuously recorded the echoes. The depth ofthe sphere was observed

on the echosounder while the envelope of the signal, the voltage of the outgoing signal,

and the length of line let out were recorded. The sphere was lowered underneath the

vessel in a protected area with few currents. Although this does not guarantee the sphere

was lowered in the center of the transducer's beam, the diameter of the area covered by

the beam at 156 m (the maximum range of the system) is 28 m. If the sphere was

anywhere within this range, its echo would be within 3 dB of an echo returned from the

center of the beam. Comparing the amount of line let out with the actual depth of the

sphere revealed that at 156 m, the sphere was less than 5 meters away from the center of

the beam, considerably less than the 14 meter radius of the beam. This suggests that off
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axis measurement of the sphere introduced considerably less than 3 dB of error into the

time varying gain correction.

The equivalent beam angle, \If, was obtained from the theoretical equation for a

planar circular disk transducer (Urick, 1983) and was within 5% of the value the

manufacturer measured for the transducer. The threshold of the system was measured by

measuring the returns from solid steel spheres of known target strength in a tank. This

method is identical to that used to calibrate the Cg product, however the spheres were

much smaller, the largest being l.l cm. The size of the calibrated sphere was decreased in

0.2 cm increments until the sphere could no longer be detected with the system. An

analysis of a regression between the voltage of the received echo from the sphere and the

target strength of the sphere resulted in a threshold estimate of -63 dB.

The average backscatter cross section <a> is related to target strength (TS) by

<a> = 41tl O(TS/IO) (3)

Using the values for Cg as a function of depth, the target strength of the echoes returned

from scatterers in the mesopelagic layer (TSmbc) was determined from the equation

TSmbc = 20 log (Vcnv/Vcalibrated) + TScalibcated,

Venv is the voltage received by the echosounder from scatterers at a given depth, Vcalibrated

is the voltage of the echo a calibrated sphere would produce at the same depth, and

TScalibrated is the known target strength of the calibrated sphere. Using this equation, the

mode target strength of all returns was -37 dB. The mean target strength was -42 dB. To

conservatively estimate density, the mode target strength was used to calculate <a>. It is

important to realize that this target strength does not represent returns from individual

animals, nor is it an attempt to measure the in situ target strength of individual

(4)
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Figure 4.4. Samples of acoustic data that have been graphed in ArcView. Each graph
represents a horizontal distance of 50 m and a vertical depth of 100 m. Each point in the
graphs represents a single signal returned to the echosounder. The left panel shows a low
density of animals (0 animals/m\ common for early evening and pre-dawn. The center
panel shows a moderate density of animals, common for many times and locations (10
animals/m\ The right panel shows a high density of animals, seen only inshore near
midnight (l15 animals/m\
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scatterers. This target strength value is used to conservatively (under) estimate the density

of the community and is in agreement with target strengths of live individual animals

from the community measured in a tank (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001).

The position, depth, and signal strength data from the echosounder were

analyzed in ArcView Geographic Information System with 3-D Analyst in order to

determine the vt'rtical distribution of mesopelagic animals (Figure 4.4). In areas with a

vertically continuous distribution of returns, a defined layer, the maximum and minimum

depth of returns were recorded for each 5 m of horizontal distance. These were then

averaged according to factors determined to be significant in the ANDVAs to see the

maximum and minimum depth of the layer, and consequently its vertical distribution.

Results

Waianae

Relative abundance of animals off the Waianae coast varied from virtually zero

to nearly 100% (Figure 4.5). At around 1800 and 0600, the relative abundance never

exceeded 16%, between 2100-2200 the maximum relative abundance was 72%. At 0000

0100, the maximum relative abundance neared 100%, while at 0300-0400 the maximum

was 62%. An ANDVA on relative abundance for the effects of distance/depth, bottom

type, and sampling time revealed significant effects of distance/depth (P<O.OOl), bottom

type (P<0.05) and for each of these effects nested within time (P<O.OOl, P<0.05) (Table

4.2). There were no significant interactions (P>0.05). The general pattern of relative

abundance with respect to time was different at inshore/shallow versus offshore/deep

sites. The inshore/shallow sites showed a unimodal, bell-shaped curve with a single peak

in relative abundance near midnight. The offshore/deep sites had a bimodal distribution
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Figure 4.5. Mean relative abundance of mesopelagic animals as a function of sampling
time and distance from shore. Kona sampling sites are represented by closed circular
symbols and Waianae by closed squares. Inshore sites are represented by solid lines;
offshore by dashed lines. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. For both
Kana and Waianae there is a significant effect of distance from shore and sampling time
on relative abundance.

Table 4.2. Results of nested factorial ANOVAs for relative abundance on the left, and
density on the right, of mesopelagic animals off the Waianae coast of 0'abu. The design
has two orthogonal factors, distance from shore (1 Ian and 3 Ian) and bottom type (three
dimensional or flat), which are nested within five sampling times (1800, 2100, 0000,
0300, 0600). Note, distance from shore could easily be labeled depth as these two factors
are not independent.

Relative Abundance Density

Sonrce of Variation df SS P Sonrce of Variation df SS P

Distance I 52457225 <0.001 Distance I 3286978 <0.05
Bottom Type I 1164109 <0.05 Bottom Type 1 24687 ns
Distance'Bottom I 22178 ns Distance'Bottom I 54387 ns
Time(Distance) 5 91287545 <0.00 I Time(Distance) 5 6538185 <0.005
Time(Bottom) 5 5149126 <0.05 Time(Bottom) 5 14552 ns
Time(Distance'Bottom) 5 203313 ns Time(Distance*Bottom) 5 35415 ns
Residual 380 302422 Residual 380 765181
Total 398 Total 398
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with peaks at around 2100 and 0300. The relative abundance of animals at the

inshore/shallow sites around midnight was also greater than the relative abundance in the

offshore/deep sites at any time.

Differences in relative abundance due to bottom type, found to be significant in

the nested factorial ANOVA, were analyzed using corrected post-hoc t-tests. Only at the

0000-0100 and 0300-0400 sampling intervals were differences in relative abundance over

three-dimensional versus flat bottoms found to be significantly different. In both

inshore/shallow and offshore/deep sites, the relative abundance of animals at 0000-0100

was significantly higher over three-dimensional substrates than over flat substrates

(P<0.05). At 0300-0400, the relative abundance was higher over flat bottoms than three

dimensional ones (P<0.05) in both sampling locations (Figure 4.6).

Inshore Offshore
OJ)

100.S
'a.:c 90 *

o Flat
5 ""i: 80
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Figure 4.6. Relative abundance, percent of sampling time that animals were observed, of
mesopelagic animals at Waianae inshore sites, left and offshore sites, right, as a function
of sampling time and bottom type. Bottom substrates were either three dimensionally
complex, represented by the solid bars, or flat, represented by the open bars. Bottom type
was determined using the O'ahu Coastal Zone Atlas. t-tests corrected by the Bonferroni
method for multiple comparisons revealed that only midnight and 3 a.m. sampling times
had significant differences in abundance. At midnight, three dimensionally complex
bottoms had higher mean relative abundance while the opposite was true at 3 a.m.
Significant results are represented by an asterisk. Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean.
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Figure 4.7. Mean density calculated by echo energy integration of mesopelagic animals
as a function of sampling time and distance from shore. Kona sampling sites are
represented by closed circles and Waianae by closed squares. Inshore sites are
represented by solid lines while offshore sites are represented by dashed Jines. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean. For both Kona and Waianae there is a
significant effect of distance from shore and sampling time.

Estimates of the density of animals off the Waianae coast varied from zero to

1800 animals/m]. The mean density of the entire water column, or the top 156 m if the

depth of the water exceeded the range of the echosounder, varied from zero to 23

animals/m3 (Figure 4.7). The maximum density occurred at midnight while the

minimums were at 1800-1900 and 0600-0700. A nested factorial ANOYA revealed a

significant distance/depth effect (P<0.05) but no effect of bottom type (P>0.05). Time

was also a significant factor (P<0.005). There were no significant interactions (Table

4.2). The patterns of density as a function of time off Waianae appeared similar to the

patterns in relative abundance off Waianae. Inshore transects showed a unimodal, bell

shaped distribution of mean density as a function of sampling time with a maximum

around midnight, while offshore sites had a bimodal distribution with peaks at 2100-2200
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and 0300-0400 and a trough at midnight. The inshore sites around midnight also had the

highest density of animals, greater than either maximum of the offshore sites.

Table 4.3. Results of nested factorial ANOVAs for relative abundance on the left, and
density on the right, of mesopelagic animals off the Kona coast of the Big Island of
Hawai'i. The design has two orthogonal factor: distance from shore (I km and 3 km) and
depth (100 m, 500 m, 800 m). These factors are nested within three sampling times
(2100, 0000, 0300). Note that the design is not balanced; for the shallowest depth, 100 m,
there are no samples 3 km from shore. Residual sums of squares were calculated after the
methods of Shaw and Mitchell-aIds, 1993.

Relative Abundance Density

Source of Variation df SS P Source of Variation df SS P

Distance 1 14365468 <0.01 Distance 1 5456451 <0.05
Depth 2 42387 ns Depth 2 32451 ns
Distance'Depth 2 164824 ns Distance'Depth 2 54499 ns
Time(Distance) 3 3573554 <0.05 TimeCDistance) 3 4754458 <0.05
Time(Depth) 6 78573 ns Time(Depth) 6 62755 ns
Time(Distance*Depth) 6 687114 ns Time(Distance*Depth) 6 72645 ns
Residual 493 1289443 Residual 493 1095204
Total 513 Total 513

The results of statistical tests on Kona relative abundance and density data were

not altered by any of the randomly subsampled iterations of the transect relative to the

statistical results using all subsamples of the transect. Only the statistics on the entire

transects are presented here. The relative abundance of animals off the Kona coast of the

Big Island of Hawai'i varied from virtually zero, to nearly 70% (Figure 4.5). At 2100-

2200 and 0300-0400 the maximum relative abundance measures were 53% and 46%,

respectively. The maximum relative abundance at 0000-0100 was 69%. A nested

factorial ANOVA revealed that distance from shore significantly affected relative

abundance (P<O.OI, P<0.05), but depth did not (P>0.05). There were no significant

interactions (Table 4.3).
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Estimates of the density of animals off the Kona coast varied from zero to

7001m3
• The me,m density of the entire water column, or the surface to 156 m if the depth

of the water exceeded the range of the echosounder, varied from zero to 15 animals/m3

(Figure 4.7). As off Waianae, the maximum density occurred around midnight, however

because of the bimodal distribution of density at offshore sites and because 1800-1900

and 0600-0700 were not sampled, the minimum also occurred at midnight. A nested

factorial ANOVA revealed that distance had a significant effect (P<0.05), as did time

(P<0.05), depth, however, did not (1'>0.05). There were no significant interactions (Table

4.3). To assess the role of currents in the relative abundance and density of animals,

depth, determined not to be a significant factor, was removed from the analysis and the

current category was added (Table 4.4). The current pattern over the upper 200-250 m of

the water column at each location was not a significant factor (P>0.05).

Table 4.4. Results of nested factorial ANOVAs for relative abundance on the left, and
density on the right, of mesopelagic animals off the Kona coast of the Big Island of
Hawai'i. Depth has been removed as a factor replaced by current category. Current
patterns were categorized into one of six types and then the significant factor, distance,
was reanalyzed with respect to current.

Relative Abundance Density

Source of Variation df SS P Source of Variation df SS P
Distance 1 14365468 <0,01 Distance 1 8456451 <0.01
Current 5 215658 ns Current 5 213354 ns
Distance*Current 5 854687 ns Distance*Curreut 5 46785 ns
Time(Distance) 3 3573554 <0,05 Time(Distance) 3 5754458 <0.05
Time(Current) 15 354765 ns Time(Current) 15 354432 ns
Time(Distance*Current) 15 545687 ns Time(Distance*Current) 15 124578 ns
Residual 1044 1073429 Residual 1044 1174582
Total 1088 Total 1088

To compare patterns observed off the Waianae coast of O'ahu with results

obtained using different sampling methods off the Kona coast of the Big Island, models
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were created for the patterns of relative abundance and density observed in Waianae, as

were several alternative models (Figure 4.3). The relative abundance and density trends

were tested with corrected t-tests and compared to the predictions of the various models

(Table 4.1). For offshore Kona transects, the relative abundance of animals was

significantly greater at 2100-2200 than at 0000-0100 (P<0.05). The relative abundance of

animals at midnight compared to 0300-0400 was significantly lower for both offshore

transects (P<0.05). The same differences were observed in density estimates for these

transects for both time comparisons (P<0.05). These differences fit the predictions of

model E, the pattern observed in the offshore/deep Waianae sites. The inshore transects

had significantly lower relative abundance levels at 2100-2200 compared to 0000-0100

(P<0.05) and significantly higher relative abundance levels at midnight compared with

0300-0400 (P<0.05). The same pattern is seen in the density data (P<0.05). These

differences are consistent with the predictions of model D, the pattern observed in the

inshore/shallow Waianae sampling locations. The data from Kona did not fit the

predictions of any ofthe alternative models (Table 4.5).

Table 4.5. Results of two-tailed t-tests, corrected for multiple comparisons using the
Bonferonni method. Relative abundance results are shown on the left and density results
on the right, for each Kona coast transect. The direction of significant differences are
shown, followed by P-values in parentbeses. The "Model" column shows which models
predictions the trend observed fits. The results suggest that the patterns observed off the
Waianae coast of O'ahu are also present off Kona. They also indicate that these patterns
are driven by the distance of the sampling location from shore, rather than its average
depth.

Relative Abundance Results Density Results
Transect 9PMvs.12AM 12AMvs3AM Model 9PMvs.12AM 12AMvs3AM Model

1 > (P<O.05) < (P<O.05) E > (P<O.05) < (P<O.05) E
2 < (P<O.Ol) > (P<O.05) D < (P<O.05) > (P<O.05) D

3 > (P<O.05) < (P<O.05) E > (P<O.OI) < (P<O.05) E
4 < (P<O.OI) > (P<O.05) D < (P<O.05) > (P<O.Ol) D
5 < (P<O.OOI) > (P<O.OI) D < (P<O.OI) > (P<O.OI) D
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Vertical Distribution

The variation in the vertical distribution of animals was small between locations

within a sampling category at each sampling time (Figure 4.8). Off both Kona and

Waianae, the layer came within 3 m of the surface. This close approach to the surface

only occurred at midnight at inshore sites. The minimum distance of the layer from the

surface around 2100 and 0300 at Waianae's inshore sites was 10 m, while in Kona's

inshore sites it was 40 m and 30 m, respectively. The minimum distance of the layer from

the surface at the shallow Kona sites around midnight was 6 m, the shallowest observed

there. The maximum distance of the layer from the surface varied little with time. Inshore

at Waianae, the layer's maximum distance from the surface ranged from 18 m to 21 m,

regardless of time. At Kona's inshore transects, the maximum distance of the layer from

the surface ranged from 112 m to 130 m, with the layer having the greatest vertical range

during the midnight sampling interval. The vertical range of animals off Waianae was

small, compared to that of Kona. The bottom of the layer never came closer to the sea

floor than 11 m off Waianae. The bottom was not within the range of the echosounder in

most of the inshore Kona sites.

The vertical distribution of animals at offshore sites was not as simple. The

maximum depth of animals did not vary much along each coastline. Off Waianae, the

layer's maximum depth ranged from 100 m to 110 m. Off Kona, the layer's maximum

depth ranged from 122 m to at least 156m, the maximum range of the echosounder

system. It was impossible to determine if the layer's range exceeded this depth. The

minimum depth of the layer in the offshore sites of Waianae varied from 28 m to 40 m,

while off Kona it ranged from 25 m to 38m. The shallowest depths of the layer were
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Figure 4.8. Vertical distribution of mesopelagic boundary animals for Waianae sites,
shown on the left, and Kana sites, shown on the right. Inshore sites are indicated by the
clear bars and offshore by the solid bars. The average depth of the Waianae sites are
shown by a horizontal line. The maximum depth of the y-axis represents the maximum
range of the echosounder system. The average depth off Kana exceeds the maximum
range of the fishfinder. In both Kana and Waianae, the offshore sites show a split
distribution at midnight. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean for both
the minimum and maximum depth of animals.
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observed at midnight off both Kona and Waianae. The layer was not vertically

continuous at the offshore sites of Kona or Waianae. Two distinct layers were visible, the

shallower layer had an average vertical range of less than 15 m in both locations. The

deeper layer had a similar vertical range, less than 15 m, off Waianae. The deeper layer

off Kona had a range of over 40 m. Off both islands, the upper limit of the deeper layer

was approximately 90 m.

Ancillarv Data

MOCNESS trawls were conducted on three nights during the Kona cruise in

approximately the same area as the offshore sites. The nets sampling 100-150 m deep

captured a total of 29 fish from the family Myctophidae, 8 fish from various other

mesopelagic farnilies, and 29 of the shrimp Sergia fulgens. All of these animals were

members of the boundary community as defined by Reid et al. (1991). A total of 4 fish

not defined as mesopelagic boundary community animals were also captured in the 100

150m nets. The 25-50 m net caught 3 fish from the family Myctophidae, all species

defined as boundary species, and several siphonophores. The sample size does not permit

any strong statements to be made about differences between the two layers observed

acoustically, however, the lower layer seems to contain many more shrimp than the upper

layer.

Nets sarnpling depth ranges where the boundary layer was not detected

acoustically caught a wide range of animals including gelatinous animals such as salps,

siphonophores, and pyrosomes, larvae of many species of crustaceans, pelagic decapod

crustaceans, various larval fishes, and 2 fishes not defined as boundary community

species. Acoustic reflections were not observed from these animals, probably because
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their target strengths were lower than the system's -63 dB threshold (in the case of the

planktonic animals) or their densities were too low (in the case of the fishes).

The video recording revealed that few micronektonic animals were present until

the camera reached a depth of 25 meters, the top of the layer observed acoustically at the

same time. Myctophids were the only animals observed correctly focused in the camera.

Similar animals were observed to 40 meters deep. The resolution of the camera was

limited and the fish moved away rapidly when the light was turned on. However, in the

first few frames following each trigger of the light, the number of myctophids visible was

calculated to be between 24 and 31.

Discussion

Sampling the mesopelagic boundary community using acoustic techniques

provided several important advantages over traditional techniques. First, sampling could

be conducted much closer to shore and in much shallower waters, without fear of bottom

collisions. Second, large spatial areas could be sampled quickly, with high spatial

resolution. Third, information about vertical distribution could be obtained for the water

column down to 156 m simultaneously. There was no need for multiple, separate samples

as would be m~cessary to determine vertical distribution of density using trawling

techniques. Fourth, areas could easily be re-sampled at various times to allow

discrimination of temporal factors. Reid et al. (1991) lumped data from all trawls

between one-half hour after sunset and one hour before sunrise. The results of this study

suggest that these large differences in time had a significant effect on their findings.

Lastly, although identification of individual animals is not possible with this technique,

relative abundance and density estimates of the community as a whole are not biased by
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the differences in net avoidance between taxa. The spatial and temporal information

provided by acoustic techniques gives new insight into the behavior and dynamics of the

mesopelagic boundary community.

Density estimates obtained through echo energy integration do have several

limitations. In a multi-species assemblage, particularly a community composed of many

different taxa, it is impossible with a single beam, single frequency system such as that

used here to separate the effects of density and species composition on changing target

strengths. It is also impossible to look at the effects of changing aspect of the animals.

Because of this, the target strength used to calculate density was conservatively high (see

equation 2), 14 dB higher than the target strength at 200 kHz predicted by the general

length-target strength relationship given by Urick (1983) for a 5 cm fish (the mean length

of all mesopelagic boundary community fish species reported by Reid (1994)). Fish are

likely to have the highest length-target strength relationship of all the taxa in the

boundary community (Amaya et aI., 1989; Imazeki et aI., 1989), further overestimating

the community's mean target strength. The conservatively high estimated target strength

used in this study should account for overestimates of density that could be caused by

problems of net avoidance likely biasing Reid's estimate of average fish length (smaller

animals have lower target strengths), problems with changing target strength with tilt

angle, and differences in target strength for different taxa, still yielding estimates of

density that are biased towards lower rather than higher values. Other problems with the

echo-energy integration technique such as thresholding and shadowing would also cause

density to be underestimated. However, patterns in density would still be conserved and

the high estimates of density obtained from this work necessitated this conservative
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method. Because of the difficulties in interpreting density information, the data were also

analyzed as relative abundance, which does not suffer from the same assumptions. Both

methods revealed similar patterns, with a wide range of values from 0% to nearly 100%

for relative abundance and 0 to 1800 animals/m3 for density, giving confidence in the

interpretation of the results.

Acoustic data cannot identify species or look at species specific spatial patterns.

However, MOCNESS samples showed that nearly all micronektonic animals captured by

the trawl in the vertical range identified acoustically as the range of the layer were

components of the mesopelagic boundary community. Net avoidance by micronektonic

animals is most certainly a problem for the MOCNESS trawl. However, it is reasonable

to assume that the trawl is giving an accurate representation of the proportion of

boundary community animals in the micronekton, given that animals of the same size in

the boundary community and those that are not components of the boundary community

are relatively equally mobile. Acoustic data from the 25-50 m and 100-150 m depth range

taken during MOCNESS trawls and acoustic data taken at other times and locations show

similar characteristics, suggesting that the animals that reflected signals were the same in

both cases. The absence of acoustic returns in all other depth strata sampled by the

MOCNESS trawls suggests that animals captured in the trawls at these depths did not

have sufficient backscatter cross-sections to be observed by the echosounder. These

animals were likely not confounding the depths identified acoustically as being part of

the layer, ruling out many possible sources of scatterering. Although it is impossible to

rule out all other animals that might be present in acoustic returns, if trawl data are

representative of the community at the depths of interest, mesopelagic boundary
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community animals are the principal micronektonic source of scattering. Preliminary

video data support the conclusion that mesopelagic animals are indeed the sources of the

scattering. It is also unlikely that the animals measured with the echosounder are

planktonic, since the minimum target strength measured was -59 dB. The target strengths

of the most common types of plankton in Hawai'ian waters at 200 kHz ranges from -73

dB to -89 dB, even when densely clumped (Ehrenberg & Torkelson, 1996; Gal et aI.,

1999; Greene & Wiebe, 1990; Huse & Ona, 1996).

The waters sampled off the Waianae coast of O'ahu consistently had a higher

relative abundance of animals as well as higher densities of animals than the waters

sampled off the Kona coast of Hawai'i. The relative abundance of animals in shallow

water off Waianae was typically higher than 80% for over 10 km, the distance sampled

along the coast. Off Kona, it was typically a less predictable 50%, but the layer was

clearly evident for the nearly 30 km sampled. Maximum densities off Waianae were

conservatively estimated at 1800 animals/m3 of water in inshore waters. Maximum

densities reached less than half that value in Kona, 700 animals/m3
. However, the extent

of the vertical distribution of animals in inshore waters off the Kona coast far exceeded

that at inshore Waianae locations. The boundary layer, in avoiding the bottom and the

surface (Reid et aI., 1991), appears to become compressed in midwater. The reasons for

the dense packing of animals in the boundary community are unclear. It would seem to

have negative consequences on the respiration and foraging efficiency of these closely

spaced individuals. However, the effect on predation risk may be beneficial (8uh & Yu,

1996). It is important to notice that these high densities only occur in the areas closest to

the shoreline, and then are found only in some patches and do not extend over large areas.
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The mesopelagic boundary community approaches the shores of the Hawai'ian

Islands much more closely than previously thought. High densities of midwater animals

were found less than 1 kIn from shore. It is clear that these waters, which rarely have

depths great enough for the daytime habitat of these vertically migrating animals [400 to

1200 m (Young, 1983)], are not being populated with mesopelagic animals simply

through vertical migration. In areas close to shore, the continuous increase of the relative

abundance and density of animals until the midpoint between sunset and sunrise,

followed by a reciprocal decrease in the same measures until dawn suggests an input and

output of animals. This is further supported by data from offshore sampling locations

where there is iill increase in animals until around 2100, followed by a decrease at

midnight and another increase at around 0300. This suggests that animals are moving

through this location twice. This could be due either to two complete vertical migrations,

animals moving both upwards and downwards twice in a single evening, or to a

horizontal movement through the area first in one direction, and then in the other. Two

vertical migrations have never been observed in these animals and this does not fit the

data from the inshore transects. It seems likely that the community is moving inshore and

upwards until the approximate midpoint of the night and then offshore and downwards

again. This pattern is consistent between the leeward coasts of 0'ahu and Hawai'i. The

pattern is also consistent between days and between the two times of year observed. The

boundary community appears to regularly undergo a diel horizontal migration in

conjunction with its well-documented vertical migration.

The animals that were observed using the acoustic techniques are likely to

represent only part of the mesopelagic boundary layer, perhaps a component with a
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different tactic that may merit a more specific definition. Not all of the animals in the

boundary community migrate vertically (Reid, 1994; Reid et aI., 1991), so consequently

not all of the animals in the boundary community could reach depths that would allow

them to be over the shallow bottoms found near the coast. It is also possible that not all

the vertically migrating animals in the boundary community migrate horizontally. The

trough in relative abundance and density of animals around midnight in offshore

sampling locations suggests that there is not a continuous and even input of animals into

these waters. Combining this evidence with the two layers of animals that are evident in

the vertical distribution suggests that two distinct strategies present may be present. One

group of animals may be moving into the nearshore areas while the other is remaining

further out. At midnight, these offshore sampling locations may be catching the trailing

edge of one part of the community and the leading edge of another migrating vertically or

both horizontally and vertically.

The patterns of the horizontal component of the diel migration III the

mesopelagic boundary community are linked with the distance of the observation from

the shoreline, rather than the depth of the location. The inshore sites off the Kona coast,

regardless of their depth, exhibited a similar pattern to those shown in the shallow,

inshore Waianae sites. The offshore sites exhibited patterns in relative abundance and

density that closely matched those observed in the deeper, offshore Waianae sites; again

depth was not an important factor. This suggests that animals are migrating to waters

affected by the coast rather than searching for specific bottom types. Data on relative

abundance showed that bottom type had a significant effect, which could be caused by

the interaction of currents and the topography trapping boundary animals or their prey, or
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preference of their prey for spatialJy heterogeneous habitats (Hunter & Price, 1992).

However, the direction of the effect of bottom type changed with time, and the difference

in relative abundance between the two bottom types was less than 10%. No significant

difference was detected in the density of animals. We hypothesize that the horizontal

component of the migration of the mesopelagic boundary community increases the food

available to these animals by bringing them closer to land-based nutrient inputs,

productive shalJow waters, and possibly upwelling areas. Over the upper 100 m of the

water column, the measured concentration of chlorophylJ G at inshore locations off the

Kona coast was approximately 10-15% higher than at offshore locations. There was an

increase in both the relative abundance and density of mesopelagic animals in an area that

showed particularly high levels of chlorophylJ a and low surface salinity. In any case, the

reasons for the nighttime onshore horizontal migration of the boundary community are

likely similar to the reasons for its upward migration, and its offshore migration is

probably driven by the same forces driving its downward migration as morning

approaches.

Observations on the correlation between nutrient input and primary productivity

need to be further studied to test the hypothesis that resource availability is driving the

horizontal component of the migration of the mesopelagic boundary community.

However, the qualitative assessments of patterns associated with chlorophylJ G, in

combination with the repeated and predictable patterns of the horizontal component of

the migration observed, suggest that a benefit is associated with this migration

component, rather than implying that it is an incidental effect of topography or

oceanography. First, the pattern is conserved between two coasts with different bottom
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topography. Second, the pattern is relatively sYlllllletrical - animals seem to be moving

inshore and offshore at approximately the same rates. Current patterns usually do not

change on the scale of time required to allow the community to be involved purely in

passive transport. Lastly, there was no significant effect of the direction of current on the

patterns of relative abundance and density observed off the Kona coast.

The proximate mechanisms for the horizontal component of the diel migration of

the mesopelagic boundary community cannot be determined from this study. Because the

horizontal migration is linked to the vertical migration of these animals, it is likely that

some mechanisms initiating and controlling the horizontal migration are the same as

those controlling the vertical migration, and that others interact. Perhaps turbidity,

salinity, temperature, prey abundance, or other offshore-onshore gradients are used by the

animals to orient toward and away from the shoreline. Although the animals in the layer

do not come in contact with the bottom, perhaps a characteristic of the island's slope is

involved in cueing the migration. It is not known how these animals remain in the narrow

boundary zone over the slopes of the islands (Reid et aI., 1991) but it is likely that the

mechanisms of maintenance of their position over the slopes are related to the

mechanisms ofhorizontal migration.

The importance of the movement of the mesopelagic boundary community into

the nearshore waters of the Hawai'ian Islands should not be underestimated. First, this

horizontal component of the migration sheds new light on the life histories and

physiological and evolutionary constraints of the animals in this community. Second, the

diel horizontal component to the migration of the mesopelagic boundary layer provides a

clear mechanism for this community to link the nearshore and oceanic ecosystems in the
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islands. The dynamic habitat structure that this migration creates is likely to affect the

patterns in relative abundance and density of the mesopelagic boundary community's

many predators, at many scales, as predators tend to congregate in areas of high prey

densities (8ih, 1984). The predictability of the migration of the mesopelagic layer around

the islands may shed light on the complex patterns of movement observed in its

predators. Exanlples include the twice-nightly movements of large onaga (Etelis

coruscans) tens of meters off the bottom observed by some fishermen (Kelley pers

comm) and the inshore-offshore nocturnal movements of Hawai'ian spinner dolphin

(Stenel/a longirostris) (Norris et aI., 1994). An understanding of the temporal structure in

the mesopelagic boundary community is crucial to understanding its role in the nearshore

and oceanic ecosystems in the Hawai'ian Islands.
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CHAPTERS

SPATIAL DYNAMICS OF THE HAWAI'IAN
MESOPELAGIC BOUNDARY COMMUNITY

Abstract

In the Hawai'ian Islands, there is a distinct resident community of micronekton,

distributed along a narrow band where the upper underwater slopes of the islands meet

the oceanic mesopelagic environment. This mesopelagic boundary community serves as

an important food resource to many animals. The goal of this work was to examine

spatial heterogeneity of Hawai' ian mesopelagic boundary biomass at a range of scales, in

the context of its diel vertical and horizontal migrations. A modified echosounder was

used to sample the coasts of three Hawai'ian Islands, permitting a range of scales from

several meters to several kilometers to be assessed rapidly. The Hawai'ian mesopelagic

boundary community fits the hierarchical model of patch structure with patches within

patches that are part of a larger-scale matrix of patches. Large differences in the overall

distribution patterns of the mesopelagic boundary community exist along with a wide

range of overall mesopelagic animal densities. High animal density locations have

boundary commlffiity layers with large (kilometers) horizontal extent, and low animal

density locations have small (tens of meters), discrete patches. Higher animal density

locations are also more complex than low-density sites, with more levels of patchiness

within the same range of spatial scales. Both time of day and distance from shore

significantly affected the geometric and density characteristics as well as the distribution

of aggregations within the boundary layer. Horizontal and vertical structure of the

mesopelagic boundary community are also coupled. In high-density sites, there is strong

vertical layering in acoustic scattering strength while in low-density sites vertical acoustic
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structure is absent. The differences observed in the distribution of the mesopelagic boundary

community at different levels of overall mesopelagic animal density suggest biological

forcing as the dominant mechanism. A description of heterogeneity in the mesopelagic

boundary community in Hawai'i is the first step in understanding its importance to both

neritic and oceanic ecosystems and its potential for linking these two systems.

Introduction

In ecological studies of the ocean, it has been found that its properties and

populations are neither uniformly nor randomly distributed in space, but are in patterns

that vary with time (Farquar & Holliday, 1977). All ecological systems exhibit

heterogeneity at a broad range of scales, with patches (significant spatial variation

Downes, 1990) in oceanic biomass observed at scales ofless than I m (Davis et aI., 1991)

to several kilometers (Mackas et aI., 1985). The variability of an ecosystem in space and

time is usually one of its most important features, influencing both practical problems of

sampling and conceptual questions about its structure (Steele, 1976). The development

and maintenance of spatial and temporal patterns and the consequences of those patterns

for the dynamics of populations and ecosystems are fundamental themes in ecology

(Levin, 1992). The consequences of these patterns of heterogeneity on biota are many,

affecting population dynamics, trophic interactions, community organization and

stability, and cycling of elements (Levin, 1992).

Like most ecosystem components (Mangel & Adler, 1994), mesopelagic

micronekton has been observed to be clumped or patchy using net samples (Pearcy &

Mesecar, 1971; Johnson, 1977; Pearcy, 1971) and submersible observations (Barham,

1971). Acoustic observations by Greenlaw and Pearcy (1985) showed that mesopelagic

micronekton fonned an extensive layer with an extent of 65 km or more. They concluded
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that interpatch intervals on the level of Haury et al.'s (1978) coarse patch are likely. For

micronekton, patchiness is not merely a random variation in their environment, but is

probably an essential requirement for obtaining adequate concentrations of food (Steele,

1976). However, while assessment of plankton patchiness at fine scales is common,

specific information on the distribution of micronekton is primarily limited to the

estimation of error.

Research on the causes of patchiness has focused on plankton, organisms that

have been presumed to have little or no mobility, and have been modeled as passive

particles. Numerous studies have demonstrated regulation of plankton by physical

oceanographic processes (see reviews in Denman & Powell, 1984; Legendre & Demers,

1984). The emphasis on passive particles has limited research on biological causes of

patchiness in the ocean, such as the causes of pattern categorized by Hutchinson (1961):

reproductive, interactions between parents and offspring; social intraspecific signaling

between individuals; and coactive, intraspecific actions such as competition, predation

and parasitism. Because micronektonic animals are capable of large-scale movement, as

shown by their large diel migrations, the behaviors of the animals are likely to be an

important cause of patchiness in their distributions. Oceanographic forcing, i.e. currents,

upwelling, tides, etc., may also affect micronekton patchiness indirectly by creating

spatial variability in the richness and suitability of the environment, particularly of food

resources.

In Hawai'ian nearshore waters, there is an island-associated community of

mesopelagic micronekton, termed the mesopelagic boundary community (Reid et a1.,

1991). This distinct resident community of micronekton is distributed along a narrow
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band where the upper slopes of the underwater portion of the islands meet the oceanic

mesopelagic environment. This community, composed of various species of fishes,

shrimps, and squids, some of which undergo diel vertical and horizontal migrations

(Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001), has a composition unique to the boundary region (Reid et aI.,

1991). The mesopelagic boundary community is an important component of the coastal

ecosystem in Hawai'i, having been found to be important prey for tuna (He et aI., 1997),

billfish (Skillman, 1998), bottomfish (Haight et al., 1993), and spinner dolphins (Norris et

aI., 1994). Myctophids and other vertically migrating micronekton also appear to account

for most of the consumption of zooplankton prey (Clarke, 1973). Patchiness in the

mesopelagic community off Hawai' i has been shown from the earliest studies. In 1969,

Holton noted that lanternfishes, one of the primary components of the Hawai'ian

mesope1agic community have an extremely patchy distribution. More recent studies in

Hawai'i have also noted that large differences in abundance and distribution of

mesopelagic biomass were observed over horizontal space (Reid, 1994). However, the

inherent biases of the trawling studies used made it impossible to determine the scale of

the patchiness.

Boundary communities, land-associated communities of specifically adapted

resident populations, are probably globally distributed (Reid et aI., 1991). The spatial

dynamics of boundary populations are important for understanding the effects of these

communities on interactions between neritic and oceanic ecosystems. A description of

spatial pattern is also critical in understanding the scope of intra- and inter-specific

interactions and the reactions of individuals and communities to their physical

environment (Haury et aI., 1978). The goal of this work was to examine spatial
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heterogeneity of Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary biomass at a range of scales, in the

context of its vertical and horizontal migrations. Because trawling is not effective in

assessing spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the boundary layer with fine resolution

(Koslow et a\., 1997), we used active acoustics to sample the boundary layer off three

Hawai'ian Islands. Acoustic sampling permitted rapid assessment of distributional

beterogeneityat a range of scales from several meters to several kilometers.

Methods

Surveys

The coasts of three Hawai'ian Islands were acoustically surveyed at sites

approximately I km and 3 km from the shoreline. Off each island, transects parallel to

shore were located \.0-\.3 km from the shoreline (inshore) or 2.8-3.0 km from the

shoreline (offshore). The survey vessel traveled 2.6 mls (5 knots) over the bottom.

Transects were surveyed for one hour, at one and a half hour intervals between 1800 and

0400 hours, local time. Sampling was conducted primarily during dark periods because

the mesopelagic boundary community has a well-documented diel vertical migration, and

would be too deep (400-1200 m) to be detected by the acoustic system during daylight

hours (Reid, 1994; Reid et al., 1991; Struhsaker, 1973; Amesbury, 1975). Sampling was

conducted during first and last light to measure the temporal boundaries of the

community and to measure background levels of density of other organisms.

The Waiimae coast of Oahu, Hawai'i was acoustically sampled between 1800 and

0100 hours using a lO-m vessel May 1-8,2001. One 9.3-km (5-run) long transect was

located at each of the two distance classes. The Kona coast of the Big Island of Hawai' i

was surveyed from the 50-m National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
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ship, Townsend Cromwell, November 10-15,1999 and June 1-5,2001. Two offshore and

three inshore transects off the Kona coast were sampled for one hour at three-hour

intervals during the first cruise and 90-minute intervals during the second cruise between

2100 and 0400 hours. The 68-m NOAA vessel, Ka'imimoana, was used to survey areas

off the south and west shores of Lanai, January 15-18,2000. Two transects were 1.8 Ian

(1 nm) and two were 5.6 Ian (3 nm) long. One of each transect length was located at each

of the two distance classes. Each transect was surveyed for one hour beginning at 2100,

2230, and 0000.

Off the Kona coast of Hawai'i, transects oriented perpendicular to shore were

sampled between 2200 and 0000, and 0100 and 0300 during the 1999 cruise. These

transects began 1 Ian from the shoreline, and ended approximately 4 km from the

shoreline, or at the outer edge of an encountered patch of mesopelagic animals. They

covered the same 35 Ian along the shoreline as the parallel transects.

Acoustic Data Collection

Acoustic data were collected using a Computrol, Tournament Master Fishfinder

NCC 5300 modified to read directly into a laptop computer (Benoit-Bird et al., 2001).

The envelope of the echo was digitized at a sampling rate of 5 kHz or 10kHz using a

Computer Board PC DASI6112·AO or a Rapid System R1200. Data acquisition was

initiated by the trigger of the echosounder and data were collected in blocks representing

156 m of the water column. The echosounder uses a 200 kHz outgoing signal with a

pulse rate of 4/s, and pulse length of 130 fLs. The transducer's signal is a downward

pointing, 10-degree cone. The transducer was mounted on a towfish that 'flew' 0.3 m

beneath the surface of the water, regardless of the ship's speed over water. Beaufort Sea
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State was 0 to 2 during all sampling. See Benoit-Bird et al. (2001) and Benoit-Bird and

Au (2001) for a description of the calibration procedures. Density of mesopelagic animals

was calculated with an echo energy integration technique (MacLennan & Simmonds,

1992), as in Benoit-Bird et al. (2001).

Patches

The Webster method (Webster, 1973) was used to determine the edges of patches

and gaps in the mesopelagic boundary community. A 2 m + 2 m horizontal or vertical

window was employed to determine discontinuities in density. The mean density in one

2-m window was subtracted from the mean density of the other and divided by the

standard deviation of the sample. Edges of patches were defined as areas with density

significantly greater, a=0.05, than the background density as determined by a one-tailed

t-statistic with a progressive Bonferroni correction comparing the 2-m windows in the

horizontal or vertical direction (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). Areas of significantly

higher density, equating to a difference of about 5 animals/m3 off each of the three

islands, in either the horizontal (along-shore) or vertical (depth) were defined as

boundaries. The boundaries were mapped in a geographic information system. This

method resulted in sharp patch boundaries; allowing patches to be easily determined

using the centroid method (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). The outermost boundary

determined by this technique defined the patch off Hawaii where background density of

mesopelagic animals was zero. Off northern Oahu and Lanai, where the background

density was not zero, and for areas within primary patches off Hawaii, internal

boundaries determined secondary, or internal heterogeneity, areas within the patch that

are significantly patchy. The choice of equal size windows for both the vertical and
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horizontal directions provides different statistical power in the two dimensions, but it

equates resolution for the determination of patch size. Greater sampling distance in the

horizontal than vertical dimension reduces the differences in observed power. The

standard deviation of the entire sample was used in the t-test as opposed to the standard

deviation of each window to stabilize the estimate (Legendre & Legendre, 1998) and to

reduce differences in observed power at depth due to the transducer's beam angle.

Because comparisons to determine horizontal edges were made between vertically

adjacent areas, differences in sampling volume caused by the conical shape of the beam

were negligible and were ignored. Vertical edges were determined within a single depth

bin and no beam effects occur within a sample. However, the positions of vertical edges

were corrected for beam effects as in Reid and Simmonds (1993). For both edge

determinations, the use of the standard deviation of the entire sample helps reduce

differences in statistical power (caused by differences in sampling volume and degree of

autocorrelation) in edge determination between depths.

Patch characteristics for primary patches in the boundary community off Hawaii

including mean density, maximum density, variance in density, maximum horizontal

extent, maximum vertical extent, and distance to the nearest neighbor were measured (all

horizontal measures presented were corrected for beam effects). Because of the consistent

vertical extent of boundary community patches at a given time and distance from

shoreline, angle to nearest neighbor for primary patches was always zero (patches were

all at the same depth). Also because of the consistent vertical range of patches and patch

shape, area and circwnference were simple mathematical permutations of horizontal and

vertical extent arld because of colinearity, were not tested. A multiple analysis of variance
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was used to test the effects of time, distance from shore, and island on patch geometric

and density characteristics. Previous work determined that spinner dolphins significantly

affected both geometric and density characteristics of boundary community patches

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002). Boundary community patches containing spinner dolphins

(determined using a combination of passive acoustics, active sonar, and visual

observations as described in Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002) were eliminated from the analysis.

Secondary heterogeneous regions (intrapatch heterogeneity) were characterized

by their mean density, maximum density, variance in density, maximum horizontal

extent, maximum vertical extent, area, perimeter, shortest distance to the nearest patch,

and angle to the closest point in the nearest patch. Discontinuities within the boundary

layer were characterized by their maximum horizontal extent, maximum vertical extent,

distance to the nearest discontinuity, and angle to the closest point in the nearest

discontinuity. Again, for gaps, area and perimeter were simple mathematical

permutations of horizontal and vertical extent, and because of colinearity, were not

tested. To determine differences in patch characteristics of primary patches, areas of

secondary heterogeneity, and gaps, differences between the patch characteristics were

tested using multiple analysis of variance. Because animals within a patch and predators

utilizing the patch experience all of its characteristics at once and may not use anyone

characteristic to distinguish them, all characteristics were tested simultaneously using

discriminant function analyses. Within each level of heterogeneity, discriminant function

analysis was conducted first among all groups, then for only the effect of time and only

the effect of distance from the shoreline.
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The horizontal extent of patches and secondary heterogeneity perpendicular from

shore were analyzed using single factor analyses of covariance with time as a fixed factor

and distance of the nearshore edge of the patch from the shoreline. These results were

compared with the along-shore horizontal sizes of patches and subpatches.

Distribution of patches

In order to look at the distribution of patches and secondary heterogeneous

regions in the boundary community, distance to the nearest neighbor methods were used

with patch geometric centroid as the unit. Because acoustic sampling occurred beyond

transects, a boundary strip of at least the expected distance to the first nearest neighbor

for a random distribution was included to limit bias. The Clark and Evans (1954) index of

aggregation was calculated and the distribution was tested with Thompson's test (1956),

a modified chi-squared test, at u=O.05. This test allows the distribution of patches to be

tested as significantly greater than random, a uniform pattern, and significantly less than

random, a clumped pattern. The distribution of the distances to the nearest neighbors of

primary patches off Hawai'i and each level of secondary heterogeneity for all three

islands for each group (time and distance from shore) were tested using this method. The

distribution between patch centroids and the second nearest neighbor for secondary

heterogeneity at all levels was tested the same way. To look at the distribution only in the

vertical and only in the horizontal dimension, the distribution of the centroids of patches

in each direction was compared with the Poisson distribution using a coefficient of

dispersion and tlle t-statistic. Bin size was 2 m vertically and 10m horizontally. Primary

patches off Hawai' i could not be tested because each filled the entire vertical range of the

boundary layer.
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Vertical stratification

To look at vertical stratification in scattering layer strength, a single factor

ANOVA with I-m depth bin as the factor was used. After a significant effect was found,

Tukey's multiple range statistic was used to determine which depth bins were

homogeneous with neighboring depth bins (p>O.20) and which were significantly

different (p<O.05). Adjacent I-m bins that were not significantly different from each

other but were significantly different from depth bins surrounding the homogenous

region were considered a layer.

Results

Spatial structure

Off northern Oahu and Lanai, the boundary community extended in a layer over

the surveyed area. lbere were discontinuities within the layer, but none penetrated

through the layer's entire vertical extent. Because the background density was not zero,

patches were not distinct. Off the island of Hawai'i and southern Oahu, patches in the

boundary community were distinct against a background density of zero (Figure 5.1).

Patches

Looking first at the primary patches in the boundary community found off the

island of Hawai'i and southern Oahu, a multivariate ANOVA showed that all

characteristics were significantly different (p<O.005 for all comparisons) as a function of

distance from shoreline and time. There was also a significant interaction between time

and distance from shore for each boundary community patch characteristic (p<O.OOl for all

comparisons). Only vertical extent was significantly different between southern Oahu and

Hawai'i (p<O.005). The changes in characteristics ofpatches in the boundary community
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Figure 5.1. An example of boundary community patch fields off Lanai and northern
Oahu (top) and Hawai'i and southern Oahu (bottom) observed with the echosounder at
inshore sampling locations during the midnight sample. Intensity of shading in each patch
is directly related to mean density.
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Table 5.1. Misclassification rates for discriminant function analyses of spatial structures
in the boundary community off three Hawai'ian Islands.

Island All Groups Only Time Only Distance
Primary Patches

S. Oahu 5.4 3.7 28.0
Hawai'i 2.8 2.7 17.3

Gaps
Lanai 68.5 85.5 70.4
N. Oahu 71.9 71.6 69.1

Secondary Level I
Lanai 0.0 15.3 0.0
N. Oahu 3.8 18.1 9.3
S. Oahu 27.6 18.4 40.6

Hawai'i 20.3 13.3 31.9

Secondary Level 2
Lanai 18.6 8.1 17.4
N. Oahu 21.8 10.3 19.7
S. Oahu 31.4 28.9 24.5
Hawai'i 29.8 25.0 22.6

Secondary Level 3
Lanai 47.6 32.8 37.7
N.Oahu 31.8 30.3 29.7

as a function of time and space are shown in Figure 5.2. Discriminant function analyses

of all groups, of groups differentiated only by time, and groups differentiated only by

distance from the shoreline, correctly classified most patches in the boundary community

(Table 5.1).

Along-shore horizontal extent of boundary community patches changed

significantly as a function of both time and distance from the shoreline (Figure 5.3).

Boundary community patches offshore were consistently about 25 meters larger than

inshore patches, even while the size of both inshore and offshore boundary layer patches

varied as a function of time. The horizontal extent of boundary layer patches
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perpendicular from shore also varied significantly as a function of time and distance from

shore (p<O.OOI, p<O.OOOI) with no significant interaction (p>0.05). The mean horizontal

size of boundary layer patches measured at the same time were approximately the same

both along-shore and perpendicular to shore (Figure 5.4).
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Looking at the gaps found off the coasts of Lanai and northern Oahu, a

multivariate ANOYA showed that there were significant differences in the vertical extent

of the gaps in the boundary layer between the islands and as a function of distance from

the shoreline and time (p<0.01 for all comparisons). The pattern in the changes in vertical

extent of gaps matched the patterns in the vertical range of the entire layer. No other gap

characteristics varied significantly (p>0.05). Discriminant function analyses on gap

characteristics as a function of time and distance from the shoreline, summarized in Table

5.1, reveal that gaps are misclassified more than seventy percent of the time. This is

consistent with the hypothesis presented in Benoit-Bird and Au (2002), that gaps are the

result of foraging by spinner dolphins which use the same foraging tactics regardless of

time and distance from shore.

Secondary heterogeneity

Secondary, or internal, heterogeneity in the boundary community was found off

all three Hawai'ian islands surveyed. Off Hawai'i and southern Oahu where the overall

animal density was lower, two levels of boundary community heterogeneity smaller than

an individual patch were found. Off Lanai and northern Oahu where the density was high

and the layer continuous, four levels of secondary heterogeneity were found within

boundary community layers. The spatial scales of primary and secondary patches in the

boundary community are shown in Figure 5.5. Similar to primary patches, secondary

heterogeneity 1 km and 3 km from shore were not significantly different in their

horizontal extent along-shore and perpendicular to shore (ANOYA, p>0.05, observed

power=0.79). Along-shore horizontal extent did not vary as a function of time or distance

from shore although it did vary with island (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2. Multiple analysis of variance for four levels of secondary heterogeneity in the
boundary community off three Hawai'ian Islands.

Secondarv Lev(lo) 1 Secondarv Level 2 Secondarv uvel 3 SecondarvLevel4
Source Dep Variable df MS F P df MS F P df MS F P df MS F P
Island Mean Density 2 825 113 <0.001 2 96 1 ns 1 2 0 ns

Max Density 2 5587877 468 <0.001 21156781 29 <0.001 1 48529 1 ns
Density Variance 221966011 911 <0.001 2 238082 J1 <0.001 1 6380 0 ns
Max Horiz Extent 2 41140 844 <0.001 2 1645 148 <0.001 1 40 [0 <0.005
Max Vert Extent 2 119878 3267 <0.001 2 41808 3022 <0.001 1 0 0 ns
Area 2 20076 0 ns 2 11324 1 ns 1 3 0 ns
Perimeter 2 13134 2 os 2 1168 1 '" 1 51 1 ns
Dist Neighbor 2 49 0 ns 2 224 0 ns 1 739 0 ns
Angle Neighbor 2 246 1 ns 2 48 0 ns 1 974 3 ns

LDcation Mean Density J 258 35 <0.001 1 0 0 ns 1 1 0 ns
Max Density ] 14902633 1248 <0.001 1 3507 0 os I 14100] 2 ns
Density Variance 1 2988722 124 <0.001 1 40996 2 ns 1 789 0 ns
Max Hariz Extent 1 0 0 ns 1 1 0 ns 1 0 0 ns
Max Vert Extent 1 14342 391 <0.001 1 5 0 ns 1 0 0 ns
Area 1 458643 3 <0.05 1 J09423 7 <0.05 1 9 0 ns
Perimeter 1 1385 0 os 1 121 0 ns 1 43 1 ns
Dist Neighbor 1 23 0 ns I 85 0 ns 1 17427 3 ns
Angle Neighbor I II 0 ns I I 0 ns 1 116 0 ns

Time Mean Density 2 107 15 <0,001 2 64 I ns 2 26 I ns I 28 0 ns
Max Density 2 644039 54 <0.001 2 408127 10 <0.001 2666762 7 <0.001 1 784989 18 <0.001
Density Variance 2 7933925 329 <0,001 2 122809 6 <0.005 2 10163 0 ns I 12579 0 ns
Max Horiz Extent 2 2 0 ns 2 I 0 ns 2 2 1 ns I 2 1 ns
Max Vert Extent 2 4220 liS <0.001 2 352 25 <0.001 2 0 0 ns 1 0 0 ns
Area 2 181785 1 ns 2 12213 I ns 2 13 1 ns 1 34 5 <0.05
Perimeter 2 5097 1 ns 2 1255 I ns 2 90 1 ns I 20 1 ns
Dist Neighbor 2 139 1 ns 2 518 I ns 2 11450 2 ns I 27982 2 ns
Angle Neighbor 2 731 2 ns 2 63 0 ns 2 51 0 ns 1 8 0 ns

Continued on next page
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SecondarvLcvcll Secondarv Level 2 Secondarv Level 3 Secondarv Level 4
Source Dep Variable df MS F P df MS F P df MS F P df MS F P
Isl"'Loc Mean Density 2 328 45 <0.001 2 14 0 ns I 49 I ns

Max Density 2 4781453 400 <0.001 2 66567 2 ns I 1236 0 n,
Density Variance 2 7757882 322 <0.001 2 7006 0 ns I 56374 I ns
Max Hofiz Extent 2 8 0 ns 2 1 0 ns I I 0 ns
Max Vert Extent 2 47939 1307 <0,001 2 4392 317 <0.001 I 0 0 ns
Area 2 44761 0 ns 2 4804 0 ns I I 0 ns
Perimeter 2 3437 I ns 2 700 1 ns 1 82 I ns
Dist Neighbor 2 9 0 ns 2 267 1 ns I 41038 6 <0,05
Angle Neighbor 2 190 I ns 2 47 0 m 1 7 0 ns

Isl*Time Mean Density 3 51 7 <0.001 3 17 0 ns 1 144 3 ns
Max Density 3 657278 55 <0.001 3 240786 6 <0.001 I 25345 0 ns
Density Variance 3 13577234 563 <0.001 3 7781 0 ns I 4999 0 ns
Max Horiz Extent 3 56 I ns 3 I 0 ns I 0 0 ns
Max Vert Extent 3 10507 286 <0.001 3 604 44 <0.001 I 0 0 m
Area 3 32868 0 ns 3 42991 3 <0.05 I 78 3 ns
Perimeter 3 439 0 ns 3 1299 1 ns I 101 2 ns
Dist Neighbor 3 43 0 ns 3 169 0 ns 1 73635 II <0.01
Angle Neighbor 3 315 1 ns 3 196 1 ns 1 193 1 ns

Loc*Time Mean Density 2 5040 691 <0.001 2 35 1 ns 2 443 9 <0.001
Max Density 2 91497 8 <0.001 2 938087 23 0 2 383559 4 <0,05
Density Variance 2 5458786 226 <0.001 2 7509 0 ns 2 61263 1 ns
Max Horiz Extent 2 8 0 ns 2 6 I '" 2 0 0 ns
Max Vert Extent 2 403751100 <0.001 2 2703 195 <0,001 2 1 2 ns
Area 2 28193 0 ns 2 19969 I ns 2 5 0 ns
Perimeter 2 7010 I ns 2 340 0 ns 2 168 3 ns
Dist Neighbor 2 86 1 ns 2 207 0 ns 2 9455 1 ns
Angle Neighbor 2 85 0 ns 2 255 I ns 2 414 1 ns

Residual Mean Density 960 7 220 68 48 48 13 65
Max Density 960 11942 220 40023 48 93981 13 44746
Density Variance 960 24114 220 21208 48 54216 13 43603
Max Horiz Extent 960 49 220 11 48 4 13 I
Max Vert Extent 960 37 220 14 48 0 13 0
Area 960 136559 220 14g85 48 26 13 7
Perimeter 960 5828 220 959 48 66 13 18
Dist Neighbor 960 137 220 521 48 6648 13 14412
Angle Neighbor 960 376 220 362 48 300 13 1311

Total Mean Density 976 236 57 15
Max DensiLy 976 236 57 15
Density Variance 976 236 57 15
Max Horiz Ex.tent 976 236 57 15
Max Vert Extent 976 236 57 15
Mea 976 236 57 15
Perimeter 976 236 57 15
Dist Neighbor 976 236 57 15
Angle Neighbor 976 236 57 15
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Characteristics of secondary levels of heterogeneity in the boundary community

were analyzed using ANOVAs, summarized in Table 5.2. Island had a strong effect on the

density characteristics of the first and second levels of boundary layer heterogeneity as well

as the horizontal and vertical size of these subpatches. At the first level of boundary

community heterogeneity, similar differences were found between inshore and offshore

sampling sites, density characteristics, vertical extent, and area varied significantly. At the

second level of secondary heterogeneity of the boundary community, only area varies

significantly between inshore and offshore sampling locations. At the third level of

secondary heterogeneity, there are no characteristics that vary significantly between inshore

and offshore sites. Time significantly affected the density characteristics and the vertical

extent of first and second levels of secondary heterogeneity varied significantly as a

function of sampling time. At the third level of secondary heterogeneity, only maximum

density varied significantly as a function of sampling time, and at the fourth level,

maximum density and area varied significantly as a function of time. Discriminant function

analyses of each level of heterogeneity for each island are summarized in Table 5.1.

Secondarily heterogeneous regions in the boundary community at each island became

categorized progressively less accurately with increasing levels of heterogeneity.

Distribution ofpatches

The distribution patterns of gaps, primary patches, and secondary heterogeneity of

the boundary community are shown in Table 5.3. Gaps off northern Oahu and Lanai were

significantly aggregated at all times, both inshore and offshore. Primary patches off

Hawai'i and southern Oahu were clumped, uniform or random inshore, and clumped

offshore. All levels of boundary community secondary heterogeneity off Hawai'i and

southern Oahu were randomly or uniformly distributed inshore and clumped or random

offshore. Inshore at both northern Oahu and Lanai, areas of secondary heterogeneity were
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either random or uniform. Offshore, level I secondary heterogeneity off southern Oahu and

levels 1 and 2 off Lanai were significantly aggregated at all three sampling times. Offshore

at Lanai and northern Oahu, areas of secondary heterogeneity at all other levels of

heterogeneity were randomly distributed. When looking separately at vertical and

horizontal distribution, aggregation or uniformity in the horizontal dimension accounted for

all the patterns observed in both the distribution of primary patches and all levels of

secondary heterogeneity of the boundary community. The distribution of distances to the

second nearest neighbor for all levels of secondary heterogeneity in the boundary

community was significantly clumped (Thompson's test on Clark and Evans index of

aggregation, p<0.05). In all cases, when vertical and horizontal distribution were assessed

separately, only the horizontal second nearest neighbor distances were significantly clumped.

Table 5.3. Distribution of boundary community primary patches, gaps, and secondary
heterogeneous regions off all three islands.

Inshore Offshore

2100 0000 0300 2100 0000 0300
Gaps Clumped Clumped Clumped

..~~

Lanai Clumped

Secondary I Random Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary 2 Uniform Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary 3 Random Random Random Random

Secondary 4 n/a Random Random nla

N. Oahu Gaps Clumped Clumped Clumped Clumped

Secondary 1 Random Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary 2 Random Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary 3 Random Random Random Random

Secondary 4 nla Random Random n/a

S. Oahu Primary Random Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary I Random Uniform Clumped Clumped

Secondary 2 Random Random Clumped Clumped

Hawai'i Primary Clumped Uniform Random Clumped Clumped Clumped
Secondary 1 Random Random Random Clumped Clumped Clumped

Secondary 2 Random Random Random Clumped
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Vertical stratification

Vertical stratification in scattering layer strength within the boundary community

was not significant off the coasts of Hawai 'i and southern Oahu at any time either inshore

or offshore. Off northern Oahu and Lanai, there was significant vertical stratification at

all sampling times, both inshore and offshore (Figure 5.6). Strata ranged from 2 to 11 m

high off Oahu and 2 to 15 m off Lanai. The number of significant strata varied from 1 to

7 off Oahu, accounting for 30-62% of the entire layer. Off Lanai, the number of

significant strata varied from 5 to 7 and the stratified regions accounted for 40-52% of the

entire depth range of the layer.
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offshore sites taken at 2100 hours. The dashed line represents the overall average target
strength. Grey areas represent significant strata in target strength.

Discussion

The Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community fits the hierarchical model of

patch structure proposed by Kotliar and Wiens (1990). The boundary community is found

in a mosaic of patches within patches. A patch at a given scale has internal structure of
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patchiness at a finer scale, and the mosaIC containing that patch has a structure

determined by patchiness at broader scales. Some experiments have been done to test the

effects of hierarchical spatial distribution on pelagic animal behavior (see, for example

Thompson et al., 2001). However, measurements of animals living in three-dimensional

environments distributed in these hierarchical patch patterns are few (Fauchald et aI.,

2000; Ives et aI., 1993). The information on the mesopelagic boundary community

presented here will contribute to the understanding of hierarchical systems in the ocean,

and because of the importance of this community to many predators, will be important to

future development of applied foraging models.

The mesopelagic boundary community generally had high contrast with the

background. Consequently, the outer boundaries of the boundary layer were discrete.

Interestingly, the boundaries tended to be straight. This was true at the top and bottom

edges of the layer which were at consistent depths within each sampling time. It was also

true for the vertical edges which were found to vary by only a few meters along each

edge. This is different from the characteristics of the edges of layers of mesopelagic

micronekton observed by Greenlaw et al. (1985). The edges in volume backscattering

distributions that they observed tended to taper off relatively gradually, leaving indistinct

edges that wavered on all sides of the layer.

The distance between patches in the boundary community ranged from 10 to 70 m

(17-117 echoes) with no depth effect. In order for patches or other aggregations to be

effective against predators, they must be farther apart than the perceptual distance of a

predator (Brock & Riffenburgh, 1959). Predators of the boundary community are

primarily large, pelagic animals with well-developed vision. Some of its predators are
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marine mammals which probably utilize echolocation in prey searching (Norris & Dohl,

1980). The distance between patches in the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community

is much less than the sensory range of such predators. The distribution of boundary

community patches is probably beneficial to its predators. The costs of foraging in these

closely spaced prey patches would be reduced because the intensity (density relative to

the background density) of the patch represents the return to the predator, while the

distance between patches represents the costs of obtaining the prey (Brock &

Riffenburgh, 1959). At least one of the boundary community's predators, Stenella

longirostris, specifically exploits the characteristics of boundary community patches

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002).

Variation in the geometric and density characteristics of patches and subpatches

III the boundary community, as a function of sampling time and distance from the

shoreline, were predictable at the largest scales and unpredictable at the smallest scales

observed. Time affected the characteristics of spatial patterns more than distance from the

shoreline. For both patches and subpatches, geometric characteristics were more

important than density characteristics for correctly classifying boundary community

distributions into inshore versus offshore groups. Offshore patches and sUbpatches were

consistently larger, both along and across the slope, than inshore patches. Density

characteristics were more important for separating these aggregations by sampling time.

The high densities found nearshore, probably due to packing as the mesopelagic animals

avoid the bottom, were highly predictable. These differences in aggregation

characteristics as a function of the migrations of the boundary community are consistent

between islands and times of the year. This predictability probably affects the
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effectiveness of mesopelagic animals as predators and influences their population

dynamics. The predictability also potentially allows predators to appropriately alter their

foraging strategies to match the distributional patterns of their prey.

The overall distribution pattern of the mesopelagic boundary community at Lanai

and northern Oahu, where the boundary community was distributed in a layer, was very

different from the pattern off Hawai'i and southern Oahu where it was distributed in

discrete patches. Because these differences exist along a single shoreline off Oahu, they

are not associated specifically with inter-island differences. Distributional changes are

associated with changes in animal density: locations with high animal density have

boundary community layers, and locations with low animal density have patches. Off

Oahu, there appears to be a threshold at which animal distribution changes. Instead of

being spread out evenly with reduced overall density when animal abundance is lower,

the animals in the boundary community are aggregated in patches of higher density. The

reasons for this aggregation are probably related to both prey capture and predator

avoidance (Boyd, 1996; Krause & Godin, 1995; Brock & Riffenburgh, 1959).

Within the high density layers found off Lanai and northern Oahu, narrow,

vertical gaps were commonly found approximately 25 m apart (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002).

In most marine systems, gaps in the distribution of organisms usually arise from

interactions between topography and a combination of physical and biological processes

including physical advection, vertical migration behavior, and predation (Genin et aI.,

1994; Isaacs & Schwartlose, 1965). It has generally been concluded that physical rather

than biological processes dominate gap formation in oceanic systems (Greene et al.,

1994). However, the gaps in the Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary community in the
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present study are extremely small - less than a few meters wide - much smaller than gaps

formed primarily as a result of topography (Haury et aI., 2000). Within the mesopelagic

boundary layer in Hawai'i, we have observed a strong association between gaps and

dolphin predators. Spinner dolphins feed cooperatively and form distinct, high density

areas within the prey field (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002). The observations of the effects of

dolphin predation on the boundary layer, the lack of correlation of gaps with topographic

features, and th(~ ability of mesopelagic boundary animals to move kilometers despite

tides and currents (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001) suggest that predation, not physical forcing,

dominates the formation of gaps.

Differences in overall mesopelagic animal density affected not only the scales at

which the boundary community was found (larger scales with greater density) but also

the level of complexity. Northern Oahu and Lanai, the higher density sites, had more

complex spatial structure in the mesopelagic boundary community than Hawai'i or

southern Oahu, the lower density sites. The high-density sites had more total levels of

patchiness than the low-density sites and more levels of patchiness within the same range

of spatial scales.

Horizontal and vertical structure of the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary

community are coupled. The large differences in distribution observed as a function of

overall animal density are also correlated with differences in vertical acoustic structure.

In the lower density sites of southern Oahu and Hawai'i, vertical acoustic structure was

absent. In the higher density sites of northern Oahu and Lanai, strong, vertical layering in

acoustic scattering strength was evident inshore and offshore, at all sampling times.

Vertical layering in acoustic scattering strength of midwater animals has also been
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observed in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea (Baird & Wilson, 1977). While it is

impossible to identify species from acoustic scattering alone, and density differences may

confound differences in acoustic scattering, it appears that vertical layering in the

mesopelagic layer is related to species composition and size differences. For example,

video work and trawling with the Multiple Opening and Closing Net Environmental

Sensing System (MOCNESS) done simultaneously with acoustic surveys show that

shrimp species are found more often in deeper layers (Benoit-Bird et a!., 2001). The

vertical structure of the boundary layer, or lack of it, probably affects the foraging tactics

employed by predators and influences the population dynamics within the boundary

community.

Differences in the overall mesopelagic animal density of the boundary community

also affected the spacing of aggregations. Both patches and subpatches were more likely

to be aggregated at lower densities and uniformly distributed at higher densities. Uniform

spacing is usually associated with biological phenomena (Sandulli & Pinckney, 1999). Of

course, the conclusions about uniformity are usually applied to individuals, not

aggregations of individuals. However, spacing of a cluster of animals potentially working

in concert is probably related to causes similar to those underlying the distribution of

individual animals. The aggregation of aggregations, rather than a random distribution of

these patches, is probably related to the same factors as those affecting the overall

distribution of animals at lower densities, predation efficiency and predator avoidance.

The patterns observed in the distribution of the mesopelagic boundary community

as a function of overall mesopelagic animal density suggest that biological forcing

mechanisms are the dominant influence. The biological mechanisms probably act in
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concert with, and are indirectly affected by, physical forcing. The focus of study by

oceanographers on spatial patterning of plankton in the ocean has led to an emphasis on

physical forcing as the underlying process producing patchiness (but see Folt & Bums,

1999). For example, in a review of patchiness in the ocean and its causes, less than one

page was devoted to the description of biological causes, while more than ten pages were

dedicated to physical causes (Steele, 1976). Competition, predation, and parasitism,

categorized as coactive processes by Hutchinson (1961), are still by far the least

understood of the biological mechanisms of patch formation at any spatial or temporal

scale (Haury et aI., 1978). The boundary community is found in densities so high as to

cause significant negative consequences in respiration and resource acquisition for

individual animals. It is also a significant prey resource for many predators (Haight et aI.,

1993; He et aI., 1997; Skillman, 1998; Norris & Dohl, 1980). Coactive forces are

probably the primary forces acting within the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary layer. It

is clear that animals capable of movement over great distances despite the physical

environment are capable of driving spatial patterning at both small and large spatial

scales. Communities of mesopelagic micronekton, particularly those found in the

accessible and relatively heterogeneous boundary region, are the perfect systems in which

to study the causes of patchiness in the ocean in organisms larger than plankton. Such

study will probably clarify the importance of biological processes in structuring the

distribution of biomass in the ocean. However, future work on underlying patch forcing

will undoubtedly require information on species distributions. To study competition and

resource utilization, we need to know how similar patches are with respect to species

composition.
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The variety and sheer number of predators that forage upon the mesopelagic

boundary community in Hawai'i (Haight et aI., 1993; He et aI., 1997; Skillman, 1998;

Norris & Dohl, 1980) indicate the importance of this community to both nearshore and

open-ocean predators. However, patchiness in the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary

community has probably affected previous estimates of its abundance and biomass (Reid,

1994; Clarke, 1973), impacting our views of the community's importance. Because

aggregated spatial pattern is such a widespread phenomenon, there is little question of its

ecological and evolutionaty importance (Haury et aI., 1978). An understatlding of the

spatial pattern in the mesopelagic boundary community has the potential to help us

understand the adaptations these animals have undergone to live in the narrow zone

between the oceanic and neritic systems. Ecological processes often depend on the

pattern as well as the absolute density of resources (Mangel & Adler, 1994).

Consequently, a description of heterogeneity in the mesopelagic boundary community in

Hawai'i is the first step in understanding its importance to both neritic and oceanic

ecosystems and its potential for linking these two systems
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CHAPTER 6

FINE-SCALE DIEL MIGRATION DYNAMICS
OF AN ISLAND-ASSOCIATED SOUND-SCATTERING LAYER

Abstract

The Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community, an island-associated, midwater

sound-scattering layer, undergoes diel migrations with both vertical and horizontal

components. To understand the dynamics of the community's migration at small

temporal scales and large spatial scales, we utilized a bottom-mounted, 200 kHz active-

acoustic mooring that transmitted ten signals every 15 minutes, from dusk until dawn for

5 days. Five moorings were deployed 1.0-3.0 km from the leeward coast of Oahu in 0.5

km intervals. Two layers within the boundary community were observed to undergo

simultaneous diel vertical and horizontal migration; the shallow layer came within 10m

of the surface and I km of the shoreline. The deeper layer remained 90 m from the

surface and 2.5 km of the shoreline. Vertical migration rates were measured at 0-1.7

m/min while the horizontal rate averaged 1.67 kmIhr, swamping the vertical movement.

The vertex of the migration pattern was observed 45 minutes before the midpoint

between SWlset and sunrise. Until the vertex, animal density increased relatively

constantly as the animals migrated towards shore, with the highest animal densities found

in the shallowest areas at midnight. Animal abundance estimates at the leading and

trailing edge of the layer support the hypothesis that increased animal densities nearshore

are related to packing as mesopelagic animals avoid the surface and the bottom. We

observed high levels of biomass moving rapidly, over a great distance, into shallow

waters very close to shore providing insight into the significant link the mesopelagic

boundary community provides between nearshore and oceanic systems.
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Introduction

Sound scattering layers are distributed worldwide and have been intensively

studied since World War II. Sound scattering layers of micronekton are important

components of oceanic ecosystems; they consume much of the zooplankton produced

(Clarke 1973) and are probably the most important food for higher trophic levels

(Rasmussen and Giske 1994). Many of the micronektonic animals comprising these

layers are found in different 'vertical life-zones' during the day and at night due to diel

vertical migrations of tens or hundreds of meters (Longhurst 1976). Knowledge of

vertical distributions of these animals and how they vary with time is necessary for a real

understanding of the structure and function of pelagic ecosystems (Pearcy 1971). Yet,

while mesopelagic fishes, a primary component of scattering layers are "without doubt,

the most abundant vertebrate animals in our world, .. .little is known of their behavior"

(Barham 1971). In 1976, Longhurst described vertical migration: " ... as night approaches,

very great quantities of animals migrate actively upwards from the deeper, dark waters

towards the surface layers, where they spend the night until at dawn they descend again".

Since then, our understanding of the dynamics vertical migrations of scattering layers has

improved little. Because of the limitations of net sampling, most studies have focused on

comparing daytime and nighttime observations of animal presence at various, discrete

depths (Badcock and Merrett 1977; Longhurst 1976; Pearcy et al. 1977; Williams and

Koslow 1997). 1bis has led to a focus on the composition of scattering layers, rather than

their dynamics. Even studies utilizing acoustic sampling to study scattering layers often

only look at differences in daytime and nighttime depth distributions (for example

Ebeling et al. 1970). Some acoustic studies have looked at vertical distributions of
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scattering layers at three-hour intervals (see, for example Haigh 1970). Our best

understanding of vertical migration of scattering layers have come from studies

conducting continuous echosounding at one location (Balino and Aksnes 1993;

Rasmussen and Giske 1994), eliminating the chance to look at spatial effects.

Particularly intense sound-scattering layers are often seen at the edges of shelves

(Isaacs and Schwartlose 1965; Young et al. 1996). Many authors have postulated that the

shallowing of the continental slope to the shelf-break is the major factor in determining

the shoreward distribution of vertically-migrating oceanic mesopelagic fishes (see, for

example Badcock and Merrett 1977; Hulley and Prosch 1987), forcing concentration of

the layer. Few investigations have focused on mesopelagic animal distributions over

slope regions (Hulley 1992; Reid et al. 1991; Young et al. 1996). However, nearshore

mesopelagic communities have unique and complex dynamics, sometimes exhibiting

both diel horizontal and vertical migrations (Omori and Ohta 1981; Sasaki 1914). The

difficulties associated with sampling migrations occurring in three-dimensions are even

more complex than simply assessing vertical migration, consequently horizontal

migration has been assessed in no less than 2-hour intervals (Suh and Yu 1996).

In the Hawai'ian Islands, there is a distinct resident community of micronekton

distributed along a narrow band where the upper slopes of the islands meet the oceanic

mesopelagic environment. The species found in this layer, termed the mesopelagic

boundary community, are different from those found in the midwater scattering layer

away from the slopes of the islands (Reid et al. 1991). This nearshore, midwater sound

scattering layer serves as an important food resource for many animals (Haight et al.

1993; He et al. 1997; Norris et al. 1994). The mesopelagic boundary layer migrates
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km/hr), an order of magnitude (Pieper and Bargo 1980; Tokarev and Sokolov 1989) or

even three orders(Balino and Aksnes 1993) below the maximum rates measured in other

areas. The measurement techniques used here, stationary systems looking at vertical

movement in small intervals, could potentially measure short-term, rapid movements of

the layer more effectively than the more integrative approaches used in other studies.

Clearly, the vertical migration rate of this nearshore layer was low, perhaps because of

the limited depth range created by the island's slopes.

Unlike most deep-scattering layers studied, the vertical migration of the

Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary layer was overwhelmed by its accompanying

horizontal movement. The horizontal migration of micronekton, reached rates of 1.67

kmIhr, an order of magnitude or two greater than its vertical rate. The horizontal

migration ofmesopeiagic micronekton is less commonly studied (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001;

Omori and Ohta 1981; Sasaki 1914; Sub et al. 1995), and rates of migration have not

been reported for these other communities. The maximum sustained swimming rate for a

species of shrimp closely related to a dominant member of the mesopelagic boundary in

Hawai'i is reported as 0.22 km/hr (Cowles 2001), well below the horizontal movement

rates observed here. This suggests that shrimp may not be part of the shallow, rapidly

moving primary boundary layer, or are at least not at its leading edge. Swimming rate

estimates are not available for myctophid fish or mesopelagic squid. Myctophids,

however, easily avoid trawls moving at rates well exceeding 2 km/hr (Kenehington 1989)

and the measured rates of horizontal movement are well within the sustained swimming

rates (1.1-11.3 kmIhr) attainable by fish in this size range (5-10 em in length) (Sambilay
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1990). Squids of equivalent size to those found in the boundary community are estimated

to achieve sustained swimming speeds of nearly 30 kmIhr (Yatsu et al. 1999).

The shift of the boundary community's migration towards sunset by between 20

minutes and one hour (depending on the measure used) rather than the midpoint of the

night, provides interesting clues about its migration. It is hypothesized that the upper

limit of mesopelagic community is set by in situ light levels (Young 1983). Mesopelagic

vertical migrators elsewhere have been shown to utilize light as a cue, following levels of

light during their vertical movements (Blaxter 1974; Clarke 1970; Ringelberg 1995). The

downward migration of the mesopelagic boundary occurs primarily before in situ light

levels increase, suggesting the light hypothesis was not at work here. Animals could not

be following the same levels of light on their upward and downward migration. Many of

the fish in the mesopelagic boundary have been shown to maintain daytime depths at

light levels greater than the light levels that mesopelagic animals elsewhere will tolerate

(Reid et al. 1991). Perhaps the clear water in the Hawai'ian Islands, with its high light

transmissivity, precludes the utilization of this mechanism of vertical orientation. The

reasons why the layer might migrate into deeper water earlier than predicted may also be

related to foraging factors. Perhaps the animals are satiated or their high densities have

depleted the available resources, secondarily causing vertical migration (Ringelberg

1995). The adaptations allowing animals within the boundary community to maintain

their position over the island's slopes and live in these nearshore waters seem to also be

affecting the mechanisms controlling their migration.

Two distinct layers were evident within the mesopelagic boundary community.

Multiple sound scattering layers have been reported in many systems (Balino and Aksnes
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1993; Pearcy et a!. 1977; Williams and Koslow 1997). The shallow layer was observed to

be less than two kilometers in horizontal extent for some ofthe night, and its entire extent

was covered by the distribution of sonar moorings for at least part of the night. The

second, deeper layer also migrated both vertically and horizontally. Only half a kilometer

of the layer's landward most edge was observed during the vertex of the boundary

community's migration. The rates of migration of this layer could not be measured

because of the short time in which it was observed and the two moorings on which it was

recorded. The compositional differences between the two layer's are unknown, however

significant layering in the backscattering cross-section within these solid micronekton

layers suggest differences in size class or species composition both within and between

the two layers. The differences in the behavior between these two layers suggest that they

are distinct parts within the boundary community, really two different communities with

two different strategies. One group of organisms was moving into the nearshore areas,

while the other was remaining further out. Near midnight, these offshore sampling

locations were catching the trailing edge of one part of the community and the leading

edge of another, both migrating horizontally and vertically. There may also have been

more layers further away from the shoreline within this island-associated community.

The daytime distribution of either boundary community layer, or other, deeper

layers, currently remains uninvestigated. If the primary, shallow boundary layer were to

maintain the maximum rate of vertical migration observed, we can estimate the

maximum depth it could achieve during the day. The vertical migration could potentially

continue until about noon. Measuring from the last observed depth of the primary layer at

05:00, the upper limit of the shallow boundary layer could reach 720 m by midday, the
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maximum depth of the upper mesopelagic boundary community described by Reid et al.

(1991). If the boundary layer maintains its approximate vertical distance from the bottom,

roughly 30 m, this would put the layer approximately 12 krn off the leeward coast of

Oahu. If instead, the layer maintains its horizontal rate of migration, the layer could be

nearly 15 krn from the shores of the island, well past the limit of the boundary

community determined by Reid et al. (1991). The boundary layer clearly cannot maintain

its rate of horizontal migration for extended periods or it would be forced outside of its

slope-associated habitat.

The maximum depth of the boundary layer relative to the bottom remained nearly

consistent, approximately 30 m except at the extreme ends of the migration. The layer

came within 10 m of the bottom at the shallowest mooring which was only just over 40 m

deep. At all five moorings, the primary, shallow boundary layer came within 7 to 10m of

the surface at the migration's midpoint, regardless of depth. The maximum vertical range

of the boundary layer seems to be controlled by the bottom topography as the animals

avoid the surface and maintain their distance from the bottom. The increase in animal

density as bottom depth decreased, even while estimates of animal abundance at the

layer's edges remain constant support the packing hypothesis proposed by Benoit-Bird et

al. (2001). Animal density was increased by their mesopelagic habits: remaining

midwater by avoiding the surface and seafloor interfaces. This may account for

differences in density observed between areas with shallow slopes, like Waianae, Oahu,

and steep slopes, like Kona, Hawai'i. The densities in shallow slope areas where the

extent of the boundary layer was reduced are much higher than the densities in steep

slope areas where the extent of the layer was not limited by bottom topography.
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In all measures taken, vertical position of the layer, density (or volume

backscattering), and migration rates, there was very little variance between the four

nights measured. All nights were at the beginning of a new moon so little variance in in

situ light levels, hypothesized to control vertical migration patterns (Blaxter 1974),

between nights is expected. However, the variance in all measures was lower than that

observed in ship-based surveys under similar lunar conditions (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001).

The fixed position of the moorings eliminates effects of location. The fixed position of

the moorings on the bottom rather than on the surface also removes movement caused by

tides and waves. The variance between nights of the depth ofthe bottom edge of the layer

was lower than the variance of the depth of the top edge. This suggests that the animals in

the mesopelagic boundary may be using bottom topography or a secondary cue

associated with the bottom for orientation off the Waianae coast where the slope of the

island is shallow. The consistency obtained using the bottom-mounted sonar moorings

may pennit this technique to assess the impact of environmental factors with small effect

sizes on the boundary community, such as lunar cycle.

Previous work has shown that the mesopelagic boundary layer is extensive,

covering kilometers, over the slopes of many of the Hawai'ian Islands (Benoit-Bird et al.

200 I). This work shows the high levels of biomass, up to 8800 kcal/m3, that are moving

rapidly, over a great distance, into shallow waters very close to shore. The mesopelagic

boundary community links the nearshore and oceanic systems. Movement of mesopelagic

biomass inputs higher trophic level food resources nearshore. The high density of

mesopelagic animals observed nearshore also causes a large input of nutrients from

animal waste into nearshore waters. The mesopelagic boundary layer converts lower
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vertically, reaching depths as great as 700 m during the day, but coming within 10m of

the surface at night (Reid et al. 1991). The boundary layer also undergoes diel horizontal

migrations, coming within 1 kIn of the shoreline at the midpoint of the night (Benoit-Bird

et al. 2001). Studies of the boundary community have shown that it is spatially

heterogeneous (Benoit-Bird and Au, in review). The smallest structures identified are a

few meters in extent horizontally and vertically, and the largest extend kilometers.

Patterns of heterogeneity affect population dynamics, trophic interactions, community

organization and stability, and element cycling (Levin 1992). The structure of the

mesopelagic bO\mdary community changes significantly as a function of time, as the

community undergoes simultaneous diel vertical and horizontal migrations (Benoit-Bird

et al. 2001; Reid et al. 1991). The rapid temporal patterns, caused by the behavior of the

animals themselves are repeated every night. This is likely to have a significant effect on

the ecological impacts of the mesopelagic boundary community, making the question of

temporal dynamics crucial. However, ship-based surveys are not capable of the temporal

resolution and spatial coverage necessary to assess changes in the distribution of the

mesopelagic boundary community at the temporal scales relevant to the micronekton

comprising it, or the predators that utilize it.

A high temporal resolution description of temporal patterns of the mesopelagic

boundary community in Hawai'i is an important step in understanding its importance to

both neritic and oceanic ecosystems as well as the potential it has to link these two

systems. The objective of this work was to detail the diel horizontal and vertical

migrations of the boundary community with fine temporal resolution, over long periods

of time, in multiple locations simultaneously. Specifically, we wanted to: 1) observe the
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rates of horizontal and vertical migration 2) determine when the migrations occur within

the night 3) characterize the vertical extent of the layer as a function of the diel

migrations and 4) observe the movement of biomass and distribution of density

throughout the diel migrations.

Methods

Moorings

To understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of the horizontal and vertical

migrations of the mesopelagic boundary community at a smaller scale than is possible

from shipboard surveys, we used active acoustic moorings. Each mooring consisted of an

echosounder circuit board, a microcontroller with an analog-to-digital converter and

memory, a clock, and batteries within a pressure housing and an upward looking

transducer. The circuit board from a Computrol, Tournament Master Fishfinder NCC

5300 was modified to read the envelope of the echo directly into the microcontroller. The

echosounder used a 200 kHz signal with a pulse length of 130 J-ls. A Persistor CFl

microcontroller was programmed to sample 10 echoes (over a total of 5 seconds) from

the sounder every 15 minutes, from an initial 'wake-up' trigger at 1800 hours until 0700

hours. Digital alarm clocks, synchronized with each other, triggered the microcontroller

within each mooring to begin the sampling regime. An Ocean Embedded Systems CFl

analog-to digital converter was used to digitize the envelope of the echo at a sampling

rate of 10 kHz. The data were collected in blocks of 2048, representing 156 meters of

vertical space and saved onto a compact flash memory card. The transducer was mounted

on top of the pressure housing, looking upwards with a 10 degree conical beam.
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The moorings were anchored to the bottom with a large, concrete block. The

buoyant pressure housing was mounted with 4 lines to the anchor, keeping the transducer

pointed towards the surface. A retrieval line was anchored along the bottom until it was

outside the widest point of the transducer's beam and was then pulled to the surface with

a float.

Deployment

Five remote echosounder systems were deployed at 0.5 km intervals across the

slope off the leeward coast of Oahu. The first mooring was located 1 km from the

shoreline and the last 3 km from the shoreline. The moorings were placed according to

their distance from the shoreline rather than depth because distance from shore, rather

than depth, is correlated with the horizontal movements of the boundary community

(Benoit-Bird et at. 2001). The moorings were deployed for 5 days, beginning 10 March

2002 between Makua and Yokohama Bays. The moon was new on the first night of the

deployment. Tidal currents were never coherent with the observed migration.

Data Analysis

To detennine the rates of horizontal migration, the times of first arrival of the

mesopelagic layer at each mooring were compared, as were the times of last sighting of

the layer. This also permitted the determination of when within the night the migrations

occurred. The top and bottom of the mesopelagic layer, and consequently its vertical

extent were also characterized at each interval at each mooring. The vertical movement of

the layer was measured by looking at the distance traveled by the top of the layer in each

fifteen-minute interval at each mooring.
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Density of mesope1agic animals was estimated through echo energy integration

(MacLennan and Simmonds 1992 ) as in Benoit-Bird et al. (2001). While it was not

possible to obatain information on the composition of the boundary community during

this study, trawling studies in the same area show that myctophid fishes, primarily

Benthosema fibulatum, account for more than 90% of the shallow component of the

mesopelagic boundary community (Reid 1994). To conservatively estimate density, a

target strength of -37 dB, the target strength of an approximately 7 cm myctophid from

the boundary community [the mean size, corrected for net avoidance, of the most

abundant component of the boundary community (Reid 1994)] with 5 dB added for the

largest change due to changes in the fish's angle (Benoit-Bird and Au 2001), was used.

This target strength, -37 dB, is also the mode measured in the field for all returns

attributed to the boundary community (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). Target strengths of

mesopelagic animals measured in Benoit-Bird and Au (2001) were also measured from

the ventral surfaces of approximately half of the animals in each biological class. Within

each animal group, paired t-tests showed no significant differences between the dorsal

aspect and ventral-aspect target strengths (p>0.05 for all comparisons). Consequently, the

same target strength values could be used to estimate density and densities obtained from

surface measurements and the bottom-mounted moorings could be compared. Biomass

was estimated by applying the relationships between acoustic scattering and calories of

mesopelagic animals measured by Benoit-Bird and Au (2002), assuming the primary

component of the nearshore community is myctophid fishes. Because myctophids have

the highest scattering strength of any mesopelagic group, this assumption could cause an
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underestimate of the caloric content of the layer if shrimp or squid make up a significant

portion of the layer.

The Webster method (Webster 1973) was used to determine the edges of the

boundary layer and density differences in the mesopelagic boundary community. A 2 m +

2 m vertical window was employed to determine discontinuities in density. The mean

density in one window covering 2 m of vertical space was subtracted from the mean

density of the other 2 m window and divided by the standard deviation of the sample.

Edges of the layer were defined as areas with density significantly greater, u=0.05, than

the background density as determined by a one-tailed t-statistic with a progressive

Bonferroni correction comparing the 2 m windows (Legendre and Legendre 1998). The

same technique was used to define internal density difference boundaries. Due to the

large differences in density between the layer and the background, this technique was

robust in identifying boundary community edges regardless of window size (0.5 m - 5

m), p-value selected (0.005-0.15), and whether it was applied directly to volume

backscattering (IT) or density estimates.

To observe the movement of biomass and the distribution of density throughout

the diel migrations, interpolations were utilized. Simple linear interpolations for the top

and bottom of the layer as well as density contours allowed the estimation of the biomass

in different depth strata in a fashion similar to Greenlaw and Pearcy (1985). The overall

structure of the sound scattering patterns was obtained by determining contours of

volume backscatter strength, biomass, and numerical density versus depth and horizontal

location.
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Results

Migration Rates

The mean inshore horizontal migration rates were measured by looking at the

time of the layer's first appearance at each mooring. The mean rates of offshore

horizontal migration were measured by observing the time of the layer's last presence at

each mooring. There were no differences in the time of arrival at each mooring between

the nights measured (Figure 6.1). For both the inshore and offshore migrations, the layer

began moving more slowly, taking 30 minutes to reach each successive mooring and

increased its rate as it passed the next moorings in 15 minute intervals. The overall

horizontal rate of migration, both inshore and offshore was 1.67 kmlhour.
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Figure 6.1. Time of arrival and departure of the mesopelagic boundary layer at each
mooring. The mean horizontal migration rates in each direction were 1.67 kmlhr. No
differences in layer arrival or departure times were observed between the four nights
sampled.

The rates of vertical migration of the primary layer were measured by looking at

the differences between the depth of the top (shallowest point) of the layer at each 15

minute interval. The vertical migration rates varied from 0 to 1.7 m/min (Figure 6.2).

Variance between nights at each mooring was small, less than 10%. The rate was more

rapid at the very beginning and end of the migration at each mooring. The downward
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migration was also more rapid that the upward migration, between 15 and 25% faster

depending on the distance from the shoreline.
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Figure 6.2. Mean of 5 days vertical migration rate calculated as the change in the
minimum depth of the layer in each 15 minute interval of the primary boundary
community layer as a function of sampling location and time. Variance in vertical rate
between nights sampled was small, less than 10%. The vertical rates were most rapid near
the beginning and end of the migration. Downward rates at each mooring were 15-25%
more rapid than the upward rates, The small arrow on the x-axis indicates sunset (sumise
is off the g:raoh) and the broken vertical line shows the midooint between sunset and

Migration Patterns

The distribution patterns of the boundary layer indicated that the vertical

migration of the boundary layer was continuous. The upper limit of the boundary layer

reached a minimum depth near the midpoint of the migration at all five moorings (Figure

6.3). The vertical migration was coupled with the horizontal migration.
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Figure 6.3. The five day mean vertical distributiou of the boundary layer at each of five
active acoustic moorings. The small arrow on the x-axis indicates sunset (sunrise is off
the graph) and the broken vertical line shows the midpoint between sunset and sunrise.
The appearance of a second, deeper layer at approximately 22:30 was apparent.
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Figure 6.4. The mean distribution of the boundary layer at all five moorings every hour
until the approximate midpoint of the migration pattern is shown with linear
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significantly different (as determined using the Webster method) mean mesopelagic
animal density (determined through echo-energy integration assuming the layer is
primarily composed of myctophids) are shown in grayscale. The grayscale could also
represent areas of significantly different volume backscattering.
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The overall effect of the boundary community's migration on its distribution is

best observed by looking at the entire layer at all five moorings at once (Figure 6.4). The

distribution of the boundary layer was roughly symmetrical about the midpoint of the

migration. Consequently, patterns during the second half of the night were nearly

identical to those shown in the figure. The primary boundary layer moved upwards and

towards shore, for the first half of the night. At 23: IS, the primary layer was no longer

observed over mooring 5, 3.0 km from the shoreline. It moved back over mooring 5, at

01 :30. A second, deeper layer appeared at 22:30, and migrated inshore over mooring 4,

2.5 km from the shoreline IS minutes later. The second layer was no longer present over

either mooring by 01:45. The offshore edge of this second layer was never observed; its

seaward extent is unknown.

Not only did the extent of the boundary layer move inshore during the horizontal

migration, but the majority of its biomass did as well. The mean and maximum density of

boundary community patterns changed similarly as a function of time at each mooring

(Figure 6.5). The highest animal densities, both mean and maximum, were observed at

the mooring closest to shore, at 00: IS, indicating that the horizontal migration was

continuous. The mooring 1.5 km from shore also had a density peak at 00:15. However,

comparable densities were found between 23:15 and 00:45. Mooring 3, 2 km from the

shore, had its highest densities near 22: 15 and 01 :30, with nearly equal densities between

these times. However, the two moorings farthest from the shoreline had density peaks

near 21:00 and 03:00 as the primary boundary layer passed over these points and the

lower density, trailing edge of the primary layer moved over these points. Note that the

density axes could also be labeled volume backscattering with no change in the

interpretation of the results.
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Timing

The migration of the boundary layer was biased towards sunset rather than being

centered between sunset and sunrise. This can be seen in the vertical migration rates

(Figure 6.2). The upward peak in vertical migration rate occurred 4.2 hours before the

midpoint between sunset and sunrise, while the downward peak occurred 2.3 hours after

the midpoint. The bias can also be observed in Figure 6.3, the vertical distribution of the

boundary layer at each mooring. For example, the primary layer passed mooring 5, 1.5

hours before the midpoint of the night, while on the outward migration, it passed mooring

5, only 45 minutes after the midpoint of the night. The secondary layer appeared 2.2

hours before the midpoint of the night and disappeared I hour after the night's midpoint.

Peaks in the density of mesopelagic animals were also centered on 00:15, rather than

00:40, the real midpoint of the dark hours (Figure 6.5).

Packing

The maxImum densities of mesopelagic animals achieved at each moonng

changed inversely with the depth of the mooring (Figure 6.6). To investigate the effect of

the decrease of potential habitat, the vertical extent of the layer and the mean density of

animals in the first and last appearances of the layer are shown in Figure 6.7. The animals

at the shoreward edge of the layer moving over each mooring were presumably the same,

allowing investigation of the effects of decreased vertical habitat. Using these estimates

of mean animal density and vertical range, the total number of animals was calculated for

each night. The total number of mesopelagic animals remains relatively constant

throughout the migration, even while mean density changed.
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Figure 6.6. The maximum
density observed at each
mooring with standard
deviation of the estimate.
The depth of each
mooring is also shown.
Maximum density
increased as depth
decreased.
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(right) appearance. The total number of mesopelagic animals remained relatively constant
throughout the migration, even while mean density changed.
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Biomass

The maximum energy density, 8847 kcal/m3
, of the boundary community during

its migration was observed at the mooring nearest to the shoreline, at 00:15. The

minimum energy density was 9 kcal/m3 and the mean was 83 kcal/m3
. This was

converted to total biomass by multiplying the energy density by the total volume of water

sampled by the echosounder that contained the boundary layer. The biomass of the

leading edge of the layer (the first appearance of the layer at each mooring on the inward

migration) was 85 kcal (standard deviation 5.6). The total biomass of the trailing edge of

the layer (the last appearance of the layer at each mooring on the offshore migration) was

74 kcal (standard deviation 6.7). Because caloric estimates are based on total

backscattering cross-section, as are density estimates, their temporal patterns are similar.

These estimates may be biased towards lower values because of the assumption that the

layer is primarily composed of myctophid fishes.

Discussion

This work is the most detailed study of the temporal dynamics of the migration of

a sound-scattering layer. The most rapid vertical movements were observed at the ends of

the migration, similar to other sound-scattering layers (Balino and Aksnes 1993). The

downward migration was faster than the upward migration, with differences in rate

similar to those observed by Gjosaeter (1984). The vertical migration rates observed in

the mesopelagic boundary community were within the range of those observed in

previous studies of deep-scattering layers elsewhere, although on the low end of the much

larger rate range of other scattering layers (Pieper and Bargo 1980; Tokarev and Sokolov

1989). However, the vertical migration rate reached a maximum of 1.7 rn/min (0.1
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trophic level biomass (i.e. zooplankton) and moves this biomass offshore. The movement

of the mesopelagic boundary community also draws pelagic predators inshore at night

(Benoit-Bird and Au, in review) which then move this biomass offshore, but into surface

waters where mesopelagic animals are not found. The boundary community's migration

patterns have significant impacts on the many predators that utilize it (Haight et al. 1993;

He et al. 1997; Norris et al. 1994), as the costs and benefits of foraging upon the layer for

each predator are altered over the migration. The large changes in the boundary

community's depth even eliminate the opportunity for certain predators to forage on it at

some times (Norris and Dohl 1980). These impacts of the boundary community's

migration, particularly providing a significant link between nearshore and pelagic

systems in the Hawai'ian Islands, suggest that it may be a keystone community in these

waters. Its importance to the pelagic system's predators, including tunas, billfish, and

spinner dolphins (He et al. 1997; Norris et aI. 1994), and even those in deep-water

benthic systems (Haight et aI. 1993) has been established. However, the extent of the

boundary community into nearshore, shallow waters, the amount of time it spends each

night in these waters, and the high densities it obtains in these shallow areas indicate that

it serves an important role in nearshore systems as well, even potentially impacting reef

systems. Few studies have concentrated on this important, potentially crucial component

of the ecosystems surrounding the Hawai'ian Islands (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001; Reid et aI.

1991). Our increasing understanding of the mesopelagic boundary community's

dynamics augments our appreciation for the importance of this community and its

potentiaI impacts on the systems that it moves between.
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CHAPTER 7

TARGET STRENGTH AND DENSITY STRUCTURE OF HAWAI'IAN
MESOPELAGIC BOUNDARY COMMUNITY PATCHES

Abstract

A broadband sonar system and digital camera with strobe lights were mounted on

a vertically profiling frame with a depth sensor. The target strengths and densities of

animals within individual mesopelagic boundary community patches were investigated as

a function of depth. Time and distance from shore were also investigated. Simultaneous

surface echosounder surveys pennitted comparison of density estimates from two

techniques. Target strength values suggest nearshore boundary community animals are

primarily myctophid fishes which was confinned by preliminary photographic evidence.

Target strength varied significantly as a function of distance from the shoreline and time.

These measures of target strength are important for estimating density from a surface

echosounder. Density estimates from these revised target strengths compare well with

those made with echo highlight counting, which is independent of target strength. These

density measures show that previous density estimates were too low but do not change

the conclusions of these studies. Vertical microstructure in density was apparent but

animal size and compositional structure was not evident within a patch. Patch edges were

abrupt, with no differences in the density or target strength from patch interiors. These

edges were generally straight, with a sharp drop in density to the background density of

zero. Estimates of animal size as a function of time provide infonnation about the diel

migration patterns of these mesopelagic animals.
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Introduction

The mesopelagic boundary community in Hawai'i is a land-associated sound

scattering layer of small fishes, shrimps, and squids (Reid et aI., 1991). This community

undergoes diel vertical and horizontal migrations (Benoit-Bird et aI., 200 I). Near its

inshore boundary, the boundary community is heterogeneously distributed with discrete

patches forming in areas with lower animal densities (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002c). The

boundary community serves as an important food resource to many predators whose

foraging behavior is strongly affected by both the layer's migration patterns, and its

spatial distribution (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). While patch microstructure, including

density and composition, is known to affect the animals within the patch and its

predators, previous work has been unable to observe microstructure because of

methodological limitations.

Taxonomic composition is probably the most obvious form of microstructure.

Because of the large differences in swimming ability of equivalent size fishes, shrimps,

and squids (Cowles, 2001; Reid, 1994; Sambilay, 1990; Yatsu et al., 1999), this could

have important consequences for predators. The degree of compositional heterogeneity

could also have significant effects on mating opportunities and competition for food.

Previous work has implied that vertical stratification in species composition and/or size

classes is absent (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002c). However, the composition of the nearshore

component of the mesopelagic boundary community has not been directly observed.

The spatial distribution of mesopelagic animals by size is obviously important to

its predators as it is correlated with the energy content (Benoit-Bird, 2002) and swimming

ability (Sambilay, 1990) of these prey items. The differences in swimming ability of
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mesopelagic animals also affect their potential migration range and consequently, their

temporal distribution. In nearshore areas, migration rates of up to 1.6 kmlhr have been

measured (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002a). These speeds are not likely achievable by the

entire size range (1-10 cm) of mesopelagic animals within the boundary community, or

by all taxonomic groups. The swimming ability of animals also affects their foraging

ability. In particular, the size of animals affects the size (Elner & Hughes, 1978) and type

of prey they can consume (Robinson & Motta, 2002), and how much prey they require to

support themselves. Consequently, larger animals probably also produce more waste,

which may have important ecosystem level effects (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002a). Body size

also affects the reproductive ability, because in many nektonic marine species, fecundity

increases with body size (Gross & Sargent, 1985), and body size is correlated with male

mating success (Howard, 1980). The distribution of mesopelagic animals of different

sizes has implications for the layer's role in the ecosystem and many population level

processes.

The density and distribution of mesopelagic animals also has consequences for

individual animals, their predators and their prey. The behavior of predators of

mesopelagic boundary community animals can be directly affected by their prey's

density and distribution (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). Longer term, these density patterns

determine the amount of food the predator can obtain, affecting its growth and survival

(Beyer, 1995). The density of mesopelagic animals affects their predation risk (Walter et

aI., 2000), particularly because some of their predators specifically forage on high

densities of prey (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). The impact of mesopelagic micronekton on
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the zooplankton on which it feeds and the competition experienced by mesopelagic

animals are also likely density-dependent.

Variability in animal density, size, and composition within a patch is often most

noticeable near patch edges (Nakaoka & Iizumi, 2000). Animals at patch edges are often

different sizes from animals in the interior (Crawford & Jorgenson, 1996), and even sexes

can be different within and at edges of patches (Bertiller et aI., 2000). Differences in

behavior are also often observed in individuals near the edges of patches (Meadows,

2001). These differences in characteristics measured from a snapshot of a patch are

probably caused by the influence of position within a group on fitness measures. Animals

at the edges often have greater feeding opportunities (Black et aI., 1992; Romey, 1995)

but also have greater predation risk (Hamilton, 1971; Cocroft, 2002). Grazers have been

observed to feed most heavily on patch edges (Clarke et aI., 1995), which is also probably

a factor with some predators on the boundary community (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b).

Costs and benefits associated with living "on the edge" can be seen in territorial fish that

grow slower and are smaller at group edges, but also have more matings and offspring

(Meadows, 2001). In mobile prey, predation risk changes can affect spatial behavior and

patch characteristics. For example, some nocturnally active animals avoided patch edges

more at full moon when predation risk was higher (Bowers & Dooley, 1993). The need to

balance hunger and predation risk affects the distribution of animals within a patch.

Changes in characters such as patch shape and size can serve as indicators of changes in

this tradeoff as they change the percentage of animals experiencing edge conditions.

The primary technique that has been used to study the distribution of the

mesopelagic boundary community and other sound-scattering layers has been acoustics.
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Downward looking echosounders have been the principal tool employed because of their

high spatial coverage with relatively high spatial and temporal resolution. Interpretation

of this acoustic data requires information on the acoustic size, or target strength, of the

animals. In order to estimate density from volume scattering, the mean target strength of

individual animals within the study area must be known (MacLennan & Simmonds,

1992). Within the boundary community, target strength is most strongly affected by the

taxonomic identity of the scatterer, i.e" whether the animal is a shrimp, a fish, or a squid

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001). A second important factor is the size of the animal; smaller

animals have lower target strengths and larger animals have higher target strengths. To

calculate animal density using a technique called echo-energy integration, the total

volume scattering is divided by the mean individual animal target strength (MacLennan

& Simmonds, 1992). Previous estimates of mesopelagic animal density have been

conservative, using the highest scattering possible by an individual animal from the

mesopelagic layer as the divisor. Differences in animal density might be masked by

concurrent differences in animal size and composition, and the limited resolution of

downward looking sonars makes observation of microstructure difficult.

The goals of this work were to: I) obtain estimates of the lateral aspect target

strength of mesopelagic boundary community animals; 2) determine how target strength

varies with sampling variables including depth, time, and location; 3) identifY taxonomic

groups of animals present in the boundary layer; 4) estimate density of mesopelagic

boundary community animals using echo highlight counting; and 5) observe distribution

of mesopelagic animals near patch edges.
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Methods

Surveys

Acoustic surveys were conducted using a 200 kHz calibrated echosounder system

as in Benoit-Bird et al. (2001). On each night between June I and 5, 2001, one 18-kIn

long transect off the Kona coast of Hawai' i was surveyed for one hour at 2100, 0000, and

0300 from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration vessel, RN Townsend

Cromwell. Two of the transects were located 1.5 kIn from the shoreline and two were

located 3.0 kIn from the shore. The order of transects and the direction in which they

were surveyed was randomized and no transect was surveyed more than once each night.

Twice along each transect, an acoustically identified patch was further

investigated with a vertical transect using both a broadband sonar system and a digital

still camera with strobe lights. The sonar transducer, the pressure-housed camera, two

strobe lights, and a Conductivity, Temperature, Depth (CTD) sensor were mounted to a

profiling frame and lowered at a rate of 0.1 m1min to 70 m. The CTD sent real time depth

information through a conductive cable to the surface. This information was

simultaneously stored with digitized echo data collected every 0.33 m and still images

every I m during the entire descent.

Broadband sonar

The sonar used a 50 llS, broadband signal (Figure 7.1. bandwidth 35 kHz, center

frequency 120 kHz), modeled after a dolphin echolocation click. The outgoing signal was

produced using a function generator computer plug-in board. A Rapid System RI200

analog-to-digital (AID) converter was used to digitize and store the data to hard disk.

Sampling rates of 500 kHz were used for the function generator and the AID converter.

This system has a temporal resolution of 3 em (Au & Benoit-Bird, 2003) and at the peak

frequency of the signal, a 3 dB beamwidth of 8°.
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Figure 7.1. Waveform and spectrogram of the incident sonar signal is shown on top. On
the bottom is a resulting echo waveform sample, solid line, and cross-correlation
envelope, broken line. Arrows indicate echo highlights.

Camera

A 3.3 mega pixel digital camera in a pressure housing was modified so that it

could be controlled from the surface. The flash of the camera triggered two, digital strobe

lights. Calibration of the camera system showed that it effectively sampled 0.3- 1.3 m

from the camera, with an angle of 32,0 under these lighting conditions. The total effective

sampling volume ofthe camera system was 0.18 m3
.

Data analysis

Survey data Survey data was utilized to select focal patches within the boundary

layer and place them into a larger context. In particular, this information was utilized to
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compare the characteristics of the boundary layer to those observed in previous surveys.

Echo energy integration (MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992) was utilized as in Benoit-Bird

et al. (2001) to estimate animal density, and patch geometry was determined as in Benoit

Bird and Au (2002c).

Broadband sonar data The total echo energy in each 0.5 m interval from 2.0 to 6.0

m from the transducer was calculated by taking the ratio of the frequency spectrum of the

echo signals referenced to 1 m and the frequency spectrum of the incident signal. The

transmitted signal was measured by directing the transducer toward an acoustic mirror

made of a 0.64 x 45 x 45 em sheet of aluminum covered with closed-cell neoprene.

The envelope of the cross-correlation between each echo and the incident signal

was examined to determine basic time-domain characteristics. The cross correlation

function was determined by the Fourier transform technique using the equation

c(t) = ~T[ [E(f)U(f)] (1)

(Brigham, 1988) where E(t) and V(t) are the Fourier transform of the echo and incident

signals, respectively, and 3-[ denotes the inverse Fourier transform of the terms in the

brackets. The envelope of the cross-correlation function was calculated by converting c(t)

into an analytic signal using the Hilbert transform method where the absolute value of the

analytic signal represents the envelope of the signal (Burdic, 1968; Barr, 200 I).

Individual highlights, or glints, in the echo waveforms represent distinct surfaces from

which sound is reflected. The broadband signal had temporal resolution of 3 em (Au &

Benoit-Bird, 2003), larger than the structures within a single boundary community animal

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001). Individual highlights probably represent reflections from

different animals. At the highest animal densities estimated in previous studies (Benoit

Bird et aI., 20(1), mesopelagic animals within the boundary community would have an

average spacing of 12 em, much larger than the resolution of the sonar signal. Highlights
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most likely represent reflections from distinct individuals from within the boundary

community permitting echo highlight counting estimates of mesopelagic animal density

(MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992). Animal density was calculated in each 0.5 m interval

from the transducer.

The average backscatter cross-section in each 0.5 m interval from the transducer

was calculated by dividing the total energy within the distance class by the number of

individual echo highlights. These values were converted to target strength for easier

presentation. The effects of time, distance from the shoreline, depth, and range from the

transducer on target strength and animal density estimates were analyzed using two

univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs).

Camera Data The digital camera produced limited results because of focusing

difficulties. This limited the identification of animals in most of the images. However, the

number of animals in each digital photo could be analyzed. The rough calibration of the

sampling volume of the camera permits approximate estimates ofdensity to be made.

Results

Patches observed with the echosounder surveys were not significantly different

from those observed during previous surveys of the same transects. Both in their

geometry and density characteristics, the patches surveyed with the vertical transects

were typical of the patches in the remainder of each transect.

Strong light-avoidance effects were observed on the target strength of

mesopelagic animals (Figure 7.2). During several transects, no strobe lights were utilized

because of equipment failure providing a no-light condition for comparison. The

strongest light avoidance effects were observed nearest to the transducer with the effect

apparently lost at around 4 m. When the first 4 m from the transducer were ignored, no

significant effects of range were observed on mean target strength (Table 7.1). There was
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Figure 7.2. Target strength of individual highlights within each 0.5 m interval from the
transducer from transects during which the strobe were lights on, left, and those during
which strobe lights were not used, right.

Table 7.1. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of between-subject effects on mean target
strength (ns is not significant at the 0.05 level)

Source SS df MS F P
Time 2576 2 1288 7625 <0.05
Depth 73 69 1 1 ns
Range 15 4 4 34 ns
Distance 1368 1 1368 20484 <0.05
Time * Depth 145 138 1 14 ns
Time * Range 16 8 2 6 ns
Depth * Range 294 276 1 3 ns
Time * Distance 563 2 282 3804 <0.05
Depth * Distance 355 69 5 20 ns
Range * Distance 10 4 3 5 ns
Error 6 1 6
Total 298815 1680
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also no significant effect of depth on target strength (p>0.05). Both time and distance

from the shoreline had significant effects on target strength (Figure 7.3). There was also a

significant interaction of time and distance from the shoreline.

-60 ..1.-_---, ---,,..- .--_--'

-30....------------------. Figure 7.3. Target strength at
each sampling time for inshore
and offshore sampling times.
Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean of
the entire vertical range for
each of four replicates. Grey
areas show the entire range of
target strengths observed with
the overlap zone between
inshore and offshore III the
darkest shade. The dashed line
represents the average of all
the samples. On the right axis
is the estimated length of a
myctophid randomly oriented
in the lateral plane.
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The mean target strength values were relatively high. The lateral aspect length-

target strength relationships established for these mesopelagic animals by Benoit-Bird

and Au (2001) were used to estimate the average size of animals with these target

strengths oriented randomly in the lateral plane relative to the transducer. The variance in

target strength in this orientation measured for other fish by Benoit-Bird and Au (Benoit-

Bird et aI., 2003) was used as an estimate of the expected change for myctophids. The

measured variation for squid (Amaya et aI., 1989) and shrimp (Imazeki et aI., 1989) was

used. All of the mean lateral aspect target strengths were too high to have come primarily

from mesopelagic shrimps. Only the largest squids in the boundary layer could have

produced the target strengths measured at midnight inshore. All other target strengths
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measured were too strong for backscattering primarily from squid. The mean target

strengths measured are estimated to be equivalent to myctophids between 2.9 and 7.3 cm

long. While limited, the photographic results support the conclusion that the scattering

layer was primarily comprised of fish. Of the nearly 1700 photographs taken, 880 of

which were within the acoustically identified layer, only 27 had animals identifiable to

taxonomic class. All of the identified animals were myctophid fishes.
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Figure 7.4. Mesopelagic animal
density at midnight, inshore as a
function of distance from the
transducer when strobe lights were
on. Like target strength, no range
effect was observed when the lights
were off. Similar patterns were
observed both inshore and offshore
at other sampling times. Error bars
represent the standard error of the
mean while vertical lines show the
entire range of each sample.
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Light avoidance was also observed in the density of mesopelagic animals

estimated from echo highlight counting (Figure 7.4). When the first 4 m were ignored, no

significant effect of range from the transducer was observed (Table 7.2). Depth, distance

from the shoreline, and time all significantly affected density. Significant interactions

between time and depth, time and distance, and distance and depth on target strength
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were also observed. The effects of depth, time, and distance from the shoreline on density

are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The mean target strength at each depth is also shown.

Table 7.2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of between-subject effects on density (ns is
not significant at the 0.05 level)

Source SS df MS F P
Time 8903 2 4452 13425 <0.05
Depth 7671 69 111 456 <0.05
Range 68 4 17 29 ns
Distance 874 I 874 1981 <0.05
Time * Depth 6712 138 49 303 <0.05
Time * Range 107 8 13 21 ns
Depth * Range 981 276 4 13 ns
Time * Distance 1873 2 937 1593 <0.05
Depth * Distance 4098 69 59 87 <0.05
Range *Distance 67 4 17 27 ns
Error 8 I 8
Total 423931 1680

Figure 7,7 shows the mean density of mesopelagic animals estimated through

echo highlight counting as a function of time. Also shown are the mean densities of the

same patches measured from the surface using echo energy integration. The target

strength value used as the average for the population was -37 dB, the same as that used in

previous studies (Benoit-Bird et a!., 2001; Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002c; Benoit-Bird & Au,

2002a). Differences in both the density values and the patterns in density were observed

between the two estimates. The mean lateral aspect target strengths measured here were

converted to the equivalent dorsal aspect target strength of myctophid fishes (measured

by Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001) and utilized to re-estimated the density by echo energy

integration. Bolll the values of the density estimates and their patterns fit the echo

highlight counting estimates more closely. The density calculated by echo energy
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Figure 7.5. Mean density from 4-6 m from the transducer of mesopelagic animals as a
function of depth at inshore sites measured with echo highlight counting. The mean target
strength at each depth is also shown.
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Figure 7.6. Mean density from 4-6 m from the transducer of mesopelagic animals as a
function of depth at offshore sites measured with echo highlight counting. The mean
target strength at each depth is also shown.
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Figure 7.7. Mean density of animals as a
function of sampling time, measured from 4
6 m from the transducer using echo highlight
counting from the broadband sonar is shown
by the solid lines and filled symbols. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean.
Open symbols and solid lines show the mean
density for upper 70 m of the same patches
estimated with echo energy integration, using
the target strength estimates from previous
studies (Benoit-Bird et a!., 2001). Utilizing
the mean lateral aspect target strengths
measured in this study converted to
equivalent dorsal aspect target strengths to
estimate density with echo energy integration
greatly improved the density estimates made
from the surface (dashed lines).
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integration (using the measured target strengths converted to dorsal aspect) and that

calculated from echo highlight counting in each 1 m depth interval for all the vertical

transects were compared. The correlation was significant (p<O.Ol), with a coefficient of

0.81. An F-test revealed that the slope of the relationship was not significantly different

from 1 (p>0.05, Observed power=0.85). Figure 7.8 shows the effect of time on the
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4 •
= Figure 7.9. Number of-= mesopelagic animals expected.:=c. 3 • • • • • • •... based on echo highlight.,

counting density estimates fromc.
'" 2-3 m from the transducer is-'"5 2 .... - • shown on the x-axis. The y-axis.~= shows the number of animals'""c:l counted from a photograph at.,
E: 1 • • .. • the same depth. The two.,
'" variables were significantly,.Q

0 correlated (Pearson correlation

0
coefficient = 0.52, p<O.O I).

0 I 2 3

Expected animals per photo

maximum density of mesopelagic animals. Echo energy integration estimates of

maximum density using the fixed target strength value from previous work were more

similar to the echo highlight counting estimates than the two different estimates of mean

density. Information from underwater photographs was limited. However, preliminary

confirmation of the acoustic estimates of density was made by comparing the number of

animals predicted from each photograph with the observed number of animals (Figure

7.9). The number of expected animals was calculated from the density of animals

observed between 2.0 and 2.5 m from the transducer at the same depth as each

photograph. The observed and predicted number of animals were significantly correlated

(Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.52, p<O.Ol).

In seven patches, the edges of patches were observed with the sonar. An example

from the patch edge observed for the greatest distance is shown in Figure 7.10. Patch

edges were very distinct, that is the change in density from within the patch to outside of

it dropped dramatically, even over half a meter. Figure 7.11 shows the density of
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Figure 7.10. Sample of animal density estimates from the edge of an inshore patch
observed at midnight. The edge of the patch is relatively straight and very distinct over
the 50 m it was observed.
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Figure 7.11. Density of animal
density in each 0.5 m interval
near the edge of the midnight
inshore patch shown in Figure
7.10. Density drops
dramatically at the patch's
edge. A one-tailed t-statistic
revealed no significant
differences in density between
the 0.5 m nearest the patch
edge and the 0.5 m furthest
from the edge.
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mesopelagic animals as a function of distance from the edge of the patch both within and

outside its boundary. One-tailed t-tests were utilized to compare the density of animals in

the 0.5 m nearest the patch edge to their density in the 0.5 m furthest from the edge.

Density of mesopelagic animals was not significantly less near the edge of the patch than in

the interior of the patch for any of the seven edges observed (p>0.05 for all comparisons).

Discussion

Strong light avoidance was observed in mesopelagic animals. Future sampling

devices will need to reduce this effect by eliminating light or otherwise reducing its

effects. Reduced target strength for the first 4 meters from the transducer was evident.

This could be accounted for by a change in animal orientation as animals started to move

away from the light source. The end-on target strength of animals, where their cross-

section is smallest, is decreased relative to all other orientations (Benoit-Bird et al., 2003;

Martin Traykovski et aI., 1998). The decreases in animal density near the transducer

suggest that animals are able to respond rapidly enough to move away from the
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transducer and the lights. However, the continuous increase in density with range from

the lights suggests that some animals are able to move further away from the source in

the same amount of time. The corresponding increase in target strength with range from

the lights indicates that larger animals are able to make it further. While questions about

the orientation of the animals make it impossible to measure the size of the animals

within the range of the light effect, this information suggests that animals from a range of

sizes are present within the scattering layer, even at one depth. This provides

confirmation for previous conclusions that the mesopelagic boundary community off the

Kona coast is not vertically stratified by animal size (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002c). Further

evidence to support this conclusion is provided from the target strength values from 4 to

6 m from the transducer, where a range effect was no longer detected. No significant

effects of depth were observed on target strength.

The consistency of target strength as a function of depth also supports the

conclusion that there is no vertical stratification in the species assemblage in the upper 70

m of the nearshore component of the boundary layer. While the low animal densities near

the transducer because of light avoidance and photographic difficulties limited the

number of images containing taxonomically identifiable animals, all discemable images

were of myctophid fishes. In addition, all mean target strengths were relatively high.

These target strengths could only have come from an assemblage of animals primarily

composed offish. While direct observations of composition of the layer was not possible,

this is the first evidence of composition of this nearshore boundary layer component.

Further offshore, net samples of the boundary layer's upper depths were also primarily

comprised ofmyctophids (Reid, 1994).
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While all mean target strengths were relatively high, target strength was

significantly affected by time and distance from the shoreline. Animals with higher target

strengths, presumably larger animals, migrated inshore and upwards early in the night,

before 2100 hours, and were followed by midnight by smaller animals with lower target

strengths. Smaller animals migrated down and away from shore before 0300 hours. The

larger, higher target strength animals migrated down and away from shore later in the

morning. Mean target strength, and presumably animal size, decreased at midnight both

inshore and offshore. The variance in target strength also increased at midnight. This

suggests that the mean size of animals near the beginning and end of the migration were

larger than those near the midpoint of the diel migration near midnight. Further, animal

sizes were larger inshore than offshore at all sampling times. The migration rates of the

leading and trailing edges of the boundary layer have been measured at greater than 1.6

km/hr. Based on the fin dimensions of myctophids, the sma]]er animals observed inshore

at midnight are not likely capable of sustaining this swimming speed (Sambilay, 1990)

while neither the largest mesopelagic shrimps or squids are likely capable of these speeds

(Cowles, 200 I; Yatsu et aI., 1999). The animals of the mean size predicted from target

strengths inshore at 2100 and 0300 hours could easily maintain this rate. The range of

estimated animal sizes and the variance of estimated sizes also increased at midnight

while the mean size of animals decreased. This suggests that the larger animals that

migrated inshore first, before 2100 hours, were still present but were later joined by

more, smaller animals. The increase in the density of animals from 0900 to 0000 hours

supports this.
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Analysis of target strength provides information about the biological processes at

work within the boundary layer. It also provides significant practical information for

estimating density. To estimated density with downward looking echosounders requires

information on the average acoustic size of targets within the study area. Accounting for

all sources of target strength variance such as time, depth, and location is difficult,

particularly when animal densities are high and target strength cannot be determined

using a split-beam echosounder. While dorsal aspect target strengths cannot be directly

measured from the techniques employed here, the effects of sampling variables on target

strength can be assessed. Depth was not found to significantly affect target strength.

However, time and distance from the shoreline did significantly affect target strength.

This means that a single estimate of target strength can be applied to the upper 70 m of

the water column at a specific time and location. However, the static estimate of target

strength utilized to estimate density in previous studies introduced error. The lateral

aspect target strengths measured can be converted into equivalent dorsal aspect target

strengths to estimate the effect of previous methods on the results. Utilizing the revised

target strength measurements confirms that previous density estimates were

conservatively low both inshore and offshore, at all sampling times. The changes in target

strength as a function of time also suggests that previous estimates of density differences

between midnight and the other sampling times were not large enough.

Animal density was also measured utilizing echo highlight counting, which is

independent of target strength. Preliminary photographic measures confirm these

estimates. Echo highlight counting density estimates were remarkably close to those

obtained with data from the echosounder at the surface analyzed using dorsal-aspect

equivalent target strengths applied to echo-energy integrations. These density estimates
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are significantly higher than those obtained previously, however, the conclusions from

the two estimates are the same. The density patterns as a function of time and distance

from the shoreline show the diel, horizontal migration of the mesopelagic boundary

community (Benoit-Bird et a!., 2001).

Animal density, measured with echo highlight counting changed not only as a

function of time and distance from the shoreline as in previous studies (Benoit-Bird et a!.,

2001), but also with depth. These density patterns were consistent among the four

replicates of each treatment. Abrupt spikes in density, covering narrow depth zones were

sometimes observed, primarily when the overall density was low. When overall density

was higher, density peaks tended to cover a greater range of depths and the changes in

animal density were much more gradual. As the entire layer migrates upward from 2100

hours to 0000 hours, the depths of density peaks also move upward. While vertical

microstructure in target strength was not observed, fine-scale vertical microstructure in

animal density was apparent.

Edge effects were not observed in the mesopelagic boundary community. Neither

target strength, representing animal size, nor animal density varied significantly between

the patch's edge and the patch's interior for any of the seven patch edges observed.

Variance in these characteristics also remained the same. In all cases the density dropped

dramatically at the patch edge to an average of zero outside the patch. For all seven

patches, the vertical patch edge was nearly straight as observed in previous work (Benoit

Bird & Au, 2002c). This is unusual when compared with studies of other scattering

communities (see for example Greene et a!., 1994). The reasons for this sharp change

between the patch and the background are not clear, however, the result is that the

perimeter of each patch is as low as possible for its size. This might reduce the number of
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animals exposed to edge risks but also reducing the number of animals experiencing its

potential foraging benefits. Off the coast of Oahu, a sharp delineation between a high

animal density mesopelagic layer and lower density patches was observed (Benoit-Bird

& Au, 2DD2c). Because distinct patches are only found in sites with low animal density,

while high animal density sites have continuous layers, the distinct edges also suggest a

density threshold for mesopelagic animal distribution. These animals could disperse into

a continuous layer, reducing the overall density and eliminating edge effects except at the

top and bottom of the layer. Maintenance of a threshold density appears to be more

important than the avoidance of edge effects.

The microstructure observed within the mesopelagic boundary layer off the coast

of Hawai'i was similar to that predicted from echosounder surveys (Benoit-Bird & Au,

2DD2c). Most animals in this nearshore boundary layer appear to be myctophid fishes.

Strong effects of time, distance from shore, and depth were observed on density.

However, no vertical effect on target strength was evident, suggesting a lack of

stratification in animal size and composition. Depth-dependent animal density patterns

provide important information for assessing the impact of the boundary layer and the

behavior of its predators. Finally, revision of target strength values reveals the

underestimates of animal density estimates from previous studies, but confirms the

conclusions of these studies. High animal density sites with continuous layers show

strong vertical stratification in echosounder surveys and may produce different results

with respect to target strength and density microstructure. The technique of utilizing a

high-resolution, relatively short-range system could provide important information to

explain the differences between these sites.



SECTIONB

Foraging on the Boundary Community in Hawaii
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CHAPTERS

THE EFFECTS OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL HETEROGENEITY
OF PREY ON PREDATOR FORAGING BEHAVIOR

The mesopelagic boundary community in the Hawai'ian Islands has a

considerably heterogeneous distribution both spatially and temporally. Worldwide, many

animals feed specifically on schooling or aggregated aquatic prey. These predators

include several species of marine mammals, e.g. bottlenose dolphins (Barros & Wells,

1998), clymene dolphins (Fertl et aI., 1997), Dall's porpoises (Fiscus & Kajimura, 1981),

stellar sea lions (Merrick et aI., 1997), and baleen whales (Tamura et aI., 1998); water

birds such as rhinoceros auklets (Burger et aI., 1993), marbled murrelets (Burkett, 1995)

black guillemots (Cairns, 1987), albatrosses (Cherel et aI., 1999), ospreys (Greene, 1987),

and tufted puffins (Ostrand et aI., 1998)); and fishes, e.g. bluefish (Buckel et aI., 1999)

some cichlids (Krause & Godin, 1995), and tunas (Roger, 1994). This phenomenon

seems to be particularly widespread when the prey is pelagic. The commonness of this

phenomenon leads to the question: Do pelagic animals in Hawai'i feed preferentially on

the mesopelagic boundary community because of its patchiness? The density and

distribution of an animal's food resource in its immediate surroundings determine the

amount of food the animal can obtain in a brief period, affecting its growth and survival

(Beyer, 1995). Consequently, patterns in resource availability are likely to influence the

behavior of predators, leading to another key question: How does the distribution, in

addition to abundance of the Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community, affect the

foraging behavior of its predators?
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An organism living with spatially structured resources can attend to two kinds of

information: global, or overall density, and local, or pattern of density (Mangel & Adler,

1994). Animals attending to overall density will not alter their behavior when the

abundance of prey is held constant but its distribution changed. Predators attending to

local patterns of density will alter their foraging behavior in prey fields differing in their

distribution but not overall abundance. The distribution of food resources can affect

foraging behavior of predators attending to local density information in many ways,

including altering the amount of time spent searching for prey or feeding, patterns of

movement while searching for prey or feeding, and the choice of prey consumed.

Temporal and spatial dynamics change energy flow (Boyd, 1996), providing a

clear reason for predators to alter their behavior when foraging on patchy prey. The

distribution of prey has a strong effect on overall predator performance and foraging

success (Boyd, 1996). The degree of patchiness has a strong impact on ingestion and

energetic gain (Tiselius et aI., 1993) while altering the energetic costs of foraging (Boyd,

1996). This can result in an alteration of the time spent foraging due to the distribution as

well as the abundance of prey. An animal foraging more successfully because of a patchy

distribution of food could spend less time foraging because of satiation. The successful

forager may also feed longer on patchily distributed prey if success is rare. An animal

whose success is limited because of the characteristics of the heterogeneous food

resource may spend little time foraging if the failure is unusual or if energy expended

greater than the energy gained. The forager encountering limited success will in most

situations, however, extend its foraging time.
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Energy costs associated with locating food are reduced in a patchy over a random

distribution (Widder et al., 1999). Consequently, the search pattern used by a predator in

a patchy environment to find prey may alter their search behavior from a random walk

model (Wu et aI., 2000) in several ways. First, the amount of time the predator spends

traveling between food patches is affected by the characteristics of the food distribution

(McNamara, 1982). The predator's movement rules used between patches are affected by

the characteristics of the patches, but so are the predator's movement rules within patches

(Charnov, 1976). For instance, a predator should move in a more linear pattern when

searching for a patch but should turn more frequently while within a patch, making the

predator more likely to remain where there is food but to move away from areas where no

food has been found. Another way for a predator to remain within a food patch is to alter

residence time without changing movement pattern within the patch. Several zooplankton

species have been shown to significantly reduce their motility while within a patch of

food (Tiselius et aI., 1993). Stream insects also alter their residence time within patches,

although the mechanism has not been investigated (Kohler, 1984).

Because prey distribution can affect energy gains, prey distribution can also

impact a predator's choice of prey. Many characteristics of prey can be selected including

species, size, and apparent condition. Predators foraging in a heterogeneous environment

can exhibit prey switching behavior, predicted when the abundance of prey changes and

the preferred prey becomes rare (Emlen, 1966), in the absence of an abundance change.

For example, seals change their primary prey from one species of fish to another when

the less abundant prey aggregates for reproduction (Thompson et aI., 1997). Similar prey

switching behavior has been observed in planktonic copepods that switch prey when their
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alternative prey is found in aggregations of an unknown origin (Kiorboe et aI., 1996).

Wild shrews also change their diet, not by changing its species composition, but choosing

different size prey as a function of the level of aggregation of the prey (Churchfield,

1994).

When a predator changes its selection of prey, it may also need to change its

strategy for capturing prey. Prey distribution can more directly affect prey capture

strategy, however. Killer whales feeding on a species of fish that can be found solitarily

and in aggregations change their strategy as a function of the size and density of the

aggregation (Domenici et al., 2000). Some pelagic fish alter their strategy when foraging

on an aggregation so that instead of attempting to capture individual prey, they attempt to

disable numerous prey at once, a strategy that is only effective in dense, coordinated

schools (Parrish, 1993).

Another alteration of foraging strategy that may be employed by predators

encountering both distributed and aggregated resources is an alteration of foraging group

size. In a predator with a flexible foraging scheme, dispersion of food favors solitary

foraging while aggregation of prey favors group foraging, consequently, prey distribution

can alter the sociality of foragers (Ryer & Olla, 1995). Several factors contribute to the

change in predator group size with changing prey distribution. Groups may facilitate prey

encounter rate when prey is aggregated (Clark & Mangel, 1986). Groups might speed the

recognition of new food types (Ryer & Olla, 1995) or increase success in exploiting

difficult to capture prey (Eklov & Diehl, 1994). Predators may also socially facilitate

foraging behavior (Ryer & Olla, 1992). A change in group size may result in other

changes in foraging behavior such as prey choice or prey capture strategy.
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Change in the size of foraging groups as a function of prey patchiness may be a

specific foraging tactic or individuals may simply be attracted to other successful

individuals. This attraction to other individuals, called local enhancement, is common in

fish (Ryer & Olla, 1995; Krebs, 1974). Local enhancement can increase individual

success when patches are large relative to the group's needs, or ephemeral (Clark &

Mangel, 1986). However, because predators often aggregate in patches in proportion to

prey density (Sutherland, 1983), predators can accumulate at very high densities in the

most rewarding patches (Goss-Custard et aI., 1977). This accumulation of predators

within a patch can increase intraspecific competition, reducing foraging efficiency while

increasing agonistic interactions (Goss-Custard et aI., 1977). More, smaller patches as

opposed to few larger patches can decrease competition (Clark et aI., 1999).

Dependent on scale, the heterogeneous distribution of prey may have quite

different effects on the predator-prey interactions (Fauchald et aI., 2000). Aggregation

dimensions of both predators and prey affect the scale of correlation between them (Rose

& Leggett, 1990). At large scales, prey may be congregated within highly predictable

areas with favorable environmental conditions. At smaller scales, prey may be further

congregated in refuges or in dense, unpredictable swarms as a predator avoidance

response (Fauchald et aI., 2000). This has been observed in birds and their pelagic prey;

overlap at large scales has been observed but no overlap was observed at small scales

(Wu & Loucks, 1995). As a consequence of mobility, migration, and passive transport,

the spatial pattern changes with time, with the small scales probably changing faster than

the large scales (Haury et aI., 1978). To be successful, a predator must continuously track

changing prey pattern and respond to complex heterogeneity at different scales (Russell
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et aI., 1992). The Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community is aggregated at a wide

range of scales within a hierarchical spatial structure. Patches at small scales are

aggregated within patches at larger scales. When prey exhibit a complex hierarchical

spatial distribution and the predator-prey responses change with scale, correlations and

spatial patterns at a given scale may be masked by the correlations and spatial patterns at

both larger and smaller scales. In traditional foraging theory, prey is distributed in

discrete patches (Arditi & Dacorogna, 1988) or in continuous stochastic systems (Arditi

& Dacorogna, 1988). Thus, traditional foraging theory ignores the effects of hierarchical

patch structure (Fauchald et aI., 2000). Russell et al. (1992) proposed that behavioral

cascades at different scales might describe a predator's search for food in a hierarchical

patch system, but the effects of hierarchical patch structure on behavior have been little

examined.

While it is unclear how complex spatial and temporal structure found in prey

fields affect predators, it is clear that predators and prey affect one another's distribution.

Predators tend to congregate in areas of high prey density (Krebs, 1978) while prey are

trying to avoid or escape predators. Predators foraging in a heterogeneous environment

base their selection of food patches on many factors including feeding rate and food

return but also on social interactions and predation risk. Almost inevitably, predators can

be referred to as prey with a simple change in perspective. Consequently, predators must

balance the pressures of consuming prey at the same time they attempt to avoid being

consumed. Each of the factors of patchiness that affects foraging also affects a predator's

own predation risk. A simple explanation can be found in the Ideal Free Distribution

Theory (Fretwell & Lucas, 1970) which predicts that predators will be distributed
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proportionally to their prey. Since predators are at an equilibrium distribution with their

prey, they have patch characteristics similar to that of their prey and present a prey field

to their predators that is similar to the field they are presented. The predation risk of these

middle predators is then similar to that which their own prey faces.

The topics of pattern and scale are essential questions for predator-prey

interactions (Fauchald et al., 2000). Consequences of spatial pattern and patchiness for

the biota are many. Patchiness in the distribution of resources is fundamental to the way

organisms exploit their environment (Levin, 1992). Because the expenditure and

acquisition of energy through foraging will ultimately be reflected in the birth, death,

consumption, growth and production of the individual, the aggregation and dispersal of

food can exert a significant force on the behavior of a forager. Studying the density

patterns in a food resource is a useful measure of resource availability, availability that

may induce changes in behavior as well as population size or structure (Brocksen et aI.,

1970). Understanding the foraging behavior of predators, as well as the causes of the

behavior, both proximate and ultimate, cannot be accomplished without a simultaneous

assessment of the food resources available to the animal, their abundance, density, and

distributional patterns. Analysis of measures of the abundance and distribution of the

Hawai'ian mesopelagic boundary community with simultaneous observation of the

distribution of its predators will permit analyses of interactive processes within and

between trophic levels. This will allow a stronger understanding of the interaction of the

boundary community and spinner dolphins, bottomfish, and perhaps other animals that

feed upon the boundary community in Hawai'i.
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CHAPTER 9

HUMPBACK WHALE BREEDING GROUNDS AND FEEDING GROUNDS:
A CLEAR BIOLOGICAL DISTINCTION?

Statement of the Hypothesis

11 has long been held that humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) feed in

high latitude polar and subpolar waters, and do not feed while in tropical and subtropical

waters where they breed, but rather subsist off their blubber (Risting 1912). This clear

distinction between "breeding grounds" and "feeding grounds" has been perpetuated by

whalers and scientists because: (I) feeding has been rarely observed in low latitudes; (2)

stomachs of whales captured in low latitudes are empty or have 'negligible' contents; (3)

whales caught in low latitudes produce less oil and have thinner blubber layers; (4) the

productivity of tropical and subtropical waters is too low to support feeding by humpback

whales; and (5) whales are not observed defecating in low latitude waters (Matthews

1937, Dawbin 1956, Dall and Dunstan 1957, Slijper 1962, Brodie 1975, Lockyer and

Brown 1981). The clear distinction of the "breeding" and "feeding" grounds is brought

into question by relatively recent observations (Salden 1989, Baraff et al. 1991, Gendron

1993, Best et al. 1995) of individual whales feeding in tropical and subtropical waters and

by new evidence on the density of a possible food resource on one "breeding" ground, the

Hawai'ian Islands.

Food Density Too Low

The argument that is most often used to explain the underlying reason that

humpback whales cannot feed in low latitude waters is low productivity and consequently

low densities of potential food (Slijper 1962). Estimates of food density of krill
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(euphausids) in the Arctic and Antarctic range from 11m3 (Ponomareva 1949) to 43/m3

(Marr 1962). Greene et al. (1992), using acoustic techniques, similarly estimated mean

krill densities of 11m3 in the Gulf of Maine. Looking at all zooplankton, not just the large

krill, maximum densities in the Arctic have been estimated of up to 6540/m3 within

widely dispersed patches (Mayo and Marx 1990).

Figure 9.1. Sample of
echoes from the
mesopelagic boundary
layer. This particular
section of a transect is
from about 1.5 km from
the south shore of
Lanai, near midnight.
Each point represents a
single echo return. The
mean density of

150-\-,---,,-----.------,-----T,-----1, mesopelagic animals in
o 50 100 150 200 250 this sample was 12/m3
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Acoustic estimates of the density of micronekton from the mesopelagic boundary

community in the Hawai'ian Islands reach maximums of 1800 animals/m3 off the

leeward coast of the island of Oahu, 1700 animals/m3 off the south coast of the island of

Lanai, and 700 animals/m3 off the leeward coast of the island of Hawai'i (Benoit-Bird et

al. 2001). A typical sample of the mesopelagic layer off the Hawai'ian Islands may be

seen in Figure 9.1. Mean overall densities in the layer for each island ranged from 6 to 45

animals/m3 If only patches are considered, as was done for most of the measures

presented for the Arctic and Antarctic, the mean density of animals in patches is

estimated at 30-400 animals/m3
, with the highest mean densities measured off the coasts

of Oahu and Lanai (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001, Benoit-Bird and Au 2002c). These densities
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are similar to, or considerably higher than the densities estimated for krill in established

humpback whale feeding grounds. The density measurements for the mesopelagic

boundary community in Hawai'i only consider micronektonic animals. If zooplankton

were also considered, it is likely that the density estimates would approach the densities

of zooplankton observed in patches in the Arctic at more than 6,000 animals/m3 (Mayo

and Marx 1990). Bogorov found zooplankton densities ranging between 100 and 4,000

mg/m3 in whale feeding habitats in Russian waters (1955). If we utilize the relationships

between acoustic backscattering and weight measured by Benoit-Bird and Au (2002a) to

estimate the density of the Hawaiian boundary community's micronekton biomass, mean

density values are around 22,000 mg/m3 and maximums reach more than 100 times this,

2.3 'I 06 mg/m3
. The total energy value of the estimated biomass available in the

boundary layer far exceeds estimates of available energy in systems where humpback

whales have been observed feeding. The areas of high density in the mesopelagic

bOlmdary layer are only found at specific times and locations due to the vertical and

horizontal migrations of the community (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001, Benoit-Bird and Au

2002c). However, they are found consistently in the same nearshore areas around

midnight every evening.

Another way to measure prey density is to examine at the number of schools or

patches of available prey in a survey area, rather than the number or density of prey in an

aggregation. Threshold foraging densities for baleen whales have been observed in

relation to the total number of schools of fish available (Piatt and Methven 1992). A

minimum of 3 to 5 schools per kilometer were necessary to elicit foraging behavior by

humpback whales on capelin (a small, gregarious pelagic fish). In some coastal areas studied in
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Hawaii, the boundary layer is continuous over many kilometers. In other areas, the number of

mesopelagic micronekton patches exceeds 5 per kilometer. Both Hawaiian situations exceed

the threshold school density necessary for humpback whale foraging on other small fish.

Could Humpback Whales Feed on the
Mesopelagic Boundary Community in Hawai'i?

Feeding by humpback whales in Northern waters on vertically migrating

myctophids and squids (Brodie et al. 1978) suggests that a similar resource might be

exploited if it were made available in warm water "breeding grounds". The deep

scattering layer has been hypothesized as a food resource in the warm waters of

Bermuda, passed during migration by humpback whales (Stone et al. 1987). This same

sort of resource is indeed regularly available in the Hawai'ian Islands as nocturnal

vertical and horizontal migrations predictably bring high densities of mesopelagic

boundary community animals close to shore (1-3 km) each evening (Benoit-Bird et al.

2001). Humpback whales are capable of feeding at depths down to 200 m (Whitehead et

al. 1980). The mesopelagic boundary is found within 10m of the surface at the peak of

its migration (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001) and is found within 150 m of the surface for at

least 10 hours every night (Benoit-Bird and Au 2002b). This would give humpbacks in

Hawai'i ample opportunity to feed on this nearshore, relatively shallow, high density

layer of micronekton

Reduced Blubber "Dry Whale"

Many studies, using whaling data, have shown that humpback whales caught in

low latitude waters, or returning from low latitude waters, produce less oil than whales

caught in high latitude waters (see Dawbin 1956). Matthews (1937) analyzed 57

humpback whales and concluded that the thickness of blubber is less in low latitude
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waters than in high latitude waters, a similar conclusion to many other researchers (for

example Harmer 1931, Lockyer, 1981, Dawbin 1952). However, when Mathews' data are

broken down by sex and age class, this general trend is lost (Figure 9.2). Immature

whales actually grew fatter after the breeding season. Pregnant and lactating females had

great decreases in blubber thickness. Because of the large proportion of these individuals

in the data set, the average blubber thickness change across all groups was also large. It

would be impossible for whales to maintain blubber thickness, or in the case of immature

whales actually increase blubber thickness, in low latitude waters unless they had some
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Figure 9.2. Blubber
thickness of humpback
whales broken down
by sex and maturity
over the migration and
breeding seasons
(redrawn from
Matthews, 1937).

Immature whales
actually grew fatter
after spending time on
the 'breeding
grounds'.

input of energy.

Kawamura suggested that the energy budget of fin whales cannot be balanced

during migration without the ingestion of food (1975). He extrapolated these ideas to

other rorquals and concluded that it was unlikely that any species' energy budget could

be balanced without some food intake during migration (Kawamura 1975). Whether or
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not humpbacks feed during their migration, his argument shows the large amount of

energy expended during such a substantial migration. Consequently, a large amount of

blubber that could be lost simply due to the journey, regardless of a change in feeding.

Thus, some decreases in the thickness in the blubber layer of individual whales may be

accounted for by the energy expended during migration, not necessarily to a loss of

energy input.

Changes III energy input, rather than a loss of input, might also account for

decreases in blubber. Males in Hawai'ian and other low latitude areas spend a great deal

of time escorting female whales and singing, both day and night (Au et al. 2000). Female

whales are commonly escorted by one or several males for much of their time in low

latitude waters (Helweg and Herman 1994). These large amounts of time spent on

presumed courtship behavior could effectively limit the amount of time available to

forage, decreasing the amount of energy individuals are able to consume, although not

necessarily completely eliminating foraging. Nursing females might experience the

greatest decrease in time available to forage, in addition to the tremendous costs of milk

production. Females with young calves protect them from predators and potentially from

adult conspecifics. This would make it difficult for them to actively search for food and

nearly impossible for females with calves to exploit food that is not found at the surface,

such as the mesopelagic animals surrounding the Hawai'ian Islands.

Feeding Not Observed

Observations of obvious feeding in low latitude waters have been made in many

locations, including the Dominican Republic (Baraff et al. 1991), Mexico (Gendron

1993), South Africa (Best et al. 1995) and Hawai'i (Salden 1989). These rare
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observations of behavior such as bubble netting and lunging, recognizable as feeding

activity suggest that at least some individuals take advantage of foraging opportunities.

More importantly, these observations point to the biases observers may have when trying

to characterize behaviors. In every case, observed behaviors were compared to behaviors

seen in "feeding grounds". One population of humpback whales even appears to reside in

sub-tropical waters year round, but has not been observed feeding (Mikhalev 1997).

Observers may be looking to see the same foraging tactics in an area where the food

resource, and thus the tactics for obtaining that resource, might be very different.

Humpback whales use different foraging tactics in high latitude waters at different times

of the year. The feeding pattern of humpback whales in Japanese and Russian waters is

usually high feeding activity in the morning, low in the day, and high again in the late

evening (Nemoto 1959, 1970). This pattern is not observed in the summer, however,

probably because of the low intensity of the diel vertical migration of prey animals during

these months (Taylor et al. 1955). Heavy feeding on diurnally migrating food, primarily

squid and myctophids, is replaced by feeding on euphausids in summer months (Nemoto

1959). If humpback whales in Hawai'ian waters are also exploiting diurnally migrating

food resources, observations of foraging would not be expected during the day when the

mesopelagic layer is deep. Foraging observations would also not be expected at the

surface at any time as this layer of mesopelagic animals is found at least 3 m from the

surface (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). Nocturnal, subsurface feeding behavior would be

difficult, if not impossible to observe directly.
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Stomach Contents

Matthews (1937) states that stomach contents show "quite clearly that the

Humpbacks at South Georgia are feeding, whilst those on the coasts of South Africa are

not". However, his data show only that the animals caught off the coast of South Africa

clearly do not have krill in their stomachs. He notes that one individual's stomach was

"crammed with fishes" while another's stomach was filled with a "pasty mass of fish

scales and bones". He does not note what time of day either of these animals, or the other

animals with "empty" stomachs, were caught. If whales are feeding at night in Hawai'ian

waters, we would not expect to find full stomachs during the day, except at the earliest

hours. If whales were to feed only during nighttime hours when the abundance of

mesopelagic animals is particularly high (e.g. around midnight), no animals captured

during the day would be expected to have full stomachs.

No Defecation

A final argument that is often used to support the hypothesis that humpback

whales are not feeding in Hawai'i is the lack of observation of defecation in "breeding

grounds". However, when humpback whales have been observed feeding during the day

in "breeding grounds", defecation has also been observed (Gendron 1993, Best et al.

1995). In most animals, time of defecation is related to the time of feeding because of

species-specific digestion rates associated with each prey type (Jackson et al. 1987).

Daytime observations of defecation are associated with known daytime feeding. Feeding

at night would alter the timing of the release of waste products. Humpback whales

feeding at night might also release waste at night when no observations have been made.
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Observations of defecation at night may prove to be even more difficult to obtain than

observations of feeding.

Conclusion

It cannot be argued from the information presented that foraging by humpback

whales is common in Hawai'ian waters, or even that it occurs at all. However, a resource

on which humpbacks could potentially feed is available in sufficient densities for

foraging in areas frequented by the whales. This resource of mesopelagic animals is

similar in behavior and composition to the mesopelagic layer that humpback whales in

cold waters feed upon during other times of the year (Nemoto 1959). The arguments of

negligible stomach contents, no observation of defecation, and few observations of

recognizable feeding behavior that have been used to support the hypothesis that

humpbacks do not feed in Hawai' ian waters need to be reevaluated with respect to

possible nighttime feeding. Diurnal variation in humpback whale behavior has been

observed in Hawai'i, with mating behaviors beginning shortly after sunrise and peaking

in the afternoon (Helweg and Herman 1994). The nighttime activities of humpback

whales in Hawai'i remain univestigated. Previous analyses of whaling data also need to

be reconsidered carefully because the loss of blubber observed may not be ubiquitous or

accounted for by a strict absence of feeding. The rarity of such long fasts in active

animals, and indeed the rarity of anything absolute in the animal kingdom, suggest that

describing low latitude waters as only "breeding grounds" is likely to be an

oversimplification. Perhaps, like many scientific hypotheses that have come and gone,

this one merely reveals the limits of observation.
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CHAPTER 10

PREY DYNAMICS AFFECT PELAGIC PREDATOR FORAGING OVER A
RANGE OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SCALES:
THE MESOPELAGIC BOUNDARY LAYER AND

HAWAI'IAN SPINNER DOLPHINS

Abstract

Studies have shown that pelagic predators do not overlap with their prey at small

scales. However, we hypothesized that spinner dolphin foraging would be affected by the

spatio-temporal dynamics of their prey at both small and large scales. A modified

echosounder was used to simultaneously measure the abundance of dolphins and their

prey as a function of space and time off three Hawai' ian Islands. Spinner dolphin

abundance closely matched the abundance patterns in the boundary community both

horizontally and vertically. As hypothesized, spinner dolphins follow the diel horizontal

migration of their prey, rather than feeding offshore the entire night. Spinner dolphins

also followed the vertical migrations of their prey and exploited the vertical areas within

the boundary layer that had the highest density of prey. The geometric and density

characteristics of prey patches containing dolphins indicate that dolphins may alter the

characteristics of prey patches through cooperative foraging by a large number of

dolphins. The overlap of Hawai'ian spinner dolphins and their prey at many temporal and

spatial scales, ranging from several minutes to an entire night and 20 m to several

kilometers, suggests that the availability of truly synoptic data may fundamentally alter

our conclusions about pelagic predator-prey interactions.
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Introduction

The concepts of patchiness and scale have become essential in the study of

predator-prey interactions (Fauchald et al. 2000) because the distribution of prey has a

strong effect on the energetic gains and costs of foraging (Tiselius et al. 1993), foraging

success and overall predator performance (Boyd 1996). To be successful, a predator must

continuously track changing prey pattern and respond to complex heterogeneity at

different spatial and temporal scales (Russell et al. 1992). Spatial heterogeneity, or

patchiness of physical characteristics and organisms is a general phenomenon in the

ocean (Steele 1978). However, the rapidly changing spatial structure of the ocean's

biomass makes it difficult to assess pelagic prey fields. This, along with the range of

scales over which both prey and predators are distributed and the general inaccessibility

of pelagic animals, has limited the number of studies on pelagic predator-prey systems.

In terrestrial (rves et al. 1993; Zhang and Sanderson 1993; Morgan et al. 1997;

Greco et al. 1999) and aquatic systems (Muotka and Penttinen 1994; Stewart and Jones

2001), coherence between predators and their prey is common at both large and small

scales. However in marine pelagic systems, most studies have not found small-scale

overlap between predators and prey (Rose and Leggett 1990). Weak or ephemeral spatial

associations between the predators and their pelagic prey (Russell et al. 1992; Greene et

al. 1994; Goss et al. 1997; Mehlum et al. 1999), and even negative relationships

(Logerwell and Hargreaves 1996) are commonly reported. These results have led to many

new hypotheses to explain why pelagic predators and prey do not correlate, because

coherence between predators and prey would be expected. In order to eat, predators must

be where there is prey (Mason and Brandt 1996). The hypotheses that have been generated
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to explain the lack of overlap between pelagic predators and their prey are usually system

specific (Russell et al. 1992; Greene et al. 1994; Logerwell and Hargreaves 1996; Goss et

al. 1997; Mehlum et al. 1999). However, many researchers (Logerwell and Hargreaves

1996; Goss et al. 1997; Mehlum et al. 1999) agree with the conclusion of Russell et al.

(1992) that "traditional foraging models do not adequately describe resource acquisition in

marine environments", suggesting that pelagic predator-prey systems are fundamentally

different from other systems.

Spinner dolphins have a pan-tropical pelagic distribution and are also found along

the leeward coasts of most Hawai'ian islands. Hawai'ian spinner dolphins (Stenella

longirostris longirostris) reside in coastal waters. Norris et al. (1994) hypothesized that

spinner dolphins in Hawai'i feed in deep water offshore at night on small (5-10 cm long)

fishes, shrimps, and squid from the mesopelagic boundary community (Norris and Dohl

1980). The mesopelagic boundary community, comparable to a deep scattering layer, is a

distinct, land-associated micronekton community that covers many kilometers over the

slope of each island (Reid 1994). Many of the species found in the boundary community

migrate diurnally, reaching depths of 400-700 m during the day and ranging from the

surface to 400 m at night (Reid 1994). The boundary community also migrates

horizontally, moving nearly 2 km toward shore until midnight, when it achieves its

maximum density in waters approximately I km from the shoreline. After midnight, the

community migrates away from shore as it descends (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). Rather

than foraging offshore for the entire night, we hypothesize that spinner dolphins track the

horizontal migration of their prey, maximizing their foraging time and allowing them to

forage on the layer at its highest densities.
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Figure 10.1. Spatial scales over which
the boundary community around the
Hawai'ian Islands occurs. Temporal
scale generally increases with
increasing spatial scale; smaller
aggregations form and dissipate more
quickly than larger aggregations.
Grayscale is proportional to the density
of prey at each scale so at smaller
scales, prey is found in more dense
aggregations.

While little is known about the foraging behavior of spinner dolphins, they are a

good model pelagic predator for a combination of reasons: (I) Their prey is dynamic,

both spatially and temporally, at small and large scales (Figure 10.1), permitting

questions about the effects of pattern and scale on foraging to be addressed (Benoit-Bird

et al. 2001). (2) Unlike many other pelagic systems, a teclmique exists for surveying the

abundance and density of the prey rapidly and with high spatial resolution (Benoit-Bird

and Au 2001; Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). (3) Resource acquisition is the primary focus of

spinner dolphins at night because spinner dolphins feed on small, individual prey, but

have high energetic needs (Norris et al. 1994) and very limited time to forage due to their

physiology and the prey behavior of their prey. (4) It is unlikely that spinner dolphins and

their prey could overlap simply based on shared responses to environmental cues. The

pelagic environment has limited cues; the boundary layer is extensively distributed

(covering kilometers); the layer's distribution is predictable regardless of tides, currents,

and other oceanographic factors; and it does not respond to bottom topography (Benoit-

Bird et al. 2001). Most importantly, spinner dolphins, approximately 2 m in length, and

boundary community animals, less than 10 cm in length, face very different pressures and
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are not likely to be similarly affected by enviromnental factors. We hypothesized that the

foraging behavior of spinner dolphin would be affected by the temporal and spatial

dynamics of their prey at both large and small scales. We also hypothesized that

observations of predator-prey overlap would be affected by the method chosen to

measure abundance of predators and prey.

Methods

Active-acoustic surveys were used to determine: (1) the minimum and maximum

depth of the prey layer, (2) the relative abundance of prey and of spinner dolphins, (3) the

depths at which the density of prey was near its maximum, (4) the depth of spinner

dolphins, and (5) the geometric and density characteristics of prey patches.

Sampling Locations

A total of 620 kilometers were surveyed off the leeward coasts of three Hawai' ian

islands, Hawai'i, Oahu, and Lanai, at sites approximately 1.0-1.3 km from the shoreline

(inshore sites), and 2.8-3.0 km from the shoreline (offshore sites). Each 5- to 10-km long

transect was sampled at 90-minute intervals between 1800 and 0400. Each of eleven

transects was surveyed at seven sampling times. Each combination of time and transect

was replicated at least twice off Oahu, and during two separate cruises (November 1999

and June 2001) off Hawai'i. (See Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001 for further details.) All

sampling locations included sites known for their daytime abnndance of spinner dolphins,

including Kealakekua Bay off Hawai'i, Manele Bay off Lanai, and Electric Beach off

Oahu.
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Acoustic Data

Quantitative acoustic data from both the mesopelagic boundary community and

spinner dolphins off the coasts of the three Hawai'ian islands were collected using a

Computrol, Tournament Master Fishfinder NCC 5300, modified to read directly into a

laptop computer (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). The echosounder uses a 200 kHz (well above

the hearing range of dolphins (Johnson 1967»), 130 j.ts long pulse and has a 156-m

vertical range. The envelope of the echo was digitized at a sampling rate of 5 or 10kHz

using a Rapid System R1200 or a Computer Board PC DASI6/12-AO. Data acquisition

was triggered by the outgoing signal. The transducer's signal was a downward pointing,

10 degree cone (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). The transducer was towed beside the vessel at

2.6 mls (5 knots) over the bottom, approximately 0.3 m below the surface of the water.

Density of mesopelagic animals was calculated with an echo energy integration

technique (MacLennan and Simmonds 1992), as in Benoit-Bird et al., 2001. Target

strengths of large, individual animals were calculated using an indirect calibration

procedure incorporating reference targets (Benoit-Bird and Au 2001; Benoit-Bird et al.

2001). We determined from acoustic observations of identified animals that spinner

dolphins have a combination of unique scattering characteristics that makes it possible to

separate spinner dolphins from other animals. The overall target strength of the dolphins

was consistent as a function of depth, within 2 dB of -27 dB (regression relationship:

dolphin target strength = -27 - 0.0005*depth, R2 = 0.0016, N=2884), much less than a

fish of equivalent length (Love 1970). Stronger echoes, presumably from the lungs of the

animal (Au 1996), are found near one end of the animal. The number of echoes obtained

from dolphins was also consistent, both in the horizontal and vertical directions. This is
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the first reported use of active acoustic techniques to study the behavior of cetaceans,

rather than utilizing passive listening techniques.

Active-acoustic dolphin identification was confirmed usmg a combination of

passive acoustics, listening to animal phonations, and visual sightings. A hydrophone was

deployed at the beginning and end of transects and during slow moving transects. An

experienced listener compared the recorded echolocation signals and whistles with

recordings taken in Hawai'i from animals visually identified as S. longirostris. During

transects, an observer on the deck of the ship and one on the bridge noted the presence of

dolphins and identified the species. Spinner dolphins were observed visually

approximately 32% of the time that dolphins were detected acoustically. Beaufort Sea

States greater than I, moonless nights, and the short and nearly synchronized surfacing of

the animals probably contributed to the limited visual observations. The nighttime

behavior of spotted dolphins, observed on two occasions, made them easy to observe for

relatively long periods of time, unlike spinner dolphins. This behavior reduced the chance of

misidentiJYing this other most abundant species in Hawai'ian waters, as spinner dolphins.

Data Analysis

We mapped the position, depth, and signal strength data from the echosounder in

ArcView's Geographic Information System with 3-D Analyst in order to determine the

horizontal and vertical distribution of mesopelagic animals and spinner dolphins. To

calculate the mean depth of spinner dolphins, the number of dolphins was corrected for

search area differences as a function of depth caused by the conical shape of the

transducer's beam by dividing the number of animals located at a particular depth by the

diameter of the beam at that depth. Diameter, not area, of the beam was used because the
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second dimension of the beam is covered by the direction of the transect. The relative

abundance (analogous to catch-per-unit-effort) of spinner dolphins was defined as the

percent of sampling time that dolphins were observed. The relative abundance of

mesopelagic animals was defined as the percent of the outgoing signals that returned with

animals present (MacLennan and Simmonds 1992; Benoit-Bird et al. 2001).

The Webster method (Webster 1973), a technique used to find significant

differences in a variable over space, was used to determine the edges of patches and gaps

in the density of mesopelagic boundary animals (in animals/m3
, calculated using echo

energy integration). Using a 2 m + 2 m window, a t-statistic was calculated by subtracting

the mean density of mesopelagic animals in one window from the mean density in the

other and dividing by the standard deviation of the prey density of the entire transect

(Legendre and Legendre 1998). Locations of significant change in density either

alongshore or with depth, a=0.05, determined by a one-tailed t-statistic with a

progressive Bonferroni correction (Legendre and Legendre 1998), were defined as

boundaries. This method resulted in sharp boundaries, allowing patches to be easily

identified using the centroid method (Legendre and Legendre 1998). The density

boundary determined by this technique defined the patches when the background density

of prey was zero, and the boundaries of gaps when the background density was not zero

within the prey layer's depth range. Due to the large differences in prey density between

the background and bounded regions, this technique was robust in identifYing patches

and gaps regardless of window size (0.5 m - 5 m) or p-value selected (0.005-0.15).

The effects of the dolphin presence, time of day, distance from the shoreline, trip,

and island on the density (mean, maximum, and variance) and geometric characteristics
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(horizontal extent, vertical extent, and distance to nearest neighboring patch) of prey

patches, averaged over a transect, were investigated using Pillai's trace statistics from a

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). A discriminant function analysis of the

same characteristics was also used to examine the differences between patches with and

without dolphins. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate the effects

of the presence of dolphins on individual patch characteristics. In areas where the

boundary community formed an extensive layer, with pairs of small, vertical

discontinuities or gaps, the characteristics of the area between the gaps (dolphins present)

were compared to the average of the characteristics of the 25 m (approximately the mean

of the intergap distance) on either side of the gap area (dolphins absent) using split-plot

ANOVAs. We also used a multi-factor ANOVA to assess differences in the horizontal

extent of patches and intergap areas containing dolphins. For all analyses, examination of

the residuals indicated that transformations of the data were not necessary to satisfY the

assumptions of ANOVA.

Results

The relative abundance of spinner dolphins and their prey showed similar patterns

for all three islands surveyed (Figure 10.2). At inshore sites, there was an increase in the

relative abundance of both dolphins and their prey from 1800 hours to midnight and then

a decrease after midnight. The offshore sites showed a decrease in relative abundance of

both dolphins and prey from 2100 hours to midnight and then an increase from midnight

to 0300 hours. These results show that spinner dolphins were tracking their prey at large

scales by following the die! horizontal migration of their prey, counter to the existing

view that they forage offshore all night (Norris et al. 1994).
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Figure 10.2. Relative abundance of spinner dolphins and boundary community animals
at inshore sampling sites (a), and offshore sampling sites (b) for all islands combined.
The solid lines represent relative abundance of the boundary layer, i.e. the percent of
outgoing signals that return echoes from the boundary community. Error bars represent
standard deviation. The open bars represent relative abundance of spinner dolphins, i.e.
the percent of sampling time that dolphins were observed with the echosounder.
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Figure 10.3. Depth distribution of the boundary community (filled bars) and spinner
dolphins (open bars) for inshore transects (a) and offshore transects (b) for all three
islands combined. Error bars for the boundary community's distribution represent
standard deviation. All observed spinner dolphins are represented in the dolphin
distribution. Hatched bars within the distribution of the boundary community's
distribution represent the depth at which the density of the boundary community was
within 10% of its maximum. Circles within the dolphin's distribution represent the mean
depth for all dolphins observed, corrected for differences in effort due to the transducer's
beam width.
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Off all three islands, the depth of the upper limit of the boundary layer and the

depth of maximum prey density decreased from 2100 to 0000 and increased from 0000 to

0300, indicating the layer's vertical migration (Figure 10.3). At the offshore sites, two

distinct layers in the prey were present at midnight, both with high prey density regions.

Correlating with this vertical migration, the vertical range of spinner dolphins was also

shallower at midnight. The vertical range of spinner dolphins was narrower than the

range of the prey layer except at the offshore sites at midnight, when two distinct layers

in the prey were present. The mean depth of spinner dolphins was always within 10m of

the depth of highest prey density, indicating that spinner dolphins were tracking their

prey's density vertically. The mean depth of dolphins was always shallower than the

minimum depth of the dense prey aggregations for all locations and times with the

exception of the offshore sites at midnight. This is perhaps because of their limitations as

air-breathing mammals and the transit-time to depth associated with these limitations.
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Figure 10.4. The distribution of prey off the various islands. Areas of significantly
different prey density are shown in grayscale with black indicating a prey density of zero
and white indicating a density of 50 prey animals/m3

. Off Hawai'i and the southern
portions of the Oahu transects (a), where overall prey density was low, the boundary
community was distributed in small (meters to tens of meters), discrete patches. Off
Lanai and the northern portions of the Oahu transects (b), where overall prey density was
high, the boundary community was found in an extensive layer with horizontally small
discontinuities or gaps. These gaps were found in pairs, approximately 25 m apart, and
always contained dolphins.
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The distribution of prey off the islands changed with different prey densities

(Figure 10.4). Off Hawai'i and the southern portions of the Oahu transects where overall

prey density was low (mean density within the layer 15 animals/m3
, maximum density

700 animals/m\ the boundary community was distributed in small (meters to tens of

meters), discrete patches. Off Lanai and the northern portions of the Oahu transects,

where overall prey density was high (mean density within the layer 23 animals/m3
,

maximum 1500 animals/m\ the boundary community was found in an extensive layer

(kilometers) with small discontinuities or gaps. These narrow gaps in prey, 0.5-1.5 m

horizontally, were found in pairs, separated by about 25 m. On average, 1.62 gap pairs in

the boundary community were detected per kilometer surveyed. Dolphins were detected

acoustically in all of the 141 gap areas observed off Lanai and Oahu. Only 3 dolphin

acoustic detections were made in areas outside gap pairs off Lanai and Oahu. In the lower

density areas of Hawai'i and south Oahu, an average of 5.1 patches of boundary

community animals were observed for each kilometer surveyed, for a total of 2124

patches. Prey patches contained dolphins approximately 35% of the time.

Table 10.1. PilIai's trace statistics from a MANOVA on the characteristics of prey
patches and intergap areas

Effect Value F Hypothesis df Error df P
Dolphins 0.99 1182.85 6 49 <0.0001
Time 2.27 11.36 24 208 <0.0001
Distance 0.96 224.94 6 49 <0.0001
Trip 0.11 1.04 6 49 ns
Island 0.24 2.57 6 49 <0.05
Dolphins * Time 1.58 5.68 24 208 <0.0001
Dolphins * Distance 0.82 37.43 6 49 <0.0001
Time * Distance 2.64 16.89 24 208 <0.0001
Dolphins * Trip 0.06 0.55 6 49 ns
Time * Trip 0.35 1.80 12 100 ns
Distance * Trip 0.08 0.69 6 49 ns
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The effects of the sampling variables dolphin presence, time of day, distance from

shore, cruise, and island on the characteristics of prey patches and intergap areas were

investigated using a MANOVA (Table 10.1). The results show that only cruise had no

significant effect on prey patch characteristics. Off Lanai and north Oahu, where the prey

was found in extensive layers with dolphins inside gap areas, the characteristics of each

prey intergap area and the average of the 25 m on either side of each intergap were

compared using split-plot ANOVAs. The prey density characteristics mean density,

maximum density, and variance in density varied significantly as a function of time,

distance from the shoreline, island, and dolphin presence (P<0.05 for all comparisons).

Dolphin presence was significantly associated with an increase in mean prey density

(54% higher than dolphin absent patches), maximum prey density (96% higher than

dolphin absent patches), and variance in prey density (335% higher than dolphin absent

patches) (P<O.OOl for all comparisons). Vertical extent of the prey layer varied

significantly with time and distance from the shoreline and their interaction (P<0.05), but

not with island or dolphin presence (P>0.05). Given time and distance of the transect

from the shoreline, the discriminant function analysis correctly categorized all dolphin

present patches. Classification error for dolphin-absent patches, given time and distance

from shore, was 4.8%. If data for all times of day and both distances from shore are

pooled, dolphin present patches were misclassified 2.3% of the time while dolphin absent

patches were misclassified 31.4% of the time.

To specifically investigate the association between dolphins and individual prey

patch characteristics, prey patches in which dolphins were observed were compared with

prey patches without dolphins by averaging individual characteristics within a transect

and analyzing the transect averages of prey patches with and without dolphins using an

ANOVA. The presence of dolphins was significantly associated with an increase in mean
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prey density (26% higher than dolphin absent patches), maximum prey density (45%

higher than dolphin absent patches), and variance in prey density (309% higher than

dolphin absent patches). The presence of dolphins was associated with a significant

decrease in the horizontal extent of prey patches (46 m smaller than other patches) and

distance between prey patches (18 m nearer to neighboring patches) (P<O.OOI for all

comparisons), even while ignoring the other factors, including time of day and distance

from shore, that significantly impact these characteristics. There were no significant

differences in the vertical extent of patches in prey with and without dolphins (P>0.05,

obsenred power=0.91).

Table 10.2. Analysis of variance of horizontal size of patches and intergap areas

Source
Island
Gap or Patch
Distance from shore
Time
Error

SS df
49 2
18 1
o 1

28 2
2233 410

MS F P
19 2.48 NS
16 2.84 NS
o 0.04 NS

14 1.42 NS
5

The observed power of the test was 0.87

The horizontal size of prey patches and intergap areas in which dolphins were

observed was analyzed for differences related to island, time, distance from the shoreline,

and distribution type (intergap area or patch) (Table 10.2). No significant differences

were found in the horizontal extent of prey areas in which dolphins were present as a

function of any of these sources (P>O.05). The overall observed power was 0.87.

Spinner dolphins were almost always acoustically detected in pairs; of 1424

sightings of dolphins, 1331 were ofapair of dolphins, 63 were of triads, and 30 were of

solitary animals. These pairs were evident in visual observations of surfacings as well.

Pairs of animals were observed both visually and acoustically as part oflarger, more
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Figure 10.5. An example of targets identified as spinner dolphins within an intergap area
off Oahu. Prey density is proportional to the grayscale. Targets with a range of target
strengths between -25 and -29 dB are shown in white. Eleven pairs of dolphins in a V
shaped formation are visible in this high prey density, intergap area that is approximately
25 m in horizontal extent. Spinner dolphins were most often observed in pairs and pairs
were commonly observed as parts of larger groups, as shown here. These larger groups
were acoustically detected in diagonal or helical formations in nearly 90% of the
instances in which they were observed.

dispersed groups. Because the acoustic surveys could only sample a narrow band along a

straight line, and animals just to one side or the other of the beam would be missed, it is

impossible to accurately estimate group sizes acoustically. Visual observations of group

sizes are probably biased towards larger groups, because large groups would be easier to

detect. However, groups of 5 pairs were the most common aggregation detected

acoustically, and groups of as many as 26 animals were regularly recorded. The mean

estimated size of visually observed groups was 9 pairs. Paired dolphins were always

observed in echelon formation, with one dolphin above the other and offset horizontally

nearly one body length. When groups of pairs were detected acoustically, they were in
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diagonal or V-shaped formations 90% of the time. Strongly coordinated, cooperative

movements by a large number of animals were observed to be characteristic of spinner

dolphins foraging on the boundary community in Hawai'i. Figure 10.5 shows an example

of acoustic data from an intergap prey area in which 11 pairs of dolphins were observed

in a V-shaped formation. It is important to note that this is a three-dimensional pattern

compressed into two dimensions because of the methods used. The vertical orientation of

the gaps provides strong circumstantial evidence that the prey is formed into a cylinder,

with dolphins offset around a spiral. If the dolphins were swimming in a conical

formation, the gaps would be diagonal as the dolphins swam through the prey.

Discussion

Spinner dolphins follow both the vertical and horizontal components of their

prey's diel migrations. The vertical distribution of spinner dolphins in relation to the

vertical distribution of the boundary community shows that off all three islands surveyed,

spinner dolphins follow the vertical migration of the mesopelagic layer. They are also

selecting depths within the layer that have the highest density, similar to behavior

observed in foraging blue whales (Croll et al. 1998). Contrary to the existing belief

(Norris et al. 1994), the patterns in the relative abundance of spinner dolphins in relation

to their prey show that spinner dolphins are not spending the entire night offshore.

Spinner dolphins were visually sighted and acoustically detected within I Ian of the

shoreline with a relatively high frequency, particularly at midnight when the relative

abundance of the boundary community in these inshore areas was highest, and the prey

density reached its maximum (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). Tracking data collected by Norris

et al. (1994) of the leeward coast of Hawaii support the hypothesis that Hawai'ian spinner

dolphins follow the horizontal migration of their prey. Norris et al. (1994) tried to explain
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patterns in their nighttime tracking data as a function of the bottom depth, describing the

pattern by saying the animals "moved back and forth over the slope, sometimes over

moderately deep water" but could find no consistent pattern. A recent study of the

boundary community has shown that distance from shore rather than bottom depth

determines the abundance and density of the prey of spinner dolphins (Benoit-Bird et al.

2001). A reassessment of the tracking data of Norris et al. shows that every night, tagged

animals came within 1 km or less of the shoreline near midnight and reached distances of

up to 8 km from the shore near 2100 and 0300, showing the inshore-offshore pattern we

proposed. The pattern shows that the spinner dolphin population off the coasts of all the

Hawai'ian Islands surveyed tracked the abundance of their prey within the temporal

scales of hours to the entire night, and over spatial scales of tens of meters to several

kilometers. This movement allows them to exploit their prey at its highest densities and

maximizes the time they have to forage.

Micronektonic animals in the boundary community, like most animals of deep

scattering layers, presumably migrate into shallow water to obtain food during the night

(Clarke 1978), when their exposure to visual predators (e.g. tunas, billfish, and

bottomfish) is reduced (Clarke 1970; Blaxter 1974; Enright 1977; Roe and Badcock

1984). Zooplankton undergo similar migrations (Pearre 1979; Ringelberg 1995), needing

to obtain food while avoiding visual predators. The effects of these associated migrations,

a balance of top-down and bottom-up forces, were observed in the Hawai'ian

mesopelagic boundary. High densities of boundary community animals were observed in

areas with increased concentrations of chlorophyll a, a measure of phytoplankton

abundance (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). These areas of high primary productivity are

typically found close to the shores of the islands; the abundance of phytoplankton
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decreases rapidly as deeper, offshore waters are reached (Gilmartin and Revelante 1974).

It appears that the migration patterns of spinner dolphins are the result of an upward,

trophically mediated cascade: phytoplankton are found near the islands; zooplankton

migrate upward and toward shore to reach the phytoplankton while attempting to avoid

becoming prey; micronekton migrate upwards and towards shore to reach the

zooplankton while avoiding their own visual predators. Finally, spinner dolphins stay

inshore during the day to avoid their predators (Norris and Dohl 1980); at night they

swim offshore and begin to follow the migration patterns of mesopelagic micronekton,

reaching the nearshore areas again at the vertex of the mesopelagic boundary

community's migration pattern. This hypothesis has not yet been directly tested with

synoptic data collection on many trophic levels. While the questions of top-down and

bottom-up effects and the role of heterogeneity in these interactions (Hunter and Price

1992) have been a popular topic for ecological investigation, (see a review in Polis et al.

1994), this system presents the unique opportunity for future investigation of these

mechanisms in a pelagic environment.

Spinner dolphins are found within prey patches that have higher density, and

higher variance in density, are closer to neighboring patches, and are much smaller

horizontally than patches that did not contain dolphins. Patches with all of these

characteristics do not exist in the absence of dolphins. Intergap areas also have higher

prey density and variance than the background. These gaps do not exist in the absence of

dolphins. Both patches and intergap areas in prey are the same horizontal size, regardless

of time of day or distance from the shoreline, factors that significantly affect horizontal

size of prey in areas without dolphins. This is evidenced by the significant interaction
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effects observed in the MANOVA between dolphins and time and dolphins and distance

from the shoreline. (The interaction effect between time and distance is discussed in

Benoit-Bird et al. 2001.) It is possible that spinner dolphins simply selected prey areas

with these characteristics. However, if they are only selecting these areas, they selected

all areas within the bounds of the survey that match these characteristics. We hypothesize

that spinner dolphins are altering the geometric and density characteristics of their prey

while foraging. The small, consistent size of patches in which dolphins were found, their

proximity to neighboring, potential source patches, and their high densities suggest that

dolphins were creating these patches by breaking them away from existing patches and

concentrating prey. The coordinated patterns by large numbers of foraging animals

provide a potential mechanism for the alteration of prey patches. We hypothesize that

dolphins are swimming at different depths on the outside edges of a prey area,

concentrating the prey by tightening the circle around it, thus creating the strong, vertical

edges observed in patches with dolphins and the vertical gaps associated with groups of

dolphins. Such swimming behavior would produce the v-shaped dolphin group patterns

observed with the echosounder. To test this hypothesis requires three-dimensional

information on both predator and prey.

Spinner dolphins forage cooperatively, like many delphinids (see a review III

Wursig 1986) and other pelagic predators (for example Schmitt and Strand 1982;

Anderson 1991; Serfass 1995). The consistent pairing of foraging dolphins, the structured

patterns observed within groups of animals, and the response of the prey to the foraging

predators indicate that foraging is truly cooperative, not just a group of animals

aggregating at a common resource. Cooperative foraging by spinner dolphins (pairs and
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groups of pairs) occurs even with large differences in prey distribution, suggesting that it

is either obligate or involves a social component. Cooperation is particularly evident

when spinner dolphins are foraging in high prey density sites. Dolphins are surronnded

by an extensive prey layer, yet animals forage together, in pairs that are parts of larger,

structured groups. The circle of dolphins creates gaps on the edges of their distribution as

they swim. No dolphins were observed away from the geometric structure of the group.

While it is currently not possible to look at foraging by spinner dolphins in three

dimensions, our results suggest that spinner dolphins are foraging in a way similar to

killer whales, termed 'carousel feeding' by Simila (1997). Groups of killer whales can

herd prey into a dense ball by swimming around the edges of the prey. The mesopelagic

boundary community is not schooling, like the prey of killer whales. It is distributed in

multi-species patches or extensive layers, however the layer appears to respond similarly

to carousel feeding. Unlike killer whales, spinner dolphins foraging on the boundary

community do not force prey closer to the surface, probably because the boundary

community maintains a very specific depth distribution (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001). This

foraging technique provides a potential mechanism by which spinner dolphins could alter

prey patches and form gaps within the mesopelagic boundary community.

The mesopelagic boundary layer, the prey of spinner dolphins, is aggregated at

hierarchically nested levels (Figure 10.1). Spinner dolphins are capable of responding to

overall and local changes in their prey's abundance. These response patterns are

consistent over all three islands, even though the distribution of prey varies significantly

between the islands. Spinner dolphins followed both the die! vertical and horizontal

migrations of their prey, matching prey abundance at spatial scales of tens of meters and
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kilometers, and temporal scales of hours to the entire night. Within the vertical

distribution of their prey, spinner dolphins were found most often near the highest prey

densities, which were confined to a narrow depth range, showing that spinner dolphins

matched the density patterns of their prey at the scales of tens of meters and hours.

Spinner dolphins also matched the density of their prey at the scale of a patch, less than

25 m in size and changing over short temporal scales (e.g. minutes). The overlap between

spinner dolphins and their prey at this range of scales is contrary to other studies of

pelagic predator-prey interactions. The studies that did not find coherence between

pelagic predators and prey had a notable methodological similarity. While they used a

variety of specific methods to study predators and prey, all of these studies used different

methods for each trophic level. The methods were often described as "simultaneous"

(Piontkovski and Williams 1995), however collection of predator and prey data using

different methods makes it, at best, quasi-synoptic. Data from the two approaches do not

have the same resolution or coverage. More importantly for addressing coherence, the

two data sets are not at the same temporal or spatial scale. This is crucial for highly

mobile animals that can rapidly change their relative positions. It does not seem possible

to find small-scale coherence between data sets collected in this way. Only the largest

scale overlap between spinner dolphins and their prey would have been observed if we

had used methods comparable to other studies, trawling for prey, done for a sister study

(Benoit-Bird and Au 2001), and surface observations used to identify dolphin species.

Dolphins were observed to surface outside the prey areas in which they were foraging,

making it appear that they were foraging on less preferable prey areas.
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Small-scale overlap between other actively foraging pelagic predators and prey

has been found using synoptic data collection (Rose and Leggett 1990). This raises an

important question about a conclusion drawn from studies using non-synoptic methods:

that predators and prey in pelagic systems do not overlap at small scales because of some

fundamental difference between pelagic systems and other habitats. The availability of

truly synoptic data - data taken at the same temporal and spatial scales, with the same

resolution and coverage - has the potential to fundamentally alter our conclusions about

pelagic predator-prey interactions, as well as other interactions in three-dimensional

habitats.
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CHAPTER 11

PREY VALUE AND ENERGY NEEDS:
FORAGING PREDICTIONS FOR WILD SPINNER DOLPHINS

Abstract

Spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) feed on individual small (2-10 em long)

prey that undergo diel vertical migrations, making the prey inaccessible during the day.

The caloric density of mesopelagic animals from Hawai'i was high (2837 cal/g wet weight

for myctophid fishes, shrimps, and squids). Their total caloric content, however, was low

because of their small size. Energy value of prey and energetic needs of spinner dolphins

were used to examine the effect of time and energy constraints on dolphin foraging.

Spinner dolphins need to consume a minimum of 1.25 large prey items per minute to

meet their basic energetic needs for maintenance. If the additional energy costs of

foraging are considered, the necessary foraging rate increases only slightly when large

prey are consumed. If smaller prey are consumed, the total energy demand may be twice

the basic maintenance value. Prey density and size are predicted to be important for

dolphin foraging success. The prey size predictions compare well with results from

previous gut content studies and from stomach contents of a recently stranded spinner

dolphin which had enough prey in its stomach to meet its calculated basic maintenance

energetic needs for a day.

Introduction

Spinner dolphins, Stenella longirostris, a subtropical pelagic species, consume

small, mesopelagic prey, presumably one prey item at a time (Norris & Dohl, 1980).

Analyses of stomach contents of spinner dolphins revealed that they are primarily

nocturnal feeders; their stomachs are full when caught early in the day and empty when
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caught at other times of the day (Norris & Dohl, 1980). Stomachs of spinners caught off

the coast of West Africa (Cadenet & Doutre, 1959) and in the eastern tropical Pacific

(perrin et aI., 1973) contained mostly myctophid fish. Fitch and Brownell (1968), also

studying spinner dolphins in the eastern tropical Pacific, found that two species of

myctophid fish, Benthosema panamense and Lampanyctus parvicauda, accounted for

more than 50% of their diet. Animals from the eastern tropical Pacific also had large

numbers of individuals from other mesopelagic fish families including Gonostomatidae,

Melamphaidae, and Bregmacerotidae (Perrin et aI., 1973; Fitch & Brownell, 1968).

Mesopelagic squid species, mostly from the family Endoploteuthidae, comprised a large

proportion (nearly 30%) of the prey consumed by spinner dolphins in the eastern tropical

Pacific (Perrin et aI., 1973).

Stomach contents of spinner dolphins caught or stranded in Hawai'ian waters are

similar to those caught in other locations, containing primarily small (2-10 em)

mesopelagic fishes and squids. Norris et al. (1994) found that more than 50% by number

of the contents of Hawai'ian spinner dolphin stomachs were myctophid fish. Two studies

found that Hawai'ian spinner dolphins consumed large proportions of mesopelagic

squids; Abralia trigonura and Abralia astrosticta were the most abundant species (Norris

& Dohl, 1980; Clarke & Young, 1998). One difference in the diet of Hawai'ian spinner

dolphins from that of animals from other locations is the relatively large contribution of

the sergestid crustacean Sergia lucens to their diet, as well as a small contribution by

pasiphaeid crustaceans (Norris & Dohl, 1980; Norris et aI., 1994).

Nearly all of the species identified from the stomachs of Hawai'ian spinner

dolphins are components of the mesopelagic boundary community (Reid et al., 1991).
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The mesopelagic boundary community is a land-associated community which has a

composition of fishes, shrimps, and squids that is distinct from the micronektonic

community found in waters beyond the archipelago's slopes (Reid, 1994). Many of the

species found in the boundary community migrate diurnally, reaching depths of 400-700

m during the day and ranging from the surface to 400 m at night (Reid, 1994). The

boundary community also migrates horizontally, moving nearly 2 km towards shore until

midnight, when it achieves its maximum density in waters approximately 1 km from the

shoreline. After midnight, the community then migrates away from shore as it descends

(Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001). Rather than foraging offshore for the entire night, spinner

dolphins track the horizontal migration of their prey (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). It is

hypothesized that this tracking of their prey allows spinner dolphins to maximize their

foraging time while foraging on the prey at its highest densities (Benoit-Bird & Au,

2002b). In order to examine the effect on time and energy constraints on spinner

dolphins, data on the energy content of spinner dolphin prey and estimates ofthe foraging

needs of spinner dolphins are presented. In addition, the effects of foraging costs on

energy needs and foraging rates as well as the relationship between available prey and

spinner dolphin energy needs are examined. The estimates obtained are compared with

results from gut content studies and data from a spinner dolphin that recently stranded

just after sunrise at 0700 hours on Oahu, Hawai'i.

Methods and Results

Prey Value

Animals from the mesopelagic boundary community were captured alive using an

Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl. Their backscattering strength (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001),
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wet weight, dry weight, biovolume, and caloric content (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002a) were

measured. The total caloric content of individual prey items from the boundary community

measured with a bomb calorimeter increases with increasing anirnallength (Figure 11.1). The,

the relationship can be described by a power function for myctophid fishes and a linear

function approximately describes the relationship for shrimp and squid where E is energy

content in calories, and L is total length in em for all three groups.

EFish=8.8*Lz.64
, R~.87; EShrimp=228*L-78.2, RZ=0.87; Esqui<F214*L-379.6, RZ=a.80

A single linear relationship can be fitted through all three groups pooled for simplification of

analysis (ETotal=43 8.1 *Length - 1379.7) while retaining a relatively strong fit (Rz=o.71).
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The relationship between the wet weight of individual animals and their energy content in

calories is shown in Figure 11.2 (Calories=2496.7*Wet weight + 54.8; R2=0.95). The

distribution of prey caloric content per gram of wet weight (Figure 11.3) was unimodal

and approximated a normal distribution. There were also no significant differences in the

caloric content per gram of animal wet weight between shrimp, myctophids, and squid
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(ANOVA df=2, p>O.l 0). The caloric density of animals from the mesopelagic boundary

community is high (mean 2837 cal/g wet weight) relative to food commonly fed to

marine mammals in captivity (Table 11.1). Only anchovies and sardines, both high in oil

content like mesopelagic animals, come close to the energy density of the food consumed

by spinner dolphins in the wild.

Table 11.1. Mean caloric densities (calories per gram of wet weight) for prey items
commonly fed to marine mammals compared with the boundary community prey of
Hawai'ian spinner dolphins and other midwater micronektonic animals

Mean cal/g ww Source
Boundary community 2837 This paper
Anchovy 2808 Kizevetter, 1971
Sardines 2300 Honda et aI., 1992
Capelin 1266 - 1863 Martensson et al, 1996
Herring 1480 - 1831 Kaste1ein et al., 2002; Martensson et al, 1996
Other midwater vertical migrators 1800 Brooks, 1977
Mackerel 1700 Cox et aI., 1996
Cod 1003 - 1340 Smith et aI., 1997; Martensson et ai, 1996
Smelt 1200 Breese, personal communication
Squid 852 Cox et aI., 1996

Total Caloric Needs

No food intake values are available for spinner dolphins, Stenella longirostris,

either in the wild or in captivity. In order to estimate the total energy required for

maintenance of a spinner dolphin, the kilocalories per kilogram of body weight required

to maintain a captive striped dolphin, Stenella coeruleoalba (Kastelein et al., 2002a), was

applied to the full range of spinner dolphin weights. The maintenance requirement for

striped dolphins, 54 kcal/kg of dolphin per day, compares well with the average

maintenance energy values reported for other delphinids in captivity (1. Pawloski and M.

Breese, at author's address, personal communication; Kastelein et al., 2002b). The
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estimated kilocalories, assuming a 54 kcal/kg maintenance need, required for

maintenance each day by spinner dolphins of various sizes are shown in Table 11.2.

Table 11.2. Estimated kilocalories required by spinner dolphins each day for
maintenance

Dolphin weight (kg)

Foraging Costs

Stranded animal
Small adult female
Average adult
Large adult male

45
55
65
75

kcallday
2438
2979
3521
4063

Maintenance energy requirements, such as those above, obtained from captive

studies include only costs associated with feeding, but not those associated with foraging.

Most published estimates also do not represent the needs of pregnant or lactating females.

In order to understand the importance of food to spinner dolphins, the effects of foraging

costs on energy needs and food intake rates need to be explored. Spinner dolphins

foraging on the Hawaiian mesopelagic boundary community move at least 8 km back and

forth over the slope of the island each night while following the horizontal migration of

their prey. Near the beginning and end of the prey's migration, spinner dolphins probably

dive to depths of at least 150 m. Near the apex of the migration, their diving depths are

reduced to an average of 25 m (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). Hawai'ian spinner dolphins

feed cooperatively, in pairs, within relatively large groups (20 or more animals). They

appear to actively concentrate their prey by swimming in a circle about 25 m in diameter

around the outside edges of the prey (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). The costs associated

with prey search (swimming, acoustic searching, diving, and 'herding') are not likely to
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be affected by the size of individual prey. The costs of swimming over the island's slopes

to find prey would be the same, regardless of prey size (see Yazdi et a!., 1999). Acoustic

prey searching ability at a large scale is not affected by individual prey size, but by the

distribution of the prey patch or entire scattering layer because of volume reverberation

(Urick, 1983). Costs associated with diving to the prey layer (see Williams et aI., 1999),

would also probably be independent of prey size because the depth of prey is not strongly

correlated with size in the upper 150 m (Reid, 1994). Finally, the conserved nature of the

observed cooperative 'herding' behavior (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b), suggests constant

effort on each prey patch. While little information is available with which to directly

estimate these costs for spinner dolphins, their effects on spinner dolphin total energetic

needs and foraging rates can be investigated. The foraging costs of finding prey, diving to

the layer, and 'herding' are associated with prey patches and are relatively isolated from

individual prey, so they will be referred to collectively as 'search' costs. These search

costs are amortized over all prey in each patch successfully captured in a foraging bout,

and consequently within a foraging bout, they would be the same for each item,

regardless of the item's caloric content.

A range of search costs from 0.00-0.15 kcal per prey item was investigated. This

represents an increase of 0-8% over the animal's maintenance metabolic rate during the II

hours of foraging for consumption of largest prey. Increases in metabolic rate of 10% for

efficient swimming (Yazdi et al., 1999) and 20% or more for diving have been observed in

dolphins (Williams et al., 1999). Because dolphins are probably not swimming and

diving for the entire foraging time, lower costs were used in our calculations. However,

using values of up to 50% increase over maintenance metabolic rate do not affect the
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conclusions of the analysis. The effect of adding fixed costs on the number of prey

that must be consumed by an average-size spinner dolphin are shown in Figure 11.4,

In all cases, the number of prey necessary to meet the animal's energy needs decays

with increasing prey size. When no search cost is assessed and prey average 2.5 cm in

length, a total of nearly 15,000 prey items must be eaten, or an average of 22

prey/min over the 11 hours the boundary community is available to spinner dolphins.

When a dolphin consumes large prey, averaging 10 cm in length (the largest prey

available within the boundary layer), about 825 prey items must be consumed, or an

average of 1.25 prey/min. Because these search costs remain the same regardless of

prey size, the costs have a greater impact on an animal foraging on small prey. When

a meager 0.15 kcal/prey cost is added (less than the increase in metabolic costs of

swimming for the entire foraging bout), the number of prey necessary to meet a

dolphin's need goes up to nearly 40,000 for a 2.5-cm prey item (Figure 11.4), This
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is a more than three-fold increase over the estimate with no search cost. For 10-cm prey,

the increase in the number of prey that must be consumed when a 0.15 kcal/prey cost is

added only represents a few percent increase. Figure 11.5 shows the total calories that must

be consumed by the same animal as a function of prey size at different estimated search

costs. These results suggest that animals should focus foraging effort on prey items about 6

cm in total length or longer in order to minimize the number of prey and consequently the

total number ofcalories they need to consume.

Search costs are probably independent of prey size, however, prey capture costs

probably increase with prey size because prey mobility also increases. If prey capture costs

increase proportionately with prey size as observed in fish (Sambilay, 1990) and squid

(Yatsu et al., 1999), the simplest case, then the prey capture cost can be expressed as a

percentage of the post-search value of the prey (Figure 11.5). The values selected are

within the same range as the percentage increase in metabolic rates associated with burst
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swimming over efficient swimming (Yazdi et aI., 1999). This added prey capture cost

decreases the slope of the total calorie curve between small and large prey items. Changing

the prey capture cost to a higher value, shifts the curve up and further decreases the

difference in total calories that must be consumed between small and large prey. However,

even at the lowest fixed search cost (0.05 kcal/prey), it is not possible to negate the

differences between small and large prey in the total calories that need to be consumed by

the dolphin.
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Lactation Costs

Little information is available on the costs of lactation or pregnancy in cetaceans.

Captive bottlenose dolphins did not change their food consumption during gestation but

increased their food consumption by 58-97% during lactation (Kastelein et aI., 2002b).

Other mammals that feed their offspring for a similar amount of time including hamsters

and humans also increase their energy consumption by more than 50% (Day et aI., 2002;
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Dufour et aI., 2002). Increases in the average-size female spinner dolphin's food intake

by various percentages to represent the costs oflactation are shown in Figure 11.6

How Fast Must a Dolphin Eat?

Spinner dolphins have a limited foraging depth, estimated at 250 m (Fitch &

Brownell, 1968). This means that the boundary community is inaccessible to spinner

dolphins during the day due to its vertical migrations. Based on the vertical migration

patterns observed in the boundary layer by Reid (1994) and Benoit-Bird et aI. (2001), the

bonndary layer is accessible to spinner dolphins for approximately 11 hours of each day.

An average size adult spinner dolphin eating only the largest prey available (l0 em in

length) would need to average 1.25 prey items per minute of their foraging time. Adding

both prey search and capture costs does not substantially alter this rate, increasing it to

only a maximum of 1.4 prey/min. If the length of prey averaged 7.5 em, between 3 and 4

prey/min would need to be consumed for maintenance energy, depending on search and

capture costs. If prey were on average, only 2.5 em long, the number of prey consumed

per minute would range between 22 and 46, depending on total foraging costs.

Which Prey to Eat?

Because there are no strong differences in the amount of energy available

within the different major taxonomic groups of mesopelagic prey around Hawai'i,

no advantage of prey groups is clearly evident. However, there are probably

differences in the costs of foraging upon the different prey groups, particularly in

prey detection and handling. Assuming spinner dolphins use echolocation to find

their prey, the backscattering strength of prey items determines the ability of

cetaceans to detect them. Shrimps and squids have a much smaller backscattering

cross-section than myctophids, meaning that they are weaker echolocation
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targets (Figure 11.7). Spinner dolphins use broadband (-35 kHz bandwidth) signals with

a peak frequency near 100 kHz (Schotten et a!., 2002) rather than the narrow, 200 kHz

utilized by Benoit-Bird and Au (2001) to measure scattering. However, the relative

scattering strengths are probably similar because these differences in scattering strengths

between fish, shrimp, and squids have been observed at individual frequencies between

30 and 220 kHz (MacLennan & Simmonds, 1992). Individual shrimps and squids would

be detectable with sonar over less range than myctophid fishes. There are also important

differences in the ability of sonar to determine prey size between the prey groups,

significant because of the hypothesized effect of prey size on a spinner dolphin's ability

to meet its energetic needs. While all groups of prey exhibit an increase in backscattering

strength with increasing length, the differences in backscatter from shrimp and squid over

the range of available prey sizes is small (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2001). Because

backscattering strength is also affected by orientation of the animal (Benoit-Bird & Au,
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2001) and its behavior (Amaya et aI., 1989a; Amaya et aI., 1989b), these small differences

would make it difficult for a dolphin to accurately estimate the size of a shrimp or squid using

echolocation. Myctophid fishes show a much stronger length-backscattering strength

relationship, making it easier to assess the prey's size with echolocation before it is

consumed. If echolocation is important in prey detection and selection in spinner dolphins,

myctophids should be preferred over shrimp or squid ofequal size.

Once prey is detected and selected, there are probably differences in the ability of

spinner dolphins to capture prey of the different groups. Large differences between

groups exist in the swimming rates of individuals of similar size. Sustained swimming

speeds in a species of shrimp in the same genus, of the same size and body type, as the

most abundant Hawai'ian boundary community shrimp reach 0.06 m/sec, with burst

speeds of 0.2 mlsec (Cowles, 2001). Similar burst speeds have been observed in krill,

similar in size and body plan to mesopelagic boundary shrimp, moving forward,

however, reverse thrusts can reach 1.1 mlsec and can cover 0.6 m (Kils, 1979). Hawai'ian

boundary community myctophids reach sustained speeds of 0.75 mlsec (Reid, 1994).

Burst swimming speeds of fish with the size and fin type of myctophids are estimated at

around 3 mls (Sambilay, 1990). Burst speeds of squid (corrected for body length) can

reach 8 mlsec, with cruising speeds of 0.8 mlsec (Yatsu et aI., 1999). Based on swimming

speed estimates, shrimp are probably the easiest common prey for spinner dolphins to

capture, with myctophids intermediate, and squid the most difficult.

The distribution of mesopelagic boundary community species and their relative

abundance is currently unknown. However, the combination of ease of detection and size

determination of myctophids with echolocation and their moderate swimming abilities
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suggest that they should be preferentially consumed over the other two prey groups.

Shrimp and squid would both be more difficult to detect, however the order ofmagnitude

slower burst speeds of shrimp suggest that, given equal sizes, they should be

preferentially consumed over squid. Information on the distribution of these groups will

help to refine these predictions based on diving costs of dolphins and relative availability

of the groups.

How Much Prey is Available?

The density of mesopelagic boundary community animals around the Hawai'ian

Islands varies as a function of time, distance from the shoreline, and location. The mean

density of animals found nearshore during the night is between 5 and 25 animals/m3
.

Maximum densities can reach up to 1800 animals/m3 (Benoit-Bird et al., 2001). Areas

with spinner dolphins have the highest densities observed (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b).

Utilizing the acoustic scattering-caloric content relationships established by Benoit-Bird

and Au (2002a) for mesopelagic boundary community animals, the minimum available

energy within the layer was estimated. In order to simplify estimates, only the myctophid

relationship was utilized, giving the most conservative estimate of energy possible. The

mean caloric density of the mesopelagic boundary community is estimated at 83 kcaJIm3

with a maximum of nearly 9000 kcal/m3
. The average caloric density of areas in which

spinner dolphins were found ranged between 112 and 186 kcaJIm3
, with a single patch of

prey containing spinner dolphins having between 1.65*106 kcal and 5.95*106 kcal. These

patches in which spinner dolphins were foraging have enough energy to support the

basic, maintenance energetic needs of between 510 and 1830 average size spinner

dolphins if they could exploit all the prey within the patch. The maximum number of

dolphins observed in a single patch at anyone time was 26.
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Large, consistent differences in the numerical density and available energy of

prey were observed between coastlines. The density of animals in the nearshore layer off

the leeward coast of Oahu during the night averages 1.6 times the density observed off

the leeward coast of Hawai'i near Kealakekua Bay (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001). However,

the total available energy per kilometer surveyed off Hawai' i averages twice that off the

leeward coast of Oahu because of differences in the vertical extent of the layer. While

prey off Hawai'i is found in discrete, relatively small patches (tens of meters across), the

prey off Oahu is found in extensive layers, covering kilometers. Because of the

consistency of these differences, differences in the population sizes supported by these

prey layers are predicted. If total available energy is more important in determining

spinner dolphin foraging success, the population density of spinner dolphins off

Hawai'i's leeward coast is predicted to be roughly double that of the leeward Oahu

population. If density is more important for foraging success, the density of spinner

dolphins off the leeward Oahu coast should be higher. Information on the population

densities of spinner dolphins is not available, but differences may provide insights into

the foraging mechanisms used by spinner dolphins.

Stomach Contents of Stranded Spinner Dolphin

A sub-adult female spinner dolphin, weighing approximately 45 kg, stranded

early in the morning on Magic Island, Ala Moana Park on the south shore of Oahu.

Despite attempts to save and rehabilitate the animal, it died. The stomach of the animal

was dissected within 24 hours of death, and the identifiable prey parts, including fish

otoliths, squid lenses and beaks, and whole animals, were preserved. The entire contents

of the stomach weighed 834 g (wet). The identified contents included 2 intact shrimp
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(both Sergio fit/gens), 1012 fish otoliths (96% were identified as myctophids: 88%

Benthosemo, 8% Diaphus), 117 whole squids (all identified as mesopelagic boundary

community species (Reid et aI., 1991)),720 squid eye lenses, and 102 squid beaks. These

prey bodies and parts were interpreted to represent at least 985 individual prey. Because

spinner dolphins captured in the afternoon typically have completely empty stomachs

(Perrin et aI., 1973; Perrin et al., 1999), it is likely that all 985 of the prey items

represented in the stomach contents were eaten the night before the animal stranded.

The distribution of prey caloric content per gram of wet weight (Figure 11.3) was

unimodal and not significantly different from a normal distribution. Because there were

no significant differences between groups, the mean calories per gram of wet weight for

all groups was multiplied by the total weight of the stomach contents to estimate the total

caloric value of the consumed prey. The estimated caloric content of the stomach

contents was about 2400 kcal, making the average calorie content ofeach prey item about

2400 cal. The maintenance energy needs of a spinner dolphin this size were estimated at

2,440 kcal per day (Table 11.2).

To estimate the average length of prey items eaten, the total calorie-length

relationship for squid and myctophids was applied to the average calorie content of each

prey item, giving an average squid total length of 11.4 cm and an average myctophid total

length of 7.8 cm. Applying the wet weight-length relationship for squid and myctophids

separately to the average wet weight of each prey item yielded an average squid total

length of 8.4 cm length and an average myctophid total length of 7.7 cm. The total length

of the 117 whole squids extracted from the stomach ranged from 2.4 to 9.6 cm, with a

mean of7.7 cm (Figure 11.8).
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Conclusions

The energy available within the mesopelagic boundary community far exceeds the

energy necessary to support the spinner dolphin popUlation off the leeward coasts of

Oahu and Hawai'i where spinner dolphins are most commonly sighted. This suggests that

spinner dolphin foraging is limited by time, rather than by the availability of food. The

diel migration behavior of the mesopelagic boundary community probably eliminates the

possibility ofdaytime foraging and changes the costs of foraging throughout the night.

Analysis of the effects of even small incremental foraging costs reveals that

foraging by spinner dolphins on small prey probably increases energetic requirements

dramatically. Predictions from these simple foraging cost models suggest that spinner

dolphins should selectively forage on prey longer than about 6 em. These predictions

match well with the lengths of prey observed in stomach contents. The mean measured

length of whole squid from the single spinner dolphin's stomach examined in this paper

was 7.7 em. The estimated lengths of the other squids and myctophids (based on partially
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digested remains) were 8.4-11.4 cm and 7.7-7.8 cm, respectively. The mean total length

of squid found in Hawai'ian spinner dolphin stomachs by Norris and Dohl (1980)

(converted from mantle lengths) was about 7.8 cm. The distribution of squid lengths

measured in this study shows an inverse relationship to the size distribution of most

boundary community animals (Reid, 1994). This suggests that spinner dolphins are

selectively foraging on larger prey, rather than simply selecting animal sizes at random

from the population. While the sample size for shrimp is small, both this study and Norris

and Dohl (1980) found that shrimp in Hawaiian spinner dolphin stomachs were 4.8-5.2

cm long, somewhat smaller than predicted by the estimated foraging costs. Perhaps the

slow swimming speed of shrimp compared with other groups reduces the costs associated

with foraging upon shrimp. Differences in the size distribution of the prey's populations

may also be a factor.

No matter what size prey spinner dolphins consume from the size distribution

available, the relatively small size of all available prey means that in order to meet their

energetic needs, spinner dolphins need to forage quickly. If spinner dolphins use the

entire time the mesopelagic layer is estimated to be within their foraging range (Fitch &

Brownell, 1968), they would need to eat at an average rate of 1.25 lO-cm long prey/min.

The estimated necessary foraging rates increase dramatically if smaller prey are

consumed, up to 47 2.5-cm long prey/min if foraging costs are considered. If spinner

dolphins consistently consume prey with the average lengths observed in this and the

Norris and Dohl studies (1980), i.e. just under 8 cm in total length, then a dolphin would

need to average 3 to 4 prey/min for the entire II-hour potential foraging time. While it is

unlikely that this rate is constant over time, particularly since the depth of the boundary
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layer changes by a hundred meters or more, the high calculated average values indicate

that spinner dolphins are time limited. This limitation lends support to the idea that

spinner dolphins need to follow both inshore/upward and offshore/downward migrations

of their prey.

The total available energy in the mesopelagic boundary community is substantial

and exceeds the needs of the population of spinner dolphins by orders of magnitude. This

huge excess of energy suggests that density of prey rather than the total available biomass

is likely to determine the density of spinner dolphins. Changes in density of prey

probably have strong effects on the foraging efficiency (i.e., prey capture rate) of spinner

dolphins. This is evidenced by the strong positive correlation between spinner dolphins

and areas of high prey density both vertically and horizontally (Benoit-Bird & Au,

2002b). It appears that spinner dolphins actively increase the density of their prey through

cooperative foraging behavior that decreases the size of prey patches while increasing

their aggregation (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). For this behavior to be adaptive, this

investment of time by spinner dolphins to create prey areas with favorable characteristics

must be outweighed by improvements in foraging efficiency within those prey areas.

The estimates of foraging costs and needs presented here are based on limited

information. While absolute predictions about spinner dolphin foraging cannot be made,

the results point the way for future research testing both the expected results and the

important assumptions. The effects of exploring a range of values in these calculations

provide insight into the constraints under which spinner dolphins forage. A mammal with

relatively high energetic needs, foraging on small mobile prey individually, but with a

sharply limited time to forage, must forage efficiently, both in terms of capture rate and
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selectivity. The importance of food to spmner dolphins and the effects of these

constraints on the patterns observed in their nocturnal behavior are apparent. Spinner

dolphins must be efficient at exploiting their food resources in order to meet their

energetic needs.
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Discussion
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CHAPTER 12

THE ROLE OF MESOPELAGIC BOUNDARY COMMUNITY
DYNAMICS IN THE HAWAl'IAN ISLANDS

The mesopelagic boundary community in the Hawai'ian Islands is an island-

associated sound-scattering layer that serves as an important food resource to many

animals, including spinner dolphins (Norris & Dohl, 1980), billfish (Skillman, 1998),

bottomfish (Haight et aI., 1993), and tunas (He et aI., 1997). Estimates of the caloric

content of this layer range from 7.5 to 8847 kcallmJ with a mean of83 kcallmJ (Benoit-

Bird & Au, 2002a), higher productivity than is typical of subtropical waters. This high

density of available energy is continuous for kilometers (Benoit-Bird et aI., 200 I),

indicating the significant trophic resource this community provides to these predators.

The micronektonic animals in this layer not only serve as one of the most important food

resources in the ocean worldwide (Rasmussen & Giske, 1994), but are also the most

important consumers of zooplankton (Clarke, 1973). Despite the importance of this

transition-zone community, its spatial and temporal dynamics have not been investigated.

Several trawling studies have identified the species composition of this layer (Reid, 1994;

Reid et aI., 1991; Struhsaker, 1973; Amesbury, 1975). However trawling studies are not

capable of the spatial and temporal resolution necessary to investigate the dynamics of

these animals. Active acoustic techniques, while not capable of resolving structural

heterogeneity, can provide rapid surveys of overall distribution with high-coverage and

high-spatial resolution. A combination of various active acoustic techniques was used to

investigate the spatial and temporal dynamics of the mesopelagic boundary community at

a range of scales. These techniques were also utilized to observe the effects of these

dynamics on the foraging behavior of its predators.
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The mesopelagic boundary community, like most scattering layers, undergoes

vertical migrations. However, unlike most scattering layers studied, the vertical

movement of the layer is accompanied by a horizontal migration, moving the layer into

shallow, nearshore waters (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001). The horizontal component of the

movement of some parts of the boundary community is an order of magnitude more rapid

that its vertical movement; 1.67 km!hr in the horizontal direction and up to 0.1 km!hr in

the vertical (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). The dynamics of the horizontal migration off all

coastlines surveyed was linked with the distance of the layer from the shoreline, than as a

function of the depth to the seafloor (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001). This may be related to the

strong horizontal gradient in the distribution of the planktonic prey of mesopelagic

micronekton. The distribution of plankton in Hawai'i also varies more strongly as a

function of distance from shore rather than depth (Hassett & Boehlert, 1999). The

horizontal migration of the boundary layer is probably related to the same factors that

cause the vertical migration of sound-scattering layers, the avoidance of predators and the

consumption of food (Longhurst, 1976; Clarke, 1978). The midwater vertical migrations

of midwater animals have been implicated as a crucial link between benthic and near

surface systems (Koslow, 1997).

The boundary layer is structured spatially as well as temporally. The animals in

the boundary community are not randomly or evenly distributed, but are aggregated in

varying degrees of density (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002e). These aggregations of

micronekton are often part of larger aggregations and can even contain smaller, denser

aggregations. The full range of sizes of aggregations extends from a few meters to several

kilometers. Like many heterogeneous three-dimensional systems, the boundary
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community fits the hierarchical patch model proposed by Kotliar and Wiens (1990). The

size, density, and degree of structure of aggregations or patches in the boundary layer

vary between islands, as a function of time, and as a function of distance from the

shoreline. The variation of patch structure is density-dependent, suggesting that

biological factors are playing a strong role in spatially structuring the boundary layer

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002e).

The boundary community, while dynamic and spatially heterogeneous, is also

predictable. The horizontal migration of the layer places it at specific locations relative to

the shoreline, regardless of night or coastline surveyed. The vertical position of the layer,

which varies as a function of time throughout the vertical migration, varies little between

nights when these factors are accounted for. The spatial structure of the boundary layer

changes with time of day, location, and overall density. However, when the density of the

boundary layer is known, the overall spatial structure is predictable. This relative

predictability allows other animals in the system to interact with the boundary community

effectively, and potentially to respond to the dynamics to their greatest advantage. The

consistency of the layer also makes it possible to make predictions about the impacts of

its dynamics on other components of the system.

The effects of the mesopelagic boundary community's dynamics are perhaps most

easily observable in their effects on predator behavior. The migration behavior of the

boundary layer affects the costs and benefits of foraging as the depth, horizontal position,

density, and distribution patterns change over the migration. The boundary layer is found

at depths of 400 to 700 m during the day and near-surface to 400 m at night; the vertical

migration of the boundary layer alters its depth by up to 400 m each night (Reid, 1994;
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Reid et aI., 1991). This dramatic, rapid, and relatively predictable change of depth

significantly affects its predators. Hawai'ian spinner dolphins are known to feed

exclusively on mesopelagic micronekton, much of it from the boundary layer (Norris &

Dohl, 1980). Spinner dolphins are capable of feeding at depths of 250 m (Fitch &

Brownell, 1968), although they were not observed deeper than 125 m in Hawai'i (Benoit

Bird & Au, 2002d). Dive limitations may eliminate the opportunity for spinner dolphins

to forage on the boundary layer during the day. The amount of time spinner dolphins

have to forage on the boundary layer is limited by the boundary community's vertical

migration. While it is not known at what times during the migration the top of boundary

layer reaches 250 m, the vertical movement of the layer begins near dusk and dawn. This

limits the potential foraging time by spinner dolphins upon the layer to no more than

thirteen hours.

The vertical migration of the boundary layer completely eliminates the potential

for spinner dolphin foraging at some times, however, even when the layer is within a

dolphin's dive range, the costs of foraging are altered by the layer's vertical movement.

As air-breathing animals, spinner dolphins are tied to the surface. Deeper dives are

physiologically and energetically more costly Dive times are limited by these

physiological costs. Food at deeper depths would take longer to reach. With a limited

total dive time, deeper food resources would permit less feeding time, while the costs of

travel to the food would increase. Spinner dolphins in Hawai'i follow the vertical

migration of the shallowest mesopelagic layer, perhaps to mitigate these costs while

maximizing their foraging time (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002d).
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Other marine mammals would face similar limitations and cost-benefit tradeoffs

when foraging upon the boundary layer. If humpback whales forage in Hawai'i (Benoit

Bird & Au, 2002c), they would also be limited to nocturnal foraging by the vertical

migration of the boundary layer. With a presumed foraging depth limit of 200 m

(Whitehead et aI., 1980), humpback whales would face constraints similar to spinner

dolphins. However, female humpback whales foraging on a deep food resource might

face an additional cost when they have dependent calves. Dependent humpback whale

calves usually remain near the surface in nearshore areas. This is likely to reduce the risk

of predation, strong waves, and aggressive males (Smultea, 1994). Unlike spinner

dolphins, which are found in large groups (Norris & Dohl, 1980), adult humpbacks in

Hawai'i are most often solitary, particularly females with calves. Thus females with

dependent offspring would face a great risk leaving them alone at the surface while they

forage on a relatively deep resource. This might limit foraging by females with calves to

only the time close to midnight when the boundary layer can be found within a few

meters of the surface in nearshore waters (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001).

Stomach contents of deepwater fish show that at least some snapper species, in

particular onaga, Etelis coruscans, forage on species found within the mesopelagic

boundary layer (Haight et aI., 1993). Deepwater snappers probably have a non

overlapping distribution with the boundary layer. During the day, the layer is further

offshore, in deeper water than the snappers' preferred habitat (Reid et aI., 1991).

Snappers are linked to the bottom presumably for food and refuge. When the horizontal

positions of the layer and the snappers are the same, their vertical distributions are

probably different. The boundary layer tends to avoid the bottom (Reid, 1994; Benoit-
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Bird 2002b) so in order to forage on it, a snapper might need to leave its preferred habitat

at night. Movement into the water column probably increases the risk of predation,

particularly for smaller fish. As the bottom edge of the layer continues moving upward,

the costs for a benthic or demersal animal of foraging upon the layer increase. The

boundary layer descends again towards dawn, probably lowering foraging costs for

bottom-linked fish. Instead of being affected by the shallow edge of the boundary layer

like spinner dolphins, any foraging by deepwater snappers on the boundary conununity

would be controlled by the deep edge of the layer. If such foraging occurs, it may be

related to twice-nightly vertical movements of onaga above the bottom reported by some

fishermen.

Many species of tuna also feed upon the mesopelagic boundary community (He et

aI., 1997) or other deep-scattering layers (Arena, 1981; King & Ikehara, 1956; Marchal &

Lebourges, 1996; Perrin et al., 1973; Pinkas et aI., 1971). Bigeye and yellowfin tuna have

been tracked both night and day with simultaneous observations of their sound-scattering

layer prey in French Polynesia (Josse et aI., 1998). Both species were observed following

the vertical migration of the scattering layer. Sometimes, however, the tuna did not

follow the prey to its daytime habitat. Tuna are capable of diving and remaining at very

deep depths, so the costs of foraging on the scattering layer during the day are not

immediately clear. Tuna are limited by the oxygen concentration of the water. Tuna did

not follow the prey layer when a strong oxycline was present. When no strong decrease in

oxygen concentration was observed, tuna did exhibit daytime foraging upon the deep

scattering layer. Similar constraints probably determine predation by tuna in Hawai'i on

the mesopelagic boundary layer.
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Unlike most scattering layers that have been studied, the mesopelagic boundary

layer around the Hawai'ian Islands also undergoes a diel horizontal migration,

concomitant with its vertical migration (Benoit-Bird et aI., 2001). The horizontal

component of the boundary community's migration also affects the costs and benefits

experienced by its predators. The most notable change in the boundary community that

occurs concurrently with its horizontal migration is a dramatic increase in density

(Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002b). This change in the boundary layer's density affects many of

its predators; as predators often change their foraging strategy as a function of prey

density (Domenici et aI., 2000). The aggregation of prey often makes it easier for

predators to exploit the resource (Krebs, 1978). Spinner dolphins, for example, are found

in greatest abundance in inshore areas near midnight when the boundary community is

most dense (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002d). At all times, spinner dolphins were found in

areas where their prey, the boundary layer, was at its highest possible densities (Benoit

Bird & Au, 2002d). Spinner dolphins, foraging cooperatively, seem to benefit from high

densities of available prey.

Benefits of foraging on prey at high densities may explain the horizontal

movement patterns of tuna in Hawai'i. While a decrease in the depth of the boundary

layer that accompanies an increase in mesopelagic animal density is probably not a strong

benefit to tuna, some animals do move into nearshore waters at night (Brill et aI., 1999).

This suggests that foraging on high-density regions of the boundary community may

provide a benefit to tuna species as well. This is supported by simultaneous observations

of tuna and high-density regions of their prey in other areas (Josse et aI., 1998).

Horizontal movements of bottomfish predators may also occur in Hawai'i in relation to
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the movement of mesopelagic biomass. While a mesopelagic boundary has not been

recognized in the waters around New Guinea, deepwater fish, scattering layer predators

have been observed undergoing nocturnal horizontal movements that match the

movement patterns observed in the mesopelagic boundary (Richards & Sundberg, 1984).

Deepwater snappers in New Guinea appear to be following their nocturnal food resource.

Similar behavior has not been investigated in deepwater snappers in Hawai'i.

The diel migration pattern of the boundary community may induce other costs and

benefits to its predators besides those caused by changes in its density. Spinner dolphins

typically rest in shallow, sandy bottom bays during the day (Norris & Dohl, 1980). These

types of resting sites are hypothesized to reduce the dolphins' predation risk (Norris et al.,

1994). Light colored bottoms make approaching predators more visible. The shallow

nearshore areas limit the nurnber of directions from which predators could approach.

Moving into deeper, offshore waters where predators could approach from any direction

increases potential risk. Following the migration of the boundary layer into nearshore

waters not only allows spinner dolphins to exploit a higher density resource, but may

decrease their predation risk. It may also, however, increase intra-specific competition

because more spinner dolphins are found in these areas than is expected by predictions of

the ideal free distribution theory (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002d). Studies of other boundary

community predators are currently not detailed enough to make predictions about the

costs and benefits they experience throughout the horizontal movement of their prey.

Changes in density occur as a function of both location and time. Higher densities

have been found in the northern sections of the waters off Waianae, Oahu and in the

waters off southwestern Lanai than off the southern Waianae coast and the Kona coast of
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Hawai'i (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002e). These patterns are reversed if we consider the total

caloric content of the boundary layer. So when more prey is available, it is dispersed

more vertically. It is unknown whether spinner dolphin foraging is controlled by total

prey abundance or its density. However, in the lower prey density sites, prey is

distributed over a greater depth range, increasing diving costs for marine mammals.

Because of these costs, spinner dolphins are predicted to achieve greater benefits in

higher density locations where the prey is shallower. The depth of food does not effect

similar costs in tunas, so their foraging patterns are expected to be different from those of

spirmer dolphins. Bottomfish, in particular onaga, are expected to benefit from the

dispersion of the boundary layer to deeper depths. Consequently, they are expected to

forage more heavily on the less dense layers that extend deeper in the water colunm.

Over a single coastline, the mesopelagic boundary is far from homogeneously

distributed. The boundary community is distributed in patches within patches in a

hierarchically nested fashion. This means that predators of the boundary layer need to

respond to differences in prey density not only as a function of time and large scale

movement throughout the migrations of the layer, but on a much smaller, local level.

Density structure within the boundary layer occurs on the scale of a few meters, the same

scale as many of the boundary community's predators. The effects of these small-scale

structures remain to be investigated on any boundary community predator. However,

spinner dolphins have been observed to respond to prey aggregations on the scale of a

few tens of meters. Spinner dolphins have been observed to feed only on the most dense

regions of their prey, whether this is a discrete patch or a higher than average density

region within the layer (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002d). Other marine predators have been
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observed to feed on prey at densities that are not the highest available (Mehlum et aI.,

1999; Russell et aI., 1992; Goss et aI., 1997; Logerwell & Hargreaves, 1996; Greene et

aI., 1994). In these predators, it has been presumed that foraging on lower density prey is

the result of the predator's inability to identify the highest prey densities, the effects of

the prey's avoidance behavior, or more efficient prey capture by predators at lower prey

densities (Russell et al., 1992; Greene, 1986; Greene et aI., 1994). Because of limited

information on the behavior of tunas and bottomfish, prediction about the effects of prey

aggregation at this scale on other pelagic predators is unwarranted.

The costs and benefits of foraging by predators of the boundary community are

dramatically altered by the temporal and spatial dynamics of the layer. Knowledge of

these dynamics has allowed predictions to be made about the movement patterns of

boundary community predators. The costs and benefits of foraging change throughout

each night as the boundary community undergoes its diel migrations, changing depth,

horizontal position, density, and aggregation patterns with time and location. These

changes affect predators differently because of the behavior and physiological constraints

of the predators. For example, spinner dolphins and humpback whales are tied to the

surface by their need to breathe while deepwater snappers are tied to the bottom for

refuge and other resources. Tunas, while not limited by depth, are constrained by oxygen

availability. The predictions of movement patterns and behavior based on forage

availability were tested in one pelagic predator, the Hawai'ian spinner dolphin. Unlike

many previous studies of pelagic predators, spinner dolphins were found to overlap with

their prey at both large and small spatial and temporal scales (Benoit-Bird & Au, 2002d).

Spinner dolphins fulfilled patterns expected from observing their food resources. They

followed both the vertical and horizontal components of their prey's migration and were
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found in very high-density prey patches. Predictions of foraging III other predators,

including humpback whales remain untested.

The dynamics of the mesopelagic boundary community also have other effects on

the ecosystem. The numerous micronektonic animals that make up the scattering layer

need to consume large quantities of zooplankton and phytoplankton. They forage only at

night, while in relatively shallow, nearshore waters (Tyler & Pearcy, 1975; Hopkins &

Baird, 1977). The mesopelagic animals then move these consumed lower trophic level

resources offshore, into deeper water where productivity is lower (Doty & Oguri, 1956;

Gilmartin & Revelante, 1974). The diel migration of high densities of mesopelagic

animals moves food resources into nearshore waters, drawing many pelagic predators

into these areas, including tunas and spinner dolphins. The large number of

micronektonic and nektonic animals probably causes a large nutrient input into shallow,

nearshore waters from their waste products.

The combined effects of the spatial and temporal dynamics of the Hawai'ian

mesopelagic boundary layer indicate that the boundary community is providing a link

between nearshore and open-ocean systems. While the existence of a micronektonic

boundary community has not been investigated elsewhere, other nearshore scattering

layers have been observed to exhibit similar migration patterns with horizontal

components (Josse, personal communication). It is likely that other islands in the Pacific

as well as other areas with relatively steep oceanic transitions have scattering layers that

provide a similar nearshore-oceanic link. The importance of the mesopelagic layer in

Hawai'i to pelagic, benthic, and potentially even nearshore reef systems suggests that this

community may playa keystone ecological role in the islands.
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